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1.0 Introduction 

1.1 Origin of the Problem 

My interest in sound change in Hong Kong Cantonese 

was initially aroused when I encountered the phenomenon 

of alternative pronunciations for saying the same thing 

the first time I went to Hong Kong to study Cantonese 

in 1975. A university student with whom I had become 

acquainted dropped the velar nasal initial and delabialized 

the labialized velar initial: he said /oi kok jan/ for 

iH A. "fore igner" instead of SC /i}6i kwok jan/, the 

standard, textbook pronunciation I had learned. As 

I was to discover later, these variant forms were just 

two of several sound changes now in progress in contem

porary Hong Kong Cantonese. In January 1976 I began 

studying Cantonese in Hong Kong with a student who was 

renting a room in the same house I was. The first thing 

I noticed about his speech was that he too delabialized 

the labialized velar. I gave him a few minimal pair 

sets to confirm what I thought I was hearing. He said 

that the two members of each of the following pairs were 

homophones: ji![ SC /kwo/ "to cross over", /f|g] SC /ko/ 

"classifier"; SC /kwoi}/ "bright", /korj/ "river"; 

IM SC /kwoi}/ "broad", fflf SC /koi}/ "to speak." I asked 

him if he ever said the SC /kw-/ words with /kw-/ initial 

and contrasted them for him, but he didn't hear any 

difference and could not make the contrast either. 
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In fall 1976 I returned to UC-Berkeley and began 

exchanging English lessons for Cantonese lessons with a 

young woman from Hong Kong who was studying at a business 

school in Berkeley. In our first meeting my ear immediately 

caught three forms of phonological variation from Standard 

Cantonese. In addition to the delabialization of the 

labialized velar initial, there were two new variants 

which I had not noticed in Cantonese when I was in Hong 

Kong: for this speaker the Standard Cantonese syllabic 

nasal /t}/ was pronounced as a bilabial, i.e., SC /ij/ /m/. 

For example, she said S SC /ij/ as /in/. Some words be

longing to rhymes with the velar nasal ending in Standard 

Cantonese were pronounced with alveolar nasal ending, 

SC /-i}/ -> /-n/. Becoming particularly intrigued with this 

problem of change in the finals with nasal endings, I 

spent several months with this subject eliciting words 

to find the underlying pattern of the change. In January 

1979 the results of this work appeared in my article "Al-

veolarization in Cantonese: A case of lexical diffusion" 

which was published in the Journal of Chinese Linguistics, 

Volume 7, Number 1. What I found was that for such finals 

as SC /-aai}/ and /-ar)./ my subject said /-aan/ and /-an/; 

for example, SC /sa'arj/ "to give birth" and iJJ SC /saan/ 

"mountain" were both /saan/, and "jsf SC /hai}/ "to be 

willing" and 48- SC /han/ "very" were both /han/. Further

more, this change of alveolarization which had affected 

finals with low vowels was also spreading upwards to affect 
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the mid-front and mid-back vowels; for example, ̂  SC 

/ho"et}/ "fragrant" was sometimes pronounced /ho'en/, ZJS SC 

/p'erj/ "cheap" was most often /p'en/, and H$C SC /foi)/ 

"to put or place" was sometimes /fon/. Because this 

variation appeared to be a sound change in progress, I 

proposed an analysis based on the theory of lexical 

diffusion which pinpointed the particular words of the 

various final categories which were undergoing change. 

It appeared that the change SC /-erj/ to /-en/ was more 

advanced than the change of SC /-oerj/ to /-oen/ since many 

more words of the first final had undergone a complete 

change to /-en/ or showed variation with /-en/ while only 

words of the SC /-oei)/ final with the guttural initials 

/k-/ and /h-/ had developed /-oen/ variants. 

In fall 1979 I returned to Hong Kong to continue 

my study of Cantonese and to take up the problem of 

phonological variation and change in Hong Kong Cantonese 

as the topic of my Ph.D. dissertation research. Now, 

following two years of fieldwork in Hong Kong, I present 

the results of my sociolinguistic study which reveal the 

patterns of regularity underlying the sound changes of 

SC /g/ -> /m/ and SC kw- k-/ o(C). This study joins 

two others which have also correlated social characteristics 

of speakers with their patterns of phonological variation. 

Still very much in its early stages of development, the 

field of Chinese sociolinguistics is being tilled by lin

guists working on Hong Kong Cantonese. Ground was first 

broken by two M.A. dissertations at the University of Hong 
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Kong. These were Helen Yeung's Some Aspects of Phono

logical Variations in the Cantonese Spoken in Hong Kong 

(1980) and Peter G. Pan's Prestige Forms and Phonological 

Variation in Hong Kong Cantonese (1981). 

My work is offered with the hope that it will dispel 

the myth believed in by some scholars in Hong Kong that 

Cantonese pronunciation is in a "state of confusion." 

Sound change is a natural, ineluctable process in the 

development of human language. Cantonese can be no 

exception. Such statements as the following come from a 

scholar of Chinese who seems to be unaware of this fun

damental fact about language: "The confused state of 

Cantonese pronunciation is in can hardly be looked upon as 

a stage in the process of evolution. The changes depend 

on the whim of the speakers and are not of a systematic 

nature" (Chinese University Bulletin 1979:5). On the 

contrary, with the application of the sociolinguist's 

tools of linguistic sampling and interviewing to the 

analysis of the Hong Kong speech community, what appears 

to be random variation from one speaker to the next has 

been found to be as regular and systematic as the rings in 

a cross-sectional slice of a tree. On the basis of my 

observation of the two sound changes of /g/ /m/ and 

kw- -» k-/ o(C) in Hong Kong Cantonese, I believe I have 

identified the phonetic origins of the changes, in the case 

of /g/ /m/ the particular morpheme with which this change 

began, the relative schedules of change of several morphemes 
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of the relevant word classes, the different stages of 

development of various subgroups of the speech community 

which have been affected by these sound changes, and the 

particular subgroups of speakers with whom the /m/ and /k—/ 

variants originated. 

1.2 Theory and Methodology for the Sociolinguistic Study 

of Sound Change 

In my study of sound change in Hong Kong Cantonese, I 

join together a theory of sound change with a methodology 

for investigating it. The model of sound change within 

which I will explain the sound changes which I have 

observed to be in progress in Hong Kong Cantonese is based 

on the theory of lexical diffusion first proposed by Wang 

(1969). The techniques I have used to collect data on 

sound change were developed by the pioneer sociolinguist, 

William Labov,and described in detail in his The Design of 

a Sociolinguistic Research Project (1972) and his other 

numerous publications. 

1.3 Theory of Lexical Diffusion 

The theory of lexical diffusion recognizes that sound 

change proceeds through time and that this process can best 

be understood by viewing sound change along three dimensions: 

The phonetic dimension describes the phonetic conditions 

that give rise to the abrupt change from sound X to sound Y 

in a particular morpheme, a change which is both percep

tible and potentially phonemic. The lexical dimension 
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links the change to the lexicon by tracing the change to 

the morpheme or morphemes of the lexical class initially 

affected by it. Finally, the social dimension follows the 

spread of the sound change from one subgroup of speakers 

to another in the speech community. 

Over the last decade or so, there have been several 

diachronic investigations of sound change that span a time 

frame from Middle Chinese (ca. 700 AD) to modern Chinese 

dialects which have been based on the theory of lexical 

diffusion (Chen and Hsieh 1971; Cheng and Wang 1972, 1970; 

Hsieh 1973; and Wang and Cheng 1970). My study, however, 

departs from this historical trend by applying the theory 

of lexical diffusion to the synchronic investigation of 

sound changes in progress. While recognizing the remarkable 

results achieved in historical studies, I found in my own 

work in Chinese historical phonology that the historical 

linguist works with one strike against him: since histori

cal changes are separated from the present by long time 

spans, they are therefore impossible to observe directly. 

Nothing less than a time machine would give the historical 

linguist access to the genuinely reliable source of the 

information he needs—the speakers themselves. Sound 

changes taking place right under our noses, however, are 

far more amenable to scientific investigation since they 

can be directly observed: Speakers are all around us and 

many are willing to work with linguists. 
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1.4 Sociolinguistic Methodology 

In its original presentation the theory of lexical 

diffusion did not devote much attention to the actual 

means for the investigation of sound change. It was 

left to the sociolinguists to develop the tools for the 

microstudy of synchronic sound change. The sociolinguist's -

practical tools of sampling and interviewing for gathering 

sociolinguistic data on the speech community have per

mitted him to observe sound change as if under a micro

scope by bringing into sharp focus the social dimension 

of a sound change, i.e., its distribution across sub

groups of speakers of a speech community. In this section 

I describe the principles and methods of sociolinguistics 

I have followed in carrying out my Cantonese research 

project. 

The sociolinguist's investigation of variation and 

change begins first with the study of the vernacular. 

Labov has defined the vernacular as ". . . the mother 

tongue as it is spoken by ordinary people—rich and poor, 

educated and uneducated . . . the form that is used in 

everyday communication" (Labov 1972a:8-9). It is " . . . 

that form of speech which requires the least amount of 

monitoring by the speaker, learned and overlearned in 

pre-adolescent years, and used for the most intimate 

and casual kind of communication" (Labov 1972a:9). 

Five principles or "sociolinguistic axioms" have 

emerged from Labov1s sociolinguistic research: 
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1. The speaker shifts his style of speaking as the social 

situation and topic of discussion change. Correlated with 

the change in style is a change in the linguistic variables 

the speaker uses. 

2. Styles of speaking form a continuum from the least amount 

of attention the speaker pays to his speech characteristic 

of casual or emotional speech to the greatest amount of 

attention the speaker gives to his speech when reading a 

list of words or talking about the pronunciation of words. 

3. The speaker pays the least attention to his speech 

when speaking the vernacular, and consequently, the ver

nacular provides the most structured data for linguistic 

analysis. 

4. Talking to speakers about the way they speak creates 

a formal situation which causes them to self-consciously 

attend to their speech. The soiolinguist must observe 

the speaker's vernacular style without seeming to do so. 

5. Only face-to-face interviews recorded with an excellent 

quality tape-recorder and microphone can produce the kind of 

data on which accurate solutions to linguistic problems 

can be based (Labov 1972a:9-10). 

The sociolinguist1s primary object of study is the 

"linguistic variable." There are five stages in its identi

fication: First, there is the discovery of variation 

in which different members of the same speech community 

are observed to use different linguistic forms to express 

the same meaning (Labov 1972a:32). Second, the linguist 
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attempts to determine the meaning of the variant form and 

set up "invariant rules" which predict the occurrence of the 

two forms. If this cannot be done, then the linguist 

recognizes "inherent variation" or two ways to say the same 

thing (Labov 1972a:33). Third, the linguist looks for the 

highest level of language structure at which the variation 

occurs. In the case of phonological variation, this is 

at the phonological level (Labov 1972a:33). Fourth, the 

linguist designs his research instruments with these 

environments in mind in order to obtain as full a picture 

as possible on the distribution of the variant forms; he 

develops formal word lists, texts, minimal pair word lists, 

questions to elicit connected speech (as opposed to one-

word yes-no type responses) (Labov 1972a:33). 

Following the selection of the linguistic variable to 

be investigated, the two most important components of a 

sociolinguistic study are the interview and the sample. 

The interview provides the means for collecting the lin

guistic data for analysis and on which observations about the 

speech community will be made. As stated in Labov's first 

sociolinguistic axiom, the same person does not speak the 

same way under different conditions but adjusts his style 

of speaking to suit the formality of the speech situation. 

The speaker does this by using those linguistic forms he 

feels are appropriate to the speech context. Consequently, 

the linguistic interview has as its purpose the gathering 

of both casual and formal varieties of speech. Since the 
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object of the sociolinguist's study is the observation of 

the vernacular (axiom 3), i.e., how people talk under natural 

conditions when not being observed, the socioJinguist creates 

for himself the "observer's paradox." Consequently, he must 

find ways to minimize the observer effect. The sociolinguist 

does this by asking questions which will maximally develop 

his subject's interest and involvement in a topic of con

versation and by conducting the interview so that it is more 

like a casual conversation than an interview seeking infor

mation (Labov 1972a:47). The sociolinguistic sample com

prises a group of subjects to be interviewed who have been 

chosen on the basis of certain of their social character

istics which make this group a composite representative of 

the larger speech community. The assumption is that 

studying this group is like studying the community itself— 

the findings produced on the basis of the sample can be 

extended to the community, but since the sample is smaller, 

the study of the sample will take less time and be less 

expensive than if the entire community had been interviewed 

(which would be an impossible task for a large community). 

The composition of the sample will depend on the type and 

number of independent variables—that is, social character

istics, to be correlated with the dependent linguistic 

variable. Typically, independent variables are drawn from 

a pool of such characteristics as sex, age, and social 

class; these last two can be graded into as many age groups 

and social classes as the sociolinguist cares to make cor

relations with. 
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1.5 The Sociolinguistic Interview 

There are two main parts to the sociolinguistic interview: 

the spontaneous section and the controlled section. The 

spontaneous section of the interview obtains speech repre

sentative of the speaker's vernacular or casual style as well 

as his careful or "consultative" style which he uses in a 

question and answer exchange. The forms of speech the speaker 

uses in this section of the interview are under his control 

and not the sociolinguist's (Labov 1972a:45). To secure 

spontaneous speech in which the speaker projects his genuine 

interest and involvement, the linguist asks questions on 

such topics as death and the danger of death, experiences 

involving the element of danger, the supernatural, sex, 

marriage, and courtship, and moral indignation (Labov 1972a: 

49-51). The interviewer's ideal question ". . . stimulates 

speech, interests the subject profoundly, obtains phonolo

gical and grammatical information, reveals cultural atti

tudes, and yields demographic information as well" (Labov 

1972a:54). 

The second part of the interview is the controlled 

section in which the sociolinguist utilizes texts, word lists, 

minimal pairs, etc., to elicit forms of the linguistic 

variable from the subject. The subject's conscious attitudes 

about language are also solicited in this section (Labov 1972a: 

46). Asking the subject to pronounce a list of words is 

tantamount to giving him a formal test. This situation 

heightens the observer effect and calls forth from the 
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subject "normative attitudes" about language; his responses 

depart radically from the way he actually speaks, however 

(Labov 1972a:56). 

On the basis of his explortory observations, the socio-

linguist begins his study of phonological variables with 

the following assumption: the variants he is looking for will 

occur with some regularity in casual speech and this will 

be the case for some subjects but not necessarily for others; 

that some subjects may use the variant forms in their casual 

speech but not in their careful speech during the con

trolled section of the interview when they are asked to 

read a list of words; some informants may only use the variant 

forms in both their casual speech and careful speech since 

the change the standard forms to the variant forms is 

a complete one; some informants may use both the variant 

and standard forms in both their casual and careful speech. 

1.6 The Sociolinguistic Sample 

The sociolinguist attemtps to select a sample of 

subjects who will accurately represent the speech community 

from which they are drawn, i.e., ideally the sample is a 

microcosm of the larger speech community. An accurately 

representative sample gives the study its external validity: 

the sociolinguist can confidently make claims about the speech 

community on the basis of what he has found to be true of 

the sample. That is, he can extrapolate his findings from 

the sample to the speech community. In selecting a sample, 

the sociolinguist simplifies his task if he can work with a 
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sample that has been previously selected in the course of a 

sociological survey. If this is not possible, then the 

sociolinguist must select his own sample. The research 

design of my Hong Kong study which will be described in 

the next chapter called for a stratified random sample, 

but I was unable to carry this plan through to my complete 

satisfaction. As I have discovered, sampling is probably 

the most difficult part of a sociolinguistic project and the 

most crucial to the reliability of the conclusions. By 

sampling I mean the successful selection of a subject which 

involves several stages, i.e., the subject is willing to be 

chosen to be interviewed, agrees to be interviewed, and gets 

interviewed. 

A stratified random sample presupposes that all the 

members of the speech community have been enumerated, identi

fied by name and social characteristics, and their names 

enrolled in a list. The sociolinguist can randomly select 

subjects from this list by picking a number from a table of 

random numbers and then selecting the subject with that num

ber from the list. Since the sociolinguist knows the inde

pendent variables he is investigating, he can insure that 

the various independent variable categories are represented 

by subjects by "stratifying" the sample: that is, he con

tinues drawing subjects from the pool of potential subjects 

until a category is sufficiently represented. 

The number of subjects in the sample will depend on 

the number of independent variables to be included in the 
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study. For example, if the study investigates three inde

pendent variables of sex, age, and social class and each of 

these categories has been subdivided into two sexes, four 

age groups (e.g., subjects aged 15 to 22, 23 to 30, 31 to 

44, and 45 and over which was done for this study), and three 

social classes (upper, middle, and lower), then the socio-

linguist has an independent variable matrix of 2 X 4 X 3 or 

24 cells to be filled by subjects who reflect these social 

characteristics. Labov suggests that four or five subjects 

per cell provide reliable sociolinguistic data (Labov 1972a: 

38). The abov matrix would therefore require a sample of 

96 to 120 subjects. The independent variable matrix would 

take the form shown in Table 1 below. 

Categorizing subjects by their sex and age is easier 

than categorizing them by their social class. Labov (1966) 

and Shuy et al. (1968) each developed a set of criteria for 

assigning social class which included determining the 

subject's educational level, occupation, and income (among 

other things) and then numerically weighting these items. 

The Hong Kong study categorized subjects by their educational 

level only, and the rationale and method for doing this will 

be described in the next chapter. 
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Social 

Class 

I 

(upper) 

Males Females Social 

Class 

I 

(upper) 

A (15-22 years of age) 

Social 

Class 

I 

(upper) 

B (23-30) 

Social 

Class 

I 

(upper) 

C (31-44) 

Social 

Class 

I 

(upper) 

D (45+) 

II 

(middle) 

A (15-22) 

II 

(middle) 

B (23-30) II 

(middle) 

C (31-44) 

II 

(middle) 

D (45+) 

III 

(lower) 

A (15-22) 

III 

(lower) 

B (23-30) III 

(lower) 

C (31-44) 

III 

(lower) 

D (45+) 

Table 1. A matrix with three independent variables of 
sex (male and female), age (four groups), and social 
class (three groups). 



2.0 Research Design of the Hong Kong Study 

In this chapter I will describe the research design of 

my Hong Kong research project—the phonological variables 

which were investigated, questions asked in the interview, 

research instruments used in the interview, the pilot study 

for testing the instruments, sampling methods used to 

obtain subjects, the composition of the sample, the inde

pendent variables which have been correlated with the 

phonological variables, and problems encountered in the 

field selecting and interviewing subjects. Before doing 

this, however, I will first provide a backdrop to the study 

with a sketch of Hong Kong and its speech community. 

2.1 Hong Kong and the Hong Kong Speech Community 

The territory of Hong Kong is situated on the southern 

coast of China just below Guangdong Province and a short 

plane ride away from Guangzhou, the provincial capital 

(see Figure 1, Map of Hong Kong); it comprises more than 

200 islands, the largest of which are Lantau and Hong Kong, 

and a piece of the China Mainland referred to as the Kowloon 

Peninsula and the New Territories. Hong Kong Island itself 

has been a British Colony since 1841 when the Chinese 

Government awarded the island to Britain in perpetuity as 

compensation for losing the First Opium War (1840-42). In 

1860 Britain acquired in perpetuity the Kowloon Peninsula 

extending as far north as Boundary Street. The New Terri

tories, comprising the area north of Boundary Street and 

extending up to the Shenzhen River ( $?c M ) along with 
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235 islands, v7ere leased to Britain by China in 1898 for 99 

years. Under the terms of this lease, the New Territories 

are to revert back to China on July 1, 1997. Whether this is 

actually going to happen is a matter of much speculation 

among residents—especially the investors. As this date 

draws nearer, the anxiety of many people grows more intense. 

Hong Kong covers a land area of 1,060 square kilometers 

and has a population which was tentatively placed at just 

under six million by the 1981 Hong Kong Census' preliminary 

count. This figure represents an increase of almost 507o 

since 1970. Population growth has not been from natural 

increase which actually dropped during the 1970's from 14.9 

per thousand to 12.0 per thousand because of a decline in 

the birthrate from 20 per thousand in 1970 to 16.9 per 

thousand in 1980. Rather, Hong Kong's population boom has 

been the result of a huge influx of legal and illegal immi

grants from China and of Vietnamese "Boat People" who have 

been granted refuge. Because Hong Kong is a very small 

place, it has one of the highest population densities in the 

world. The majority of the territory's residents is concen

trated on Hong Kong Island and Kowloon where population 

density is 25,400 people per square kilometer (Rao 1981: 

223). In the last few years the Hong Kong Government has 

undertaken a massive housing program in the New Territories 

which has been relocating hundreds of thousands of people 

into what were formerly rural areas of the Colony. 

In 1971 when the Kong Kong Census was being conducted, 

census-takers asked Hong Kong residents several questions 



about their mother tongue or language spoken at home and 

their place of origin. As shown in Table 2, "Place of 

Origin and Usual Language," the Census distinguished five 

categories of Chinese language: Cantonese, Hakka, Hoklo 

(which includes all languages of the Min group, viz., 

Hoklo, Chaozhou, and all related dialects of Fujian, Taiwan, 

Hainan, and coastal Guangdong), Seiyap, and any other languages 

of China (which includes the Mandarin and Wu families of 

Chinese dialects, and Mongolian, Manchu, Tibetan, and other 

non-Chinese minority tribal languages). A total of 3,469,235 

people claimed Cantonese as their mother tongue or 887o of 

Hong Kong's total 1971 population of 3,936,630. The other 

four categories of Chinese language were spoken by 11% of the 

population. If we look at just that portion of the popula

tion which claimed a Chinese language (or language of China) 

as its mother tongue which numbered 3,874,382 people, then 

the percentage reporting Cantonese is 90% of the total; 

Hoklo with 164,295 is 470; Hakka with 104,284 is 3%; other 

languages of China with 89,515 is 27°; and Seiyap with 

47,053 is 1%. The 1981 Census did not ask questions about 

language, but if we assume that the 1971 pattern has been 

more or less maintained today, then Hong Kong is clearly 

a predominantly Cantonese-speaking community. English and 

other languages were reported as the usual language by 1% of 

Hong Kong's population (Hong Kong Population and Housing 

Census 1971:7) 

T'sou's (1976) analysis of the 1971 Census data on 



Table 2. Place of Origin and Usual Language (adapted from Table 3, 1971 Hong Kong Population 
and Housing Census, p. 7) 

Language Used in Home (by Numbers of Speakers) 

Place of 
Origin 

Cantonese Hakka Hoklo Seiyap 
Other Lg 
of China 

English Other 
Language 

Mute Total 

HK, Kin, NT 158,790 23,790 1,506 153 586 392 40 442 185,699 

Canton, Macao 1,983,372 62,664 11,539 2,571 7,951 1,200 293 2,493 2,072,083 

Seiyap 632,174 1,813 3,120 42,346 4,242 244 67 768 684,774 

Chaozhou 262,683 5,169 107,979 1,006 13,800 143 74 600 391,454 

Guangdong nec 232,215 9,260 4,810 461 2,916 192 74 287 250,215 

China nec 187,184 1,242 35,006 471 59,433 655 406 396 284,793 

South Asia 1,259 9 30 1 127 2,438 4,854 9 8,727 

Malaysia, 
Singapore 

2,006 119 100 3 95 504 269 3 3,099 

Asian count. 1,595 25 137 8 199 956 7,587 4 10,511 
nec 

Pacific, 
Oceania 

318 5 6 - 15 2,090 367 3 2,804 

Britain 3,557 122 36 2 7 5  24,964 225 23 29,004 

Europe nec 927 5 2 - 29 2,773 1,536 6 5,278 

USA, Canada 335 9  - 27 32 4,191 84 2 4,680 

Cent. & So. 1 

America,WI 
233 8 - 1 2 218 116 - 578 

Africa 47 3 - - - 109 43 - 202 

Unknown 2,540 41 24 3 13 50 15 43 2,729 

Total 3,469,235 104,284 164,295 47,053 89,515 41,119 16,050 5,079 3,936,630 



the five main Chinese language categories classifies Hong 

Kong's Chinese-speaking population into five ethnolinguistic 

groups: Basic Cantonese, Seiyap, Chaozhou, Hakka, and Out--

of-Staters. 

Basic Cantonese refers to people who claimed as their 

place of origin Hong Kong, Canton, Macao, and neighboring 

areas, and other places in Guangdong and Guangxi Provinces 

and reported Cantonese as their home language. The Basic 

Cantonese ethnolinguistic group numbers 3,456,418 people 

which constitutes 8970 of Hong Kong's total Chinese-speaking 

population (this figure does not include figures on Can

tonese whose place of origins were outside of China and 

Hong Kong). 

The Seiyap ( |Z3 fe ) group indicates people from the 

four counties of Taishan ( "n lU ), Enping (M. ), Kaiping 

( HI ), and Xinhui ("H" ), an area situated southwest 

of the Pearl River Delta region towards the coast, and who 

speak the Seiyap group of Cantonese dialects which are 

mutually unintelligible with Standard Cantonese (see Figure 

2, Map of Guangdong and Guangxi). The number of people 

reporting Seiyap as the home language is 47,053 which makes 

this group the smallest of the five Chinese ethnolinguistic 

groups of Hong Kong. 

T'sou's third ethnolinguistic group is Chaozhou (or 

Chiuchow or Teochiu), that is, people from Chaozhoufu 

( jl'H ) in eastern Guangdong Province. Chaozhou dialect 

belongs to the Southern Min family of Chinese dialects and 

is mutually unintelligible with Cantonese. The Census table 
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used the term "Hoklo" which encompasses Chaozhou speakers, 

and Hoklo and Chaozhou dialects are mutually intelligible. 

The term "Hoklo" (I® ) SC /hok lou/ means "the Hok men" 

and the word "hok" is the Cantonese approximation of the 

Hoklo dialect pronunciation of jjfg SC /fuk/ in $8 ̂  

"Fujian Province," the province of origin of many Hoklo 

people. According to subjects I interviewed in Hong Kong, 

however, there are many Hoklos in Hong Kong who are from 

Guangdong Province. In my second year in Hong Kong I 

lived in the village of Yungshuewan Hi" Pi ) on Lamma 

Island ) which lies southwest of Hong Kong Island 

(see Figure 1, Map of Hong Kong) and is forty minutes by 

ferry boat from Central. I became acquainted with several 

young men and a young woman who identify their ethnicity 

as Hoklo. They had been born and raised on Lamma, attended 

school in Hong Kong, and have grown up speaking Cantonese 

although several claim some knowledge of Hoklo dialect. 

Five of these young people were interviewed and have been 

used as subjects. They told me that their parents had been 

part of a large migration in the early 1950's to Hong Kong 

from the Hoi Lukfung (which is the abbreviated form used in 

speech to refer to the two cities of ^ SC /h&i f€ir}/ and 

EL SC Auk fui}/) area of Guangdong Province which is in 

the eastern part of the province near the coast and about 

midway between Hong Kong and Swatow ('/111 Eft ) . These people 

had originally been fishermen but took up farming when they 

came to Lamma. According to the Census, there are 107,979 



people who report Hoklo as the language of the home and 

also claim Chaozhou as their place of origin; there are 

262,683 people who claim Chaozhou as their place of origin 

but report Cantonese as their home language. This number 

is more than double the earlier figure of Hoklo dialect 

speakers and, as my Lamma subjects bear witness to, indicate 

a trend of language assimilation taking place among the 

younger Hong Kong-born generation. 

According to T'sou, many of the Hakkas in Hong Kong 

have come from Baoan () in Guangdong Province which 

is just over the border from the New Territories. The 

Hakkas regard themselves as a distinct ethnolinguistic 

group, and Hakka clans in the New Territories can trace 

their genealogies back several hundred years when their 

ancestors first arrived and settled the area. Hakkas in 

Hong Kong are the second largest group to maintain their 

language in the home and number 104,284. Hakka dialect 

constitutes a separate major family of Chinese dialects. 

T'sou coined the term "Out-of-Staters" to refer 

primarily to people who speak either Mandarin or Shanghai-

nese, two broadly encompassing families of Chinese dialects 

which are mutually unintelligible. The Out-of-Staters 

are the third largest group to preserve their home 

language and number 89,515 on the basis of the 1971 Census. 

The Basic Cantonese group from Hong Kong, Canton, Macao 

and other areas of Guangdong and Guangxi is the majority 

ethnolinguistic group of Hong Kong, while the Seiyap, 
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Chaozhou/Hoklo, Hakka, and Out-of-Staters are the minority 

ethnolinguistic groups. T'sou has observed that among the 

minority groups, the Seiyap people rank lowest in numbers 

of people who claim a particular place of origin and speak 

the language of that place in the home. While there were 

42,346 people who reported Seiyap as the home language 

and claimed Seiyap as their place of origin, 632,174 people 

claimed Seiyap as their place of origin but reported Can

tonese as their home language. This figure represents 187o 

of the total Cantonese-speaking population ( 632,174 7 

3,456,418) which indicates the Seiyap group in Hong Kong 

has undergone the greatest degree of "language shift" of 

any of the minority groups (T'sou 1976:6). 

2.1.1 Classification of Cantonese Dialects 

On the basis of the wide divergence of their phono

logical systems resulting in mutual unintelligibility, 

two main groups of Cantonese dialects were recognized by 

the 1971 Hong Kong Census: Standard Cantonese based on 

the Guangzhou dialect and Seiyap. Each of these main 

groups, however, is by no means homogeneous; for example, 

explanatory notes accompanying the Census table indicate 

that the Cantonese category includes the Tanka ( He lie , 

pejorative) of the Hong Kong Boat People ( 7i^ M A- , the 

name used by the people themselves) which shows many 

phonological differences with Standard Cantonese and of 

which there is more than one variety (McCoy 1965:46-64). 
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I assume that all non-Seiyap Cantonese dialects were 

categorized under the Cantonese group; this would include 
i j -r-

such dialects of Cantonese as Dongguan ( } Bauan ( W 

) , and Zhongshan ( tp ill ) , to name a few in the region 

which differ from Standard Cantonese but are regarded as 

similar enough to be classified with it. 

Yuan Jiahua's ~)j Jlf ̂  ̂ has identified five 

main categories of Yue ( •$)* ) or Cantonese dialects: 

1. Coastal Yue ( $IF- ̂  ): spoken in a large area of 

the Pearl River Delta which includes Guangzhou, Panyu (-Hf 

il| ), Nanhai ( F$3 $3= ), Shunde (J'H ̂  ), the so-called 

Saamyap or three counties ( ~ G ) region to which Standard 

Cantonese is tied, and an area along the West River ( © ̂  ). 

2. Yin-Lian Group ( ): spoken in the area between 

Yinzhou (&X j'H ) and Lianzhou ( jJ'H ) in the southeastern 

coastal region of Guangxi Province. 

3. Gao-Lei Group ( l^J W ̂  ): spoken in the area between 

Gaozhou ( jNI ) and Leizhou ( W W ) in the extreme south

western part of Guangdong Province. 
<£3 

4. Seiyap Group (i E ): spoken in the area which covers 

Taishan ( & Uj ), Xinhui ( ̂lf I!- ), Kaiping (iff ), and 

Enping (JH ) in an area southwest of Guangzhou and near 

the coast of the South China Sea. 

5. Southern Gui Group ( fi ): spoken in the area which 

includes Wuzhou ( ̂  W ), Rongxian (^ ̂ )3 Yulin (3£ ̂  

or ft ) , Bobai ( [rj ) , and other areas in the southeastern 



part of Guangxi Province (Yuan 1960:179). In this clas

sification system, the Coastal Yue Group to which the 

Standard Cantonese of Guangzhou belongs represents the 

eastern branch of the Yue family. 

2.1.2 Hong Kong Standard Cantonese 

Since the beginning of contact between Europeans and 

Chinese on the South China Coast, Guangzhou has been the 

political, economic, and cultural center of this area. 

Consequently, the Guangzhou dialect has been regarded as 

the prestige language of learning. The high status of 

Guangzhou dialect extended to Hong Kong as soon as Chinese 

people began to settle in Hong Kong. Today Hong Kong 

people look upon it as the standard form of their speech. 

The one publication transcribing Cantonese pronunciation 

and classifying Chinese characters by their pronunciation 

which has held sway among Cantonese-speaking educated 

people in Hong Kong ever since it first appeared a little 

over 40 years ago has been S. L. Wong's ig? ) A 

Chinese Syllabary Pronounced According to the Dialect of 

Canton ( ̂a. ̂  ̂ ̂ ;jg ̂  =g: £ ), first published 

in 1941. It has been used by the Hong Kong Curriculum 

Development Committee to establish the standard form of 

Cantonese pronunciation taught in Hong Kong schools. 

Most recently, the Chinese Language Research Centre of the 

Chinese University of Hong Kong in an effort to help people 

correctly pronounce unfamiliar words has produced a 



cassette tape recording of the pronunciation of Standard 

Cantonese and a handbook based on S. L. Wong's syllabary 

and has packaged them along with a new 1980 edition of Wong1 

syllabary for commercial marketing in Hong Kong (Wu 1980). 

In view of the geographical, political, economic, and 

cultural distances separating Hong Kong from Canton, we may 

reasonably question to what extent the Cantonese of Hong 

Kong is the same as that of Canton or Guangzhou. We 

recognize close personal ties exist between the two cities. 

Every year tens of thousands of Hong Kong's residents take 

advantage of two daily, nonstop direct trains, frequent 

hover ferries, and airline flights to go back to Guangzhou 

and their native villages to spend the traditional Chinese 

holidays. However, the linguistic consequences of this 

interaction on the speech of the two communities are 

unknown. My belief is that Hong Kong and Guangzhou are 

two unique speech communities. While there is no question 

that the people of both places speak Cantonese, there must 

be remarkable differences between the two varieties. I 

have been told by people in Hong Kong who have paid attention 

to the matter that Cantonese spoken by Hong Kong people 

contains much more slang and transliterated words borrowed 

from English than the Cantonese of Guangzhou. Guangzhou 

residents, on the other hand, use more swear words in their 

speech than Hong Kong people. It also includes more ex

pressions borrowed from Mandarin (but pronounced in Cantonese 

than Hong Kong Cantonese. 
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Another important influence on Hong Kong has been 

population movement from China into Hong Kong. As stated 

earlier, Hong Kong has absorbed a tremendous number of legal 

and illegal immigrants from China in the past ten years. It 

has been estimated that between 1977 and the fall of 1980 

almost 400,000 illegal immigrants from China slipped across 

the border into Hong Kong. A little over half or 212,000 

evaded capture by the police and melded into the community 

while the remainder were caught and repatriated to China 

(Rao 1981:145). Some Hong Kong residents with whom I have 

spoken about this problem believe the Hong Kong Government's 

estimate has understated the actual numbers of illegals. 

At any rate, they come from all parts of China, but the 

majority are from the rural areas of Guangdong Province. 

This influx of people speaking varieties of Cantonese 

different from Standard Cantonese of Hong Kong must influence 

its development, but what the contribution is to this 

process remains a mystery. 

2.2 Phonological Variables 

As described in the introduction to this study, my 

interest in Hong Kong Cantonese sound change began originally 

with four phonological variables I had observed in the speech 

of acquaintances, viz., kw-/k- before /o/; r)—/0—; g/m; and 

-ij/-n. After my return to Hong Kong in 1979, I discovered 

three more phonological variables and included them with the 

others for investigation. These additional variables are 
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described as follows: First, for some speakers words with 

/w-/ initial have a fricative initial variant which ranges 

from a voiceless bilabial fricative /£-/ to a voiced labio

dental fricative /v-/. For example, SC /wut/ "living" 

was heard as /vut/, SC /wu/ "mutual" as /vu/, and 3JR 

SC /wu/"parenthesis" as /vu/ for those speakers who had the 

most heavily fricativized labial initial. Second, although 

in Standard Cantonese there is a distinction between /n-/ 

and /1—/ initials, however, for many speakers, particularly 

younger people, /n-/ has merged with /1—/, that is, speakers 

use /1—/ instead of /n-/ but not the reverse. For example, 

many people can be heard on the streets of Hong Kong saying 

/lei/ for ̂  SC /nei/ "you" (rhymes with 2^ SC /lei/ "a sur

name"); /au la'ai/ for Wb SC /tjau naiai/ "milk." While many 

people have no distinction between /n-/ and /1—/, their speech 

may show variation between the two with a tendency to pro

nounce /n-/ words with /1—/ even though they hear no difference 

between them and cannot make one either. I included the 

n-/l- variable to attempt to determine what patterns charac

terized its use. Third, I found that the word 11=! SC /k'o'ey/ 

"he" had a variant form /ho'ey/ for some speakers. The word 

is the Cantonese colloquial expression for the third-

person singular pronoun. I have not been able to determine 

the ancient Chinese initial for {[=; since the word does not 

appear in . However, if it had the same initial as 

IS and i® which are also pronounced /k'o'ey/ in Standard 

Cantonese, then the reconstructed initial for is *g-
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( frĵ  ) which has become a devoiced, aspirated velar stop 

/k'—/ in modern Standard Cantonese. If this is the case, 

then the acquisition of the /h—/ variant by represents 

a deviant development in relation to other words belonging 

to the Ancient Chinese *g- initial category. On the other 

hand, there is a group of words belonging to the Ancient 

Chinese *k'- ( >\-£§: ) initial category which has developed 

/h-/ initial in modern Standard Cantonese, e.g., Pi SC /ho/ 

"can," ^ SC /hai}/ "willing," P SC /hau/ "mouth," ̂  

SC /haak/ "guest," SC /huij/ "empty," and $ SC /hon/ 

"to look at." The /hoey/ variant may have arisen as a re

sult of being associated with this group of words indicating 

that /k' — / -> /h— / is an ongoing change. I will not be able 

to say any more than this on the origin of the /ho'ey/ variant 

for "fE but hope to be able to say something about the 

speakers who use the variant in a future article. 

Because of limitations of time and space, findings on 

only two variables, kw-/k- and g/m, are described in detail 

in this dissertajSj^on. However, I plan to discuss them all 

in future work. 

2.3 The Interview Questions 

Following the format of previous sociolinguistic studies, 

I developed an interview schedule that consisted of two 

parts: a spontaneous speech section whose purpose was to 

produce spontaneous, casual speech, and a controlled section 

whose purpose was to elicit from the subject his reading 
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pronunciation of a selected set of words representing the 

phonological variables under investigation and the subject's 

attitudes about his own speech and Standard Cantonese of Hong 

Kong. With the help of my Cantonese tutor, Mr. Lui Man-hou 

first-year Chinese University student, I pre

pared over the summer of 1980 the following research instru

ments: a set of questions to be asked of the subject in 

both the spontaneous and controlled sections of the inter

view; an original short story written in colloquial Can

tonese of about 820 Chinese characters to be read by the 

subject; and a subject data sheet (or questionnaire) on which 

the subject recorded personal, social, educational, and 

linguistic information. Many of the questions asked in the 

interview were based on questions used by previous socio-

linguists and listed in Labov's The Social Stratification 

of English in New York City (1966), Shuy et al.1s Field 

Techniques in an Urban Language Study (1968) which was par

ticularly helpful in the preparation of the subject data 

sheet; and Trudgill's The Social Differentiation of English in 

Norwich (1974). The questions selected from these earlier 

studies were translated into colloquial Cantonese and adapted 

to the Hong Kong setting. A complete list of the Cantonese 

questions which were used in the study is found in the appen

dix. Some of the questions included the following: Is 

Hong Kong a good place to live? What do you like about Hong 

Kong? What do you dislike about Hong Kong? Where did you 

grow up? Do you ever go back to your old neighborhood? How 
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has it changed since you moved away? Where do you live now? 

Do you like to live there? Is there anything you would like 

to change about your neighborhood? Would you rather live 

some place else in Hong Kong? Have you ever lived or 

traveled abroad? Have you ever thought about moving to 

another country to live? Do you follow the affairs of the 

Hong Kong Urban Council? Are there enough parks and 

playgrounds in the neighborhood? What part of Hong Kong is 

the liveliest? What kind of work do you do? Do you like 

your work? Does your family have any unusual customs they 

follow in celebrating the Chinese New Year which other 

families might not have? Have you taught your daughter 

how to make Chinese glutinous rice dumplings for the 

Dragon Boat Festival (asked of mothers who say they make 

their own rice dumplings)? Do you have a group of special 

friends you like to do things with? Do you like to bet 

on the horses at Happy Valley or Shatin? Have you ever 

won any money betting on the races? 

Questions asked students included these: Do you ever 

play tricks on the teacher? Who is the smartest kid in 

your class? Is there anybody in your class who is really 

dumb? What time do you go to school? What time does school 

let out? Do you want to go abroad to study at a university? 

Do the kids in your school ever get in fights? What are the 

things they fight about? Have you ever had a teacher who was 

really mean to students? Have you ever had a teacher you 

really liked? What was he or she like? Why did you like him 



or her? 

Some questions taken from previous sociolinguistic 

studies and translated into colloquial Cantonese were found 

not to elicit positive responses from a few subjects but 

actually encountered the subject's resistance; e.g.. Have 

you ever been in danger of death? Have you ever been 

accused of something you didn't do? Have you ever been in 

a fight? This is not to say these questions were of no use 

in getting answers from subjects; in fact, the danger of 

death question produced several good, animated narratives. 

Apparently, these questions, particularly the danger of 

death question and have you ever been accused of something 

you didn't do, touch on culturally sensitive matters that 

many people prefer not discussing with a stranger. 

Some of the interview questions were original ones to 

this study and arose from knowledge about life in Hong 

Kong. For example, Hong Kong's construction industry has 

been enjoying boom times and construction work continues 

around the clock. An unfortunate consequence of this 

frenetic activity has been an astounding number of fatal 

accidents on construction sites. During the two'years I was 

there it seemed to me that newspapers carried daily reports 

of construction workers falling off catwalks, being elec

trocuted, crushed by steel beams, or buried alive. A series 

of questions were developed to ask construction workers 

about the causes of construction-site accidents and personal 

experience with such accidents. (This question revealed that 



on many construction sites workers who believe in traditional 

Chinese religion maintain shrines where they pray for their 

safety). Gambling, particularly betting on horse races and 

playing majong, is one if not the most popular pastime of 

young and old people in Hong Kong. Several questions about 

gambling were prepared to ask those subjects who like to 

gamble and were quite successful. In addition, campling and 

hiking are probably the two most popular outdoor activities 

enjoyed by young people and constituted useful topics of 

conversation. 

Questions asked about language included these: Do you 

think your pronunciation of Cantonese is standard? Have 

you ever tried to change your pronunciation of particular 

words? For instance, have you ever had the experience of 

hearing someone else's pronunciation, and because you 

thought he was right, you changed your pronunciation to be 

like his? Do you like the way you speak Cantonese? Do 

you like the way Hong Kong people speak Cantonese? Do you 

think they use too much slang or expressions from the under

world? Do you think there is any difference between the way 

Hong Kong people speak Cantonese and people in Canton speak 

Cantonese. Do you think there is such a thing as "Standard 

Cantonese"? Who speaks Standard Cantonese in Hong Kong? Do 

you know anybody who speaks Chaozhou, Taishan, Shanghai, 

or Hakka dialects? Do you ever have trouble understanding 

what they say? If you come upon a word you don't know how to 

pronounce, what do you do? 



In addition to be being asked questions, subjects 

were presented with several research instruments and asked to 

name items—in the case of the Hong Kong money card, and read 

written instruments—a Cantonese nursery rhyme, story, a 

multi-morphosyllabic word list (each item consisted of two 

or more Chinese characters), a mono-morphosyllabic word list 

(each item was one Chinese character), and a minimal pair 

word list (each item comprised a pair of single Chinese 

characters). All these elicitation instruments are reproduced 

in the Appendix. 

2.4 Research Instruments 

1. Hong Kong Money Card 

The first instrument presented to the subject following 

the question-and-answer (spontaneous speech) section of 

the interview was the Hong Kong money card and his task was 

to name each of ten pieces of Hong Kong money attached to the 

card. Three pieces of paper currency and seven coins were 

affixed to a piece of heavy paper and covered with plastic. 

The $50, $10, $100 bills were attached to the upper half of 

the card and the 50, 100, 200, 500, $1.00, $2.00, and $5.00 

coins were glued to the lower half of the card. Three of 

these ten items could be expected to elicit the subject's 

pronunciation for "five"—/ij/ or /m/, i.e., the $50 bill 

and the $5.00 and 500 coins. The word for "five" might 

occur a fourth time depending on whether or not the subject 

said /i} sin/, /tau lit}/ or both for the 50 coin. The second 
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name is the common colloquial Cantonese expression most 

often used by speakers and speakers typically gave one or 

the other and sometimes both. If the speaker said / tau lir)/ 

sometimes he could be prompted to give the alternative name 

with five when asked if the coin had another name. This 

task of naming the pieces of money provided an additional 

opportunity for the subject to use the n/m variable which 

was quite helpful in the case of subjects who did not use it 

or used it with low frequency in the first half of the inter

view . 

2. Cantonese Nursery Rhyme 

The second instrument given the subject was a Can

tonese nursery rhyme of about 100 words which was taken 

from Gao Huanian's ( ^ ̂ ) Kwong Tsau Fong Yin Yin Kau 

(Sif M W W 5x1 ) (Gao 1980:378-380). Most subjects recognized 

this nursery rhyme as one they sang as children, but many 

claimed that the version from their childhood was quite dif

ferent from the one they were asked to read. When this type 

of situation arose, I suggested that the subject read it as 

he remembered it by reading the version before him and making 

changes wherever appropriate if he so desired. The purpose 

of the nursery rhyme was to determine the subject's pronun

ciation of 41 SC /rjau/, H SC /uk/, and Jfc SC /kwSr}/ which 

represented two of the phonological variable categories of 

kw-/k- and g-/0- which were being investigated. 

3. Cantonese Story 

After reading the nursery rhyme, the subject was asked 
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to read an original short story written in colloquial Can

tonese and containing about 820 Chinese characters. In 

this story the storyteller reminisces about family customs 

and his childhood experiences of the Chinese New Year in 

Taishan. Distributed throughout the story are a number 

of lexical items which belong to the phonological variable 

categories of the study. 

4. Multi-character Word List 

The fourth instrument was a word list of 30 lexical 

items in which each item comprised two or more characters. 

This instrument focuses for the first time the informant's 

attention on the pronunciation of individual words which 

itensifies the formality of the interview. Some subjects, 

however, have shifted to their formal pronunciation at some 

point in the reading of the story so they are ready for the 

first word list. All 30 items in the first word list elicit 

the phonological variables. 

5. Single Character Word List 

The fifth instrument is a mono-morphosyllabic word 

list of 42 items. Included among the Chinese characters are 

a few Cantonese characters recognized by most subjects. 

6. Minimal Pair Word List 

The interview concluded with a minimal pair word list of 

33 pairs of single Chinese characters. The subject is asked 

to pronounce each item of the pair and say if they are the 

same or different. Each of the phonological variables under 

study was represented by at least one item in this minimal 



pair test. 

2.5 Pilot-test of the Interview Questions and Instruments 

Before the formal interviewing process was begun, 

the interview questions and elicitation instruments were 

pilot-tested with 16 subjects. Following this pilot-test, 

the money instrument which had not been included in the 

pilot-test was added to the interview schedule in order to 

increase the number of times that the syllabic nasal variabl 

would occur in the interview. The pilot-test revealed that 

in the spontaneous speech section its incidence was relative 

low or did not occur at all for some subjects. In addition, 

the number of lexical items in the single-character and mini 

mal pair word lists was increased slightly. The interview 

questions, story, and nursery rhyme were well-received by 

the pilot-test study subjects and no changes were required 

in them. 

2.6 Subject Data Sheet 

Taking Shuy's Informant Data Sheet reproduced at the 

end of Chapter Five in his Field Techniques for an Urban 

Language Study as a starting point, I adopted some of his 

items for my own subject questionnaire, translated them into 

written Chinese, and added some of my own items to produce a 

Subject Data Sheet whose purpose was to record various kinds 

of information about the subject. Three different Subject 

Data Sheets were prepared: one for students, one for the 



parents of students, and one for other subjects. The subject 

was asked to record on the form the following information: 

name; sex; age; address; telephone number; place of birth; 

age at time of arrival in Hong Kong if born outside of 

Hong Kong; highest level of education completed; father's 

and mother's places of birth; father's and mother's highest 

levels of education completed; father's and mother's occupa

tions; type of dwelling in which the subject and his family 

live (i.e., privately owned or rented unit, low-rent unit, 

unit in a company-provided dormitory, unit in a Hong Kong 

Government low-rent estate, unit in a squatter area, unit in 

a Hong Kong Government-provided dormitory); knowledge of 

other Chinese dialects (e.g., Mandarin, Shanghai, Taishan, 

Xinhui, Dongguan, Chaozhou, Hakka, Sanshui, Shunde, Zhong-

shan, Shiqi, Heshan); the language commonly spoken in the 

subject's home; and the time when the subject would be avail

able for an interview with the researcher (requested on the 

student and parent questionnaires only). 

2.7 Selecting the Sample 

The most difficult part of the research project 

was recruiting subjects for the sample. The problem was to 

find a means to select subjects who were representative of 

the Hong Kong speech community and who would produce a 

stratified random sample. Labov's New York City study was 

based on a portion of a preselected sample which had been 

randomly chosen in an earlier sociological study and therefore 
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met the rigid criteria of scientific sample selection. In my 

case there naturally was no preselected sample and I had to 

produce my own. As stated earlier, the only way a research 

design has external validity is if the sample being studied 

is genuinely representative of the population from which 

it is drawn (Isaac and Michael 1971:34-35). One criterion of 

sample selection is that the members of the sample be randomly 

chosen. Obviously, if only the researcher's neighbors are 

chosen as subjects in the sample, it cannot be representative 

of a large, diverse community. One problem in selecting a 

random sample is that it presupposes the researcher has 

access to all the names of individuals in the community and 

can select at random as many subjects as he needs. A tele

phone directory constitutes such a list of names but it has 

its drawbacks, e.g., not everyone has a telephone and not 

all numbers are listed. At the time I was recruiting sub

jects for my sample, limitations of time, manpower (I selected 

and interviewed the sample by myself), and resources re

quired some compromise, and the sample which was selected 

can best be termed a judgmental sample. 

Since social class is one of the independent variables 

of the study, it was necessary to develop a measure for 

determining a subject's social class. Shuy et al. developed 

a procedure of social classification based on a method 

described in August Hollingshead's Social Class and Mental 

Illness (1958). Social class is assigned to a subject on the 

basis of occupation, educational level, and location of 



residence. Each of these categories is numerically weighted 

to produce a social class scale of seven ranks. Originally, 

I had planned to adopt a similar procedure and designed the 

Subject Data Sheet to collect the required information. I 

had hoped to collate this data with studies on social class 

in Hong Kong. Unfortunately, social class has not been a 

concern of sociologists in Hong Kong. Recognizing that the 

construction of a social class index for Hong Kong which 

would take into account an occupational scale, educational 

level, and ranking of neighborhoods would be a time-consuming 

and complex task, I therefore chose the simplest measurement 

of social class—the highest level of formal schooling com

pleted by the subject. I have assumed that a person's educa

tional level strongly correlates with his occupation which 

in turn correlates with his social class. On the basis of 

their schooling, subjects in the study have been categorized 

into three main educational levels which will be described 

fully in a following section, "Composition of the Hong Kong 

Sample." 

To select subjects for the sample I adopted the method 

used by Shuy et al. in their Detroit study—gaining entrance 

to the community via the schools. With the help of two 

friends, I was able to visit three schools and distribute 

381 student questionnaires to middle school students 

along with an equal number of parental questionnaires which 

the students were asked to give to their parents to fill 

out. Accompanying the parent's questionnaire was a cover 
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letter explaining the purpose of the project and requesting 

the parent to provide assistance to the project by agreeing 

to be interviewed, filling out the questionnaire, indicating 

a convenient time at which the interview could be scheduled 

and the researcher come to the parent's home or some other 

place to conduct the interview, and having his or her son or 

daughter return the questionnaire to the school principal. 

In early spring of 1981 a friend who teaches at a school near 

the University of Hong Kong introduced me to his principal 

who allowed me to come to her school and distribute ques

tionnaires to 136 form-four students. Out of the 136 question

naires given out, 21 parental questionnaires were completed 

and returned to the researcher; seven students and three 

parents were successfully interviewed and used as subjects 

in the study. Four teachers at this school were also 

interviewed and used as subjects. In addition, through 

the assistance of Prof. Tony Marsh in the School of Edu

cation at the University of Hong Kong (who was also my 

neighbor on Lamma Island), I was able to visit two other 

schools and distribute about 250 questionnaires. I had 

discussed my research project with this professor, and 

he suggested I visit two schools whose principals he knew 

as his former students. He first described to the prin

cipals the purpose of my project and secured their per

mission for me to come and request the assistance of 

students and their parents for the project. In April I 

visited a school in Stanley which is attended by students 
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who are mostly from middle to upper middle class families 

and distributed 146 questionnaires to students. There were 

42 returned parental questionnaires and 9 parents were suc

cessfully interviewed and used as subjects. In May I visited 

a school in Kowloon and distributed 99 questionnaires to 

form-three students. According to the principal, the families 

of students at her school were largely working class. 

There were 65 parental questionnaires returned, but 26 

of these indicated no willingness or time for an interview. 

Four parents were successfully interviewed and used as 

subjects. In addition to interviewing the parents of 

students of this school, I also interviewed the school 

principal and three teachers who have all been used as 

subjects. 

In selecting parents for interviews, I used the fol

lowing procedure: after the completed parental question

naires had been returned to me, I looked through them and 

pulled out all those of parents who had been born in Hong 

Kong or had come at age 10 or before. I then sent a letter 

to this parent informing him or her that he or she had been 

selected to be interviewed and that I would call on the 

telephone within a few days to set up an interview appoint

ment. (A copy of this letter appears in the Appendix). When 

I made the phone call, I identified myself, explained 

my purpose, and requested the person's assistance for the 

project. This method proved successful in obtaining 23 

subjects, but it was not particularly cost-effective in 
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terms of time expended in recruiting subjects and the 

physical and psychological price paid by the researcher. 

Even though a parent might have indicated on the question

naire a willingness to be interviewed, I found that often 

upon calling this potential subject that he or she had 

changed his or her mind or was so suspicious about the 

purpose of the interview as to decline to be interviewed. 

In fact, for many of the parents who were interviewed, I had 

to make an extremely convincing case why he or she should 

consent to be interviewed. I also had to assure several 

people that I was not selling something. Meeting with re

fusal, resistance, and suspicion made this part of sample 

selection to be the most stressful stage of the process. 

After the interview had been scheduled, there was still 

the problem of carrying it through. Sometimes the 

person was not at home at the appointed time or was still 

suspicious to the point of not being cooperative and only 

replied with short or one-word answers to the questions. 

The resistance encountered along the way in recruiting 

parents for interviews had a self-selecting influence on 

the final outcome: those subjects who were selected to be 

interviewed on the basis of information supplied on the 

Subject Data Sheet (or questionnaire) and then were success

fully interviewed and ultimately used as subjects tended 

to be the ones who were the most cooperative with the 

interviewer during the interview by replying to the 

questions and reading the research instruments (this was 

not entirely true for two parents who had to be coaxed into 



reading the story and word lists). 

In addition to going through the three schools to 

find subjects, I also made use of another method,i.e., the 

judgmental selection of friends, people referred to me 

by friends, people with whom I came in contact on a daily 

basis at the University of Hong Kong where I was a visiting 

scholar, and people I met on the streets of Hong Kong who 

were so curious about me that they were willing to come up 

and talk to me. My main concern was to choose subjects 

who would produce sufficient diversity in the ages and social 

class backgrounds of the population sample. However, 

since none of these subjects were randomly selected, some cell 

in the independent variable matrix have been filled with more 

than the minimum four or five subjects suggested by Labov as 

providing sufficiently reliable data for a sociolinguistic 

study. Even though some cells are overfilled, particularly 

those filled by people between the p.ges of 15 and 30, this 

actually has the positive effect of assuring the reliability 

of the data based on these subjects. Conducting interviews 

with the subjects who had more or less volunteered because 

they knew me and were willing to assist me in the research 

project was not only a pleasant experience, but it was also 

linguistically quite productive in that these subjects re

plied to my questions at length and with enthusiasm. My 

experience confirms a statement of Labov: "Our best in

formants will eventually be people we have come to know 

very well . . ." (Labov 1972a:13). 
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All 75 interviews were conducted by this researcher and 

were tape recorded on a portable Aiwa Mimorec TP-12 cassette 

recorder (which was operated on six-volt batteries) using a 

Piezo la^aliere microphone (which operates on a 1.4 volt 

microbattery). 

2.8 Composition of the Hong Kong Sample 

Table 3, "Social Characteristics of Subjects: Sex, 

Age, Occupation, and Years of Formal Schooling" which follows 

below indicates the distribution of the sample population with 

respect to the two independent variables of sex and educational 

level. The ages and occupations of subjects are also given. 

Numbers in parentheses are the identification numbers assigned 

to subjects. The table classifies subjects into seven cate

gories by educational level: I, 16 years (i.e., a uni

versity degree); II, 13 to 15 years (which indicates advanced 

or technical training); III, 12 years (high school, form 

six); IV, 11 years (high school, form five); V, 10 years 

(high school form four); VI, 9 years (middle school, form 

three); and VII, six years or less (elementary shcool or 

below). 

As Table 1 shows, the majority of subjects with 

university degrees in category I with 16 years of schooling 

are employed as school teachers: seven (eight, if the 

school principal is included) out of 11 subjects teach .. 

school. This category also includes a 24-year-old male 



Table 3. Social Characteristics of Subjects: Sex, Age, Occupation, Years of Formal Schooling 
(Subjects identified by Subject Identification Number) 

I 
16 years 
(university 
decree) 

II 
13-15 years 

(technical/ 
adv. training) 

III 
12 years 

(high school, 
form 6) 

IV 
11 years 

(high school, 
form 5) 

V 
10 years 

(high school, 
form 4) 

VI 

9 years 
(middle school, 
form 3) 

VII 
6 years or less 
(elementary 
school) 

FEMALES 
23-teacher (51] 
25-teacher(57) 
26-teacher(58) 
28-teacher(60) 
35-school 

prncpl(66) 
68-retired 

bsnswmn(75) 

MALES 

24-grad std(23) 
27-teacher(28) 
23-teacher(30) 
34-teacher(32) 
40-laboratory 

techn(35) 

22-sectry(49) 
24-teacher(53) 
26-accounting 

asst (59) 
28-librrn(61) 

24-univ dorm 
maintenance 
worker(24) 

26-enginr(25) 
27-advertisng 

artist(29) 

23-typist(50) 
29-univ. dept. 

sectry(62) 
40-housewfe(68) 

18-student(11) 
20-student(17) 
20-student(18) 

16-student(44) 
18-student(47) 
24-typist(52) 
24-typist(54) 
25-typist(56) 
25-office 

custdn(55) 
35-housewfe(65) 

16-student(4) 
18-student(10) 
21-ofc clk(20) 
36-ofc clk(33) 
37-ofc clk(34) 
44-housing est 

mgr(37) 
49-self-ernpld 

bsnsmn(39) 
51-bank clk(40) 

16-student(45) 
37-housewfe(67) 

16-student(2) 
16-student(3) 
16-student(5) 
17-student(6) 
17-student(7) 
18-student(9) 
20-film 

devlpr(16) 
27-air condng 

mtnc wkr(27) 

18-sprmkt 
stocker(48) 

30-ofc machn 
oprtr(63) 

73-retired 
bsnswmnt 76) 

75-retired 
nurset77) 

15-construetion 
workert1) 

19-construetion 
workert14) 

19-construction 
workert15) 

19-ofc boy(13) 
21-barber(19) 
23-furniture 

paintert 22) 
30-ofc clk(31) 
55-salesclk(42) 
60-apt bldg 

watchman (43) 

35-housewfe(64) 
42-housewfe(69) 
42-housewfe(70) 
44-housewfe(71) 
47-housewfe(72) 
47-housewfe(73) 
52-housewfe(74) 

18-constructian 
worker(8) 

18-construction 
workert12) 

26-welder(26) 
44-porter(36) 
45-dock wrkr(38) 
52-bank manual 

worker(41) 
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graduate student at the University of Hong Kong, a 40-

year-old laboratory technician who graduated from a uni

versity in Taiwan and works in a hospital, and a 68 year-old 

retired businesswoman who was a graduate of the University 

of Hong Kong. 

Educational category II includes subjects with 13 to 

15 years of schooling, i.e., two or three years of tech

nical or advanced training beyond form five. In this group 

are found an advertising artist, engineer, and secretary 

who are all graduates of three-year programs at the Hong 

Kong Polytechnic. The 24-year-old female teacher attended 

a teacher-training school ($5 ) but is not at the univer

sity level. The 26-year-old female accounting assistant 

attended forms 6 and 7 and passed the Institute of Char

tered Secretaries and Administrators examination after four 

years of part-time study. The 28-year-old female librarian 

received a Certificate of Librarianship from the Hong 

Kong Extramural Studies Program and completed a course in 

computer programming at the University of Hong Kong Computre 

Centre. The 24-year-old university maintenance worker 

attended a technical school for skilled mechanical training. 

Category III, 12 years of formal schooling, includes 

three women who have completed form 6 of high shcool; one 

is a 23-year-old typist; one is a 29-year-old university 

department secretary; and the other is a 40-year-old housewife. 

The three male students in this group are currently enrolled 

in form 6. 



Category IV, 11 years of formal schooling, includes 

11 working subjects who have finished form 5 and four 

students currently enrolled in form 5. Two occupations 

predominate in this group: there are three female typists 

and three male office clerks. The oldest female subject 

is a 35-year-old housewife, and the oldest male subject is 

a 51-year-old bank clerk. This group also includes a 44 

year-old male who is the manager of a housing estate and a 

49-year-old self-employed businessman. 

The majority of subjects, seven out of ten, in category 

V, 10 years of formal schooling, are students currently 

enrolled in form 4. This group also includes a 37-year-old 

housewife and two working males, aged 20 and 27, who are 

employed as a film developer and an air-conditioner main

tenance worker, respectively. 

Category VI comprises subjects who have all finished 

form 3 of middle school. Two of the four females are retired 

and over age 70; an 18-year-old female is employed as a 

supermarket shelf-stocker, and a 30-year-old female is an 

office machine operator at a university. Three male sub

jects, one 15 and two 19, are employed as construction workers; 

the group also includes a 21-year-old barber, a 23-year-old 

furniture painter, a 30-year-old office clerk, a 55-year-

old salesclerk, and a 60-year-old building watchman. 

All female subjects in category VII, six years or less 

of schooling, are engaged as housewives. Four of the sub

jects indicated on the questionnaires that they had completed 



elementary school. One subject aged 44 had not attended 

school and could not read the instruments used in this 

study. Subject #72 aged 47 said she had attended some 

elementary school but was unable to read so she too did not 

attempt to read the story and word lists. The 52-year-old 

subject completed three years of elementary school and 

was able to read all the instruments. Among the males of 

this group, there are two 18-year-old construction workers, 

one completed elementary school and the other the fifth 

grade. The 26-year-old welder finished the fourth grade. 

The 44-year-old porter and the 52-year-old manual worker 

employed in a bank both finished elementary school. The 

45-year-old dock worker completed four years of elementary 

school. 

For the purposes of this study, these seven educational 

categories have been conflated into three main educational 

levels as follows: I, 14 to 16 years of schooling (combi

nation of categories I and II); II, 11 to 12 years of 

schooling (combination of categories III and IV); and III, 

0 to 10 years of schooling (combination of categories V, VI, 

and VII). 

The 75 subjects range in age from 15 to 75 years old with 

49 subjects or 65% of the total between the ages of 15 and 

30. Table 4, "Subjects Categorized by Sex and Age into 

Four Age Groups," follows below and gives the ages and 

identification numbers of subjects who have been classified 

by sex and age into the four following age groups: 



Table 4. Subjects Categorized by Sex and Age into Four Age Groups 

Age Group A (15-22) Age Group B (23-30) Age Group C (31-44) Age Group D (45+: 

Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female 
ID No. Age ID No. Age ID No. Age ID No. Age ID No. Age ID No. Age ID No. Age ID No. Age 

1 15 44 16 22 23 50 23 32 34 64 35 38 45 72 47 

2 16 45 16 23 24 51 23 33 36 65 35 39 49 73 47 

3 16 47 18 24 24 52 -24 34 37 66 35 40 51 74 52 

4 16 48 18 25 26 53 24 35 40 67 37 41 52 75 68 

5 16 49 22 26 26 54 24 36 44 68 40 42 55 76 73 

6 17 27 27 55 25 37 44 69 42 43 60 77 75 

7 18 28 27 56 25 70 42 

8 18 29 27 57 25 71 44 

9 18 30 28 58 26 

10 18 31 30 59 26 

11 18 60 28 

12 18 61 28 

13 19 62 29 

14 19 63 30 

15 19 

16 20 

17 20 

18 20 

19 21 

20 21 

(Subjects 21 and 46 have been excluded because of incomplete interviews) 



Age Group A, 15-22 years of age: 20 males, 5 females (25) 

Age Group B, 23-30 years of age: 10 males, 14 females (24) 

Age Group C, 31-44 years of age: 6 males, 8 females (14) 

Age Group D, 45 years and over: 6 males, 6 females (12) 

As mentioned previously, I restricted the sample popu

lation to subjects who were born in Hong Kong or came at 

age 10 or before. This criterion was imposed on subjects 

because I assume that those people born in Hong Kong have 

grown up speaking Hong Kong Cantonese unless they come 

from a family in which the language spoken in the home was 

not Cantonese, while those people born elsewhere, for 

example, Panyu or Taishan, grew up speaking the local 

dialects, such as that of Panyu or Taishan. By excluding 

those people born outside of Hong Kong from the study, I 

hoped to eliminate the bias of phonological characteristics 

inherent in other dialects which would be introduced by 

people who learned Cantonese after they came to Hong Kong 

as adults and retained dialectal features in their speech. 

This concern may have been unfounded, however, since Yeung 

(1980) who investigated the correlation between the use of 

the kw-/k- and n-/l- variables with the age and ethnicity 

of speakers concluded that a subject's ethnicity had no in

fluence on which form of the variables the subject used. 

Yeung's study included T'sou's five categories of ethno-

linguistic background which were described earlier in section 

2.1, Hong Kong and the Hong Kong Speech Community. She was 

not concerned with the subject's place of birth but chose 



subjects who were "... without any apparent accents when 

they spoke Cantonese . . ." (Yeung 1980:19). Nevertheless, 

it was my feeling that the social characteristic of birth

place had to be uniform for all subjects in order to make 

a valid comparison of their linguistic behavior; otherwise, 

if their birthplace were to vary from one subject to another 

this would introduce birthplace as an independent variable 

which would have to be controlled in the study like the 

other independent variables of sex, age, and educational 

background. As a check on the influence of birthplace out

side Hong Kong and arrival in Hong Kong as an adult on 

speech, I interviewed three middle-aged parents who have not 

been used as subjects. What I found was that their speech 

contained unusual nonstandard phonological features which 

I assume were characteristic of their native dialects. It 

was for this reason that I retained the criterion of birth

place in selecting subjects. 

There were seven subjects out of the 75 who were not 

born in Hong Kong: four subjects were born in Guangzhou 

but came to Hong Kong at an early age: the 35-year-old 

school principal came at age 4; the 27-year-old male teacher 

came at age 6; and two 35-year-old housewives came at ages 

9 and 10. A 30-year-old male clerk was born in Xinhui and 

came to Hong Kong at one-year of age. The 52-year-old bank 

manual worker was born in Panyu and moved to Hong Kong when 

he was 10. The 34-year-old male teacher was born in Bauan 

and also came at age 10. The 37-year-old housewife was 

born in Hong Kong, but she went back to Taishan (her family' 
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native village) at an early age, grew up there, and returned 

to Hong Kong at age 18. I found this out after I interviewed 

her and discovered that she has some interference from Taishan 

dialect in her Cantonese speech. 

These three educational levels, four age groups, and two 

sexes produce an independent variable matrix of 24 cells. 

As mentioned previously, Labov's experience indicates that 

four or five subjects filling each cell can provide adequately 

representative linguistic data to be correlated with the 

independent variables of social characteristics of subjects. 

Following this criterion, the Hong Kong study with 24 cells 

would require a minimum of 96 subjects. However, as we will 

see later, not every cell needs to be filled and in some 

cases could not be filled or completely filled for various 

reasons. Table 5, "Distribution of the Sample Population 

(by identification numbers) in Independent Variable Matrix 

(by sex, age, and educational level) indicates how the sub

jects fill the three-independent variable matrix. As can 

be seen, some cells are overfilled (because subjects were 

not randomly chosen), some underfilled, and some unfilled. 

That cells 1 and 2 are unfilled is probably to be expected 

since it is unlikely there are any 15 to 20-year-old males 

and females with 14 to 16 years of schooling. The under

filled and unfilled cells reflect problems encountered in the 

field during the course of selecting subjects for the sample. 

These problems were both demographic and technical in nature. 

One problem in finding enough subjects who met the various 
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MALES FEMALES 

I 

14-16 yrs 
schooling 

A (15-22 years of age) ^— A (15-22) 10 
49 | 

I 

14-16 yrs 
schooling 

1 3 
B (23-30 years of age) 1 

23 24 25 28 29 30 

B (23-30) Li| 
51 53 57 58 59 60 61 I I 

14-16 yrs 
schooling 

1 5 
C (31-44 years of age) 1 

32 35 

C (31-44) LL 
66 

I 

14-16 yrs 
schooling 

D (45 + years of age) D (45 + ) 

75 

L 

E 

II 

11-13 yrs 
schooling 

1 9 
A (15-22 years of age) 

4 10 11 17 18 20 

A (15-22) 

44 47 

L 

E 

II 

11-13 yrs 
schooling 

B (23-30 years of age) B (23-30) Ii2-
50 52 54 55 56 62 

II 

11-13 yrs 
schooling 

ll 3 
C (31-44 years of age) 

33 34 37 

C ( 31-44) U^-j 
65 68 8 

II 

11-13 yrs 
schooling 

D (45 + years of age) il5 

39 40 

D (45 + ) 16 

III 

17 
A (15-22 years of age) 

1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 12 13 14 15 
16 19 

A (15-22) 

45 48 

18 

III 

B (23-30 years of age) li-2-
22 26 27 31 

B (23-30) 

63 

20 

0-10 yrs 
schooling 

I21 
C (31-44 years of age) 1 

36 

C ( 31-44) 122 1 

64 67 69 70 71 I 
|2 3 

D (45 + years of age) 

38 41 42 43 

D (45 - ) |24 1 

72 73 74 76 77 | 

Table 5. Distribution of Members of Sample Population (by identification 
number) in Ipdepend^nt Variable Matrix .(by sex, age, and educational 
level) 
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requirements of the sample matrix was created by the criterion 

that the subject be born in Hong Kong or came to Hong Kong by 

age 10. The effect of the Hong Kong birthplace criterion was 

to shrink the available pool of potential subjects over the 

age of 35 because the number of people born in Hong Kong 

and over the age of 35 is substantially less than those 

born outside of Hong Kong. Figures supplied to me by 

the Census and Statistics Department of the Hong Kong 

Government and based on the 1976 By-Census indicate that 

beginning at age 27 and as age decreases, the number of 

people born in Hong Kong exceeds the number born outside of 

Hong Kong. However, beginning at age 28, and as age in

creases, the number of people born outside Hong Kong 

exceeds, and increases as age increases, the number born 

in Hong Kong. So, for example, people aged 26 and born in 

Hong Kong (and who turned 31 in 1981) number 44,230, while 

the number born outside Hong Kong is 33,420. At age 35 

(aged 40 in 1981) the number of people born in Hong Kong was 

11,770, while the number born outside Hong Kong was 29,230. 

At age 40 (aged 45 in 1981) the Hong Kong-born population 

is smaller still at 11,070, while the number born outside 

Hong Kong was 38,600 (Census Main Tabulation 103, Whole 

population X place of birth X single year of age (under 1, 

1-74, 75+) X sex, Hong Kong By-Census 1976, Main Report, 

Volume II: Tables).2 
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2.9 Linguistic Background of the Sample Population 

With the facts presented in section 2.1 about the Hong 

Kong speech community in mind, let us look at the linguistic 

background of the study's sample. The Subject Data Sheet 

included two questions about language use which were an

swered by all 75 subjects in this study: First, in addition 

to Cantonese, can you speak any other dialect? If so, please 

identify it. Second, what language do you speak at home? 

When subjects answered the first question, many of them inter

preted it in its broadest sense to mean "knowledge of another 

dialect" which could range from the ability to say a few 

words to the ability to carry on a conversation in that dialect. 

If the subject indicated that he or she speaks the dialect at 

home, then I take this as an indication that the subject has 

more than passive knowledge of that dialect. Subjects 

can be divided into six main categories according to their 

responses to the questions: 

1. Speaks Cantonese at home and has no knowledge of any 

other dialect: 37 subjects 

2. Speaks Cantonese at home and has some knowledge of Man

darin dialect: 14 subjects 

3. Speaks Cantonese at home and, in addition to knowledge 

of Mandarin, also has knowledge of some other dialect: 

9 subjects 

Mandarin and Dongguan: 3 subjects 

Mandarin and Taishan: 2 subjects 

Mandarin and Xinhui: 1 subject 

Mandarin and Shanghai: 1 subject 



Mandarin and Shanghai: 1 

Mandarin and Zhongshan: 1 

Mandarin and Zhongshan, Hakka, Shiqi: 1 

4. Speaks Cantonese at home and has knowledge of some other 

dialect: 11 subjects 

Hoklo: 3 subjects 

Hakka: 2 subjects 

Taishan and Xinhui: 2 subjects 

Zhongshan: 1 subject 

Guangxi: 1 subject 

Shunde: 1 subject 

Dongguan: 1 subject 

5. Speaks both Cantonese and some other dialect at home: 

3 subjects 

Cantonese and Hakka: 1 subject 

Cantonese and Bauan: 1 subject (also has some knowledge 

of Mandarin, Hoklo, Shanghai, Xinhui, Chaozhou) 

Cantonese and Mandarin: 1 subject 

6. Speaks a dialect other than Cantonese at home: 1 subject 

Hoklo: 1 subject 

These dialects are listed below in the order of the 

frequency in which they were reported on the Subject Data 

Sheets: 
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Dialect Number of 

Mandarin 25 

Hoklo 5 

Taishan 4 

Hakka 4 

Dongguan 4 

Xinhui 4 

Zhongshan 3 

Shanghai 2 

Shunde 1 

Shiqi 1 

Bauan 1 

Guangxi 1 

Chaozhou 1 

This survey of langauge use among the subjects in the 

sample reveals that half the sample speaks only Cantonese. 

The other half of the sample reports knowledge of 13 Chinese 

dialects. Only one subject does not speak Cantonese in the 

home but speaks Hoklo dialect; this was reported by one of 

the young men living on Lamma Island. The subject who says 

he speaks both Cantonese and Hakka at home came to Hong Kong 

at age 9 from Bauan in Guangdong, a Hakka-speaking area as 

noted earlier. The young woman who speaks both Cantonese 

and Mandarin as home languages was born in Hong Kong to 

parents who emigrated from Shandong Province in North 

China during China's Civil War. She said she grew up speaking 



both Cantonese and Mandarin because her parents used both 

dialects when speaking to their children—if they thought 

the children did not understand the Mandarin, they would 

repeat in Cantonese. She now speaks both Mandarin and 

Cantonese with her Hong Kong-born husband whose family 

originally came from Guangdong Province. One subject 

reports speaking Cantonese and Bauan dialects with his 

family and the ability to speak Mandarin, Hoklo, Shanghai, 

Xinhui, and Chaozhou dialects. What he means by Bauan 

dialect is not clear to me; the subject also apparently 

distinguishes between Hoklo and Chaozhou dialects by marking 

both on the questionnaire. The subject who mentioned 

knowledge of Guangxi dialect probably means a Cantonese 

dialect spoken in Guangxi; he stated that he learned it 

as a child when he went back to Guangxi Province to wait out 

World War II. 

The high number of subjects who report being able to 

speak Mandarin can possibly be attributed to their contact 

with this dialect primarily through the school and at the 

movies (movies from Taiwan and China are usually not dubbed 

into Cantonese but left in the original Mandarin). Some 

subjects said the way they learned Mandarin was from hearing 

it spoken in the movies. 

The list of dialects listed above presents a linguistic 

picture similar to the one observed in Table 2 and discussed 

in Section 2.1 with Hoklo, Seiyap (Taishan and Xinhui), and 

Hakka dialects at the top of the list. Zhongshan and Shunde 

are more similar to Standard Cantonese than Dongguan dialect. 



3.0 SC /ij/ /m/ 

3.1 Introduction 

In contemporary Hong Kong Cantonese the syllabic velar 

nasal occurs with three possible tone contours in the low 

tone register, i.e., Wi tone associated with the Ancient 

Chinese voiced initial category, as follows (Hashimoto 1972:92) 

1. J 21 low falling tone 

2. A 24 low rising tone 

3. -| 22 low level tone 

A fairly large number of logographs belong to each of these 

tone categories according to Li Choming's (^ ̂ ) Mr. Li's 

Chinese Dictionary ( ̂  it ^ ) (Li 1980:115): 

Table 1. Logographs belonging to SC /g/ lexical category 

(low falling) (low rising) tj (low level) 

surname 

n* I, me 

centipede 

^ name of tree 

name of a sword 

body of water in 
Shandong 
beautiful jade 

allograph of^ 

Pg I 

flying squirrel 

mountain in 
Shandong 

nP anc. city in Shan-
„ . . . dong .aftmountain m ° 

•Shandong 
^allograph of^ 

351 five 

"^P noon 

ffi file of five men 

•{̂ P an opponent 

^P obstinate 

midday 

^ to oppose 

^ allograph of^ 

allograph of^ 

^ ancient form of 
'five' 

Ik misunderstand 

allograph of 

'Ifj- to understand 

1'a keep smthg warm 

Be? to meet 

^ well-built man 

^itmole, birthmark 

awake from sleep 

pJt obstinante, to meet 

allograph of 

^allograph of4$ 

allograph of 
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There is only one morpheme in Cantonese pronounced /m/ 

which means "no, not" and is usually written Op . As a result 

of the change of SC /g/ ->• /m/, the SC /^/-category which has 

a high phonological load in terms of the number of morphemes 

belonging to it has lost members to the SC /m/-category 

which has a very small phonological load of only one member, 

but that one member in turn has a very high word frequency. 

What role—if any—does the negative morpheme play in 

this particular drama of phonological change? I believe 

SC /m/ has made the change of /g/ /m/ "acceptable" or 

"compatible" to Cantonese because /m/ already exists in the 

language and acts as an anchor for the change of /^/ -> /m/. 

The change introduces no new or heretofore nonexistent 

sound into the language but merely shifts lexical items 

from one phonological category to another. Consequently, I 

do not think it is only a coincidence that the SC /m/-cate-

gory has only one member and can therefore conveniently 

accept new morphemes—despite the minor collision of homo-

phony here and there which has resulted. This characteristic 

of the SC /m/-category may be particularly important to the 

change itself in that SC /m/ has provided the fertile soil 

in which the change of /g/ to /m/ has been able to take root. 

The resulting homophony between the negative morpheme and a 

surname produced by the change of SC /g/ /m/ is discussed 

below. 

Although the change of /^/ /m/ now underway in Hong 

Kong Cantonese has received no attention in the linguistic 



literature, it has been noticed in the popular press of Hong 

Kong. Attracting the attention of newspaper writers 

has been the homophony between the surname SC /^/ and 

the negative morpheme SC /m/ which has resulted from 

this sound change. In an article entitled "Picking Names 

for Children"- ($n Wt''P tfX ) in the Ming Bao newspaper 

( ̂  ), a writer mentions a young woman named Ht 

SC /g mei lai/ who said that every time the teacher read out 

her name at school her classmates all broke into laughter. 

Her first name St is the word "pretty," so when the teacher 
pronounced her surname as /m/, what she said was the 

phrase SC /m mei lai/ "not pretty" (Ming Bao 1980)! Another 

writer described a similar story of misinterpretation that 

resulted from the homophony of and []§• : a man addressed 

his boss SC /g tug si/ "Manager Ng" as /m tut] si/ 

but the boss interpreted this phrase as '(S iU SC /m tun 

si/ "doesn't understand anything" (Jin Ye Bao ~$L 1981)! 

3.2 Historical Origin of SC /g/ and SC /in/ 

The modern velar nasal syllabic has developed from an 

earlier syllable that consisted of a velar nasal initial 

(H -g: , *i}-) and a final with a back vowel (i.e., the 

hekou rhyme ) (Hashimoto 1972:173). In his Cantonese 

Primer Chao adapted his Cantonese romanization system with 

this historical origin in mind by writing /g/ as "gu" but 

with the instruction that only the consonant was to be 

pronounced (Chao 1947:22). In the case of the morpheme 



of negation /m/ Ha , it is derived from the @ *m-/ri)- initial 

and a hekou j-jJj Third Division rhyme (Yuan 1960:202). In 

Chao's romanization system he followed the same pattern as 

with "nu", writing (]§• as "mu" with the instruction that m-

be pronounced as one syllable, that is, as /m/. 

According to Yuan Jiahua, the majority of Cantonese 

dialects all have the syllabic velar nasal. Only the dialects 

of (in southwestern Guangdong Province near the border 

with Guangxi) and its vicinity do not have /g/. In the 

dialect the words and , etc., are all pronounced as 

/uij/ (Yuan 1960:205). 

In a study of Taishan dialect it was found that the 

informant, a university student in her early 20's, had only 

the syllabic bilabial nasal. The study noted that while other 

Taishan speakers have both the syllabic bilabial and velar 

nasals, the two had merged into /m/ for the younger genera

tion (Cheng 1973:268). The historical development of this 

merger in Taishan was graphically represented in the diagram 

shown in Figure 1 below (Cheng 1973:269). This diagram 

applies equally to the merger found in Hong Kong Cantonese: 

*mV *rjV [V=Round Vowel] 

I I 

"P ft 

m 

Figure 1. Developmental Stages of Syllabic Nasals in Cantonese 



This historical development in which the vowel has 

become lost and the nasal initial has become a syllabic 

occurs synchronically in a language of the Tibeto-Burman 

family, Lahu: the syllable /m£/ has the variant form 

[mv] in which the back unrounded vowel lu^l is lost and 

the syllabic nasal affricate is articulated with "extreme 

lip-spreading" (Matisoff 1973:3-4). Closer to home--

that is, Hong Kong, an interesting merger of syllabic nasal 

occurs in Shanghainese dialects. Old Shanghainese spoken 

by some members of the older generation in Shanghai has 

a series of three syllabic nasals: in addition to the 

syllabic velar and bilabial nasals, Old Shanghainese 

_t ) has a syllabic alveolar nasal /n/ (Shen 1981:131) 

In New Shanghainese spoken by the younger generation, the 

syllabic velar nasal has merged with the alveolar nasal 

so that such words as 3L and ^ which were /g/ in Old 

Shanghainese are now pronounced /n/ in the speech of middle 

aged and younger speakers (Xu et al. 1981:145). Figure 2 

3 
below represents this merger development: 

Old Shanghainese: m n g ( 55! M- ) 

New Shanghainese: M IJ 

Figure 2. Merger of Syllabic Alveolar and Velar Nasals 

in New Shanghainese 
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3.3 The Three Dimensions of /g/ -» /m/ in Standard Cantonese 

On the basis of my observation of the sound change 

/g/ to /m/ in Hong Kong Standard Cantonese, I believe I have 

identified the phonetic origin of the change, the particular 

morpheme with which the change began, the relative schedules 

of change of several morphemes of the word class, the dif

ferent stages of development of various subgroups of the 

speech community which have been affected by the sound 

change, and the particular subgroup of speakers with whom 

the /m/ variant originated. The remainder of this chapter 

will analyze the following three dimensions of this change: 

the phonetic origin of the change, the development of the 

change within the lexicon, and the spread of the change 

across subgroups of speakers within the speech community. 

3.4 The Phonetic Origin of /m/ 

Prior to the interview stage of the investigation of the 

change /g/ -> /m/, it was hypothesized that the cause of 

this change could plausibly be labial assimilation. Since 

this change was a case of labialization, and since many sound 

changes arise from phonetic environments that cause assimila

tion, these two factors might fit together in the explanation 

of the change. It seemed to me that the word "five" 31 

occurred in several environments where it could conceivably 

assimilate to a neighboring labial segment: 55". SC /ij man/ 

"five dollars"; 35*. SC /sap g/ "fifteen"; 3L]=3 SC /ij paak/. 

On the basis of the evidence to follow, I believe that the 
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change first began with the word "five" which acquired an 

alternative bilabial phonetic variant pronunciation; and 

this phonetic variant arose as the result of labial assimi

lation. Specifically, for some speakers /g/ is sometimes 

pronounced /m/ because the nasal assimilates to neighboring 

labial segments. For other speakers, this is a complete 

change, and for still others it is a case of free variation. 

In order to discover the phonetic origin of the change 

and verify the hypothesis of labial assimilation, we must 

look at the natural, casual speech of everyday life in which 

such a phonetic process as labial assimilation can occur since 

assimilation is typically characteristic of rapid, spontaneous 

speech. The first part of the interview, the section which 

consisted of the subject's Spontaneous Speech, provides the 

linguistic material for observation. It was in this section 

that the subject was engaged in casual conversation on a 

variety of topics from everyday life. Labov has pointed out 

that "[oJbservation of the vernacular [i.e., casual speech] 

gives us the most systematic data for our analysis of lin

guistic structure" (Labov 1972a:208). That is to say, in 

our investigation of the phonetic origin of /m/, any con

sistent, regular pattern associated with its occurrence 

in particular phonetic environments should emerge in the sub

ject's casual speech to which he directs the least amount of 

attention. 

The syllabic nasal variable lrj/m occurred at least once 

in the Spontaneous Speech sections of 70 of the 75 interviews. 



In these 70 interviews there were 411 instances of the 

variable or an average of 5.5 tokens per interview for all 

75 interviews or 5.9 tokens per interview for the 70 

interviews in which it occurred. The number of tokens of 

the variable per interview ranged from a low of one for 

eight interviews to a high of 33 tokens for one interview. 

Table 2, The Range in the Number of Instances for which 

the n/m Variable Occurred in the Spontaneous Speech 

Sections of 70 interviews by Number of Tokens per Inter

view and by Number of Interviews with that Number of 

Tokens, follows below and indicates the range in number 

of tokens per interview and the number of interviews for 

which that particular number of tokens occurred. Interviews 

are identified by the subject identification number. There 

were 229 instances of /m/ out of the 411 occurrences of the 

variable, or 56%> of the total; /ij/ occurred 182 times or 44% 

of the total. Of the 411' tokens 385 or 93.7% of the total 

were the word 2f. SC /g/ "five." For all instances of /m/ 

221 out of 229 or 96.5%, were "five"; for all instances of 

/i}/ 164 out of 182 or 90% were "five." In addition to 

"five," three other /n/-class words occurred in the inter

views: SC /^/ "noon"; SC /^/ "backward" or "sur

name"; and f|S| SC /g/ "mistake." Of these 26 instances of 

these words in the interviews 21 occurred as "noon"; two 

occurred as "backward"; one as "surname"; and two as "mis

take." "Noon" occurred as /ij/ 14 times and represented 87o 

of all /i}/; there were seven instances of "noon" as /m/ or 



Table 2. The range in the number of instances for which 
the g/m variable occurred in the Spontaneous Speech of 
70 interviews by number of tokens per interview and by 
number of interviews in which the number of tokens 
occurred 

Number of 
tokens of 
g/ip variable 

Number of interviews in which the number of 
tokens occurred (interviews identified by 
subject identification number) 

1 8 (22 37 38 50 54 59 63 67) 

2 11 (2 5 19 23 27 39 61 64 69 75 77) 

3 9 (3 6 29 30 31 55 65 70 71) 

4 8 (8 24 26 34 44 47 66 72) 

5 7 (14 35 45 51 56 58 60) 

6 6 (1 11 15 16 17 53) 

7 4 (7 18 43 48) 

8 2 (42 52) 

9 3 (4 13 32) 

10 2 (40 62) 

11 2 (28 57) 

12 3 (10 25 73) 

14 2 (9 41) 

16 1 (36) 

25 1 (12) 

33 1 (33) 

411 tokens 70 interviews 



3.17o of all /m/. All three occurrences of "surname" and 

"backward" were as /g/ or 1.5% of all /g/• There was one 

instance of "mistake" as /g/ or 0.57o of all /y/ and one 

instance of it as /m/ or 0.4% of all /m/. Fourteen in

stances of "noon" occurred in the phrase #[fo SC /tyn 

g tslt/ "Festival of the Fifth Day of the Fifth Month, i.e., 

the' ETragon Boat Festival" and were elicited from subjects 

in their responses to the question of how they celebrated 

the "Dragon Boat Festival." In most cases the subject 

repeated the phrase immediately after I had asked the 

question and thus uttered the phrase—it did not occur 

spontaneously on the subject's part. Nine tokens of 

"noon" occurred in this phrase as /ij/ and five as /m/. 

There were six instances of "noon" in the phrase "T SC 

/ha g/ "afternoon," five as /rj/ and one as /iji/; and "noon" 

occurred once in the phrase aSf SC /tsau g/ "afternoon" 

as /ni/. There were three instances of as /y/: twice 

as "backward" in the word SC /lok y/ and once as the 

surname which occurred as ̂  ̂ "the character Ng" when 

the subject was talking about the pronunciation of this 

morpheme. The two instances of "mistake" occurred in 

the word g!j| SC /ts'o g/ once as /m/ and once as /g/. 

Since the word "five" occurs with the greatest frequency 

in the Spontaneous Speech sections of the interview, this 

is good reason to believe that the change to the syllabic 

bilabial nasal variant began with this word. The discussion 

to follow will provide the evidence that this was indeed 



the case. 

When we look at the distribution of the n/m variable 

in the speech of members of the Hong Kong r.peech community, 

what we find is that the speech community comprises three 

subgroups of speakers with respect to the variable. The 

first group consists of speakers who do not have the 

change in their speech, i.e., the speakers in this group 

all use /g/ in both the spontaneous and controlled sections 

of the interview. The second group consists of speakers 

who have variation between /g/ and /m/ in either the 

spontaneous or controlled sections of the interview or 

both sections. Some speakers show variation in their Spon

taneous Speech while some use only /g/ or only /m/ in this 

part of their interviews. But those who use only /g/ or 

only /m/ in their Spontaneous Speech switch to /m/ or 

/g/, respectively, in some later part of the interview, 

for instance, when they name the pieces of money or read 

the Story or Word Lists. The third group of speakers shows 

a complete change to /m/ for all members of the Standard 

Cantonese /g/-lexical class in all sections of the lin

guistic interview. 

Since the first and third groups use either /g/ or 

/m/ exclusively and independently of phonetic environments, 

i.e., in the first group no change has taken place and in 

the second group the change is a completed one, these groups 

can shed no light on the origin of the change. Therefore, 

we must focus our attention on the second group who have 
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variation between /g/ and /m/ and observe the phonetic 

environments in which the two forms of the variable occur. 

In order to be able to compare phonetic environments in 

which /^/ and /m/ occur, we select for observation a subset 

of subjects from group two, those who use both /^/ and 

/m/ in their casual speech. For those subjects who only 

used /^/ in their Spontaneous Speech but /m/ when naming 

the pieces of money, we will regard these subjects as 

belonging to this group who have g/m variation in their 

Spontaneous Speech. The reason for this is twofold: First, 

it may have been the case that the subject simply used the 

/g/-form of the variable too few times to reveal whether or 

not he or she has variation between them in Spontaneous Speech. 

If /m/ occurred in the Hong Kong Money section, however, this 

clearly indicates that the subject does in fact use both 

forms of the variable. The second reason for regarding this 

section as being closer to the informal nature of the Spon

taneous Speech section of the interview rather than to the 

controlled section is that the subject gave almost automatic 

responses when requested to name the pieces of money. The 

pieces of money pass through the subject's hands every day 

so he or she is exceptionally familiar with them. This task 

of naming the money also elicited a number of very colorful 

slang expressions for the various pieces of money which were 

unknown to me until I began this study. I assume that under 

these conditions subjects use the most familiar forms of 

speech when naming the money. 



Those subjects who have both /g/ and /m/ for "five" 

in their Spontaneous Speech section of the interview can be 

classified into three groups on the basis of the types of 

phonetic environments in which the variable occurs: Group 

One, speakers for whom /m/ is a conditioned variant; Group 

Two, speakers for whom /m/ is an unconditioned variant; and 

Group Three, speakers for whom /m/ occurs mainly as a con

ditioned variant although /tj/ sometimes occurs in spite of 

the conditioning being present. 

For Group One speakers the occurrence of /m/ is con

ditioned by a neighboring labial segment, i.e., /m/ occurs 

only as the result of labial assimilation. Table 3, Subjects 

for whom /m/ occurs only through Labial Assimilation in 

Spontaneous Speech which follows below, indicates the sub

jects whose Spontaneous Speech included /m/ occurring as 

the result of labial assimilation and gives the phonetic 

environments in which /m/ occurred. In all but two of 

these cases /m/ occurred in the word SC /sap m/ "fifteen 

in which the syllabic nasal is preceded by the unreleased 

voiceless bilabial stop. Subject 57 had two other occurren

ces of /m/ which may be considered instances of labial 

assimilation caused by a following noncontiguous labial 

segment: e.g., 3F. H SC /g jip/ "five pages" was said as 

/iii jip/. In this case the labial segment comes at the end of 

the following word. The second instance was for the phrase 

3f. ̂  SE SC /ij nin prfan/ "fifth year (in school)" which was 

said as /m nin pa'an/; in this phrase the labial segment 

occurs as the consonant initial of the second word in the 
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Table 
labial 

3. Subjects for whom /m/ occurs only through 
assimilation in Spontaneous Speech (SS) 

Subject 
Number 

Number 
of /^/ 
in SS 

Number 
of /ip/ 
in SS Phonetic environment for /m/ 

30 2 1 /sap m fan tsun/ fifteen minutes 

31 0 3 /sap m soey/ fifteen years old 

/sap m nin/ fifteen years 

/sap m nin/ fifteen years 

57 8 3 /sap m tsl sap paat soey/ fifteen 
to eighteen years old 

/sau to i l  m jip tsf/ can handle 
five pages 

/sei nin pa"an m nin pa'an/ fourth 
year (in school), fifth year (in 
school) 

58 4 1 /paat jyt sap m a/ August 15th 

71 0 2 /paat jyt sap m/ Eighth month and 
15th day of Lunar Calendar (Mid-
Autumn Festival) 

73 10 1 /paat jyt sap m a/ Eighth month and 
15th day of Lunar Calendar (Mid-
Autumn Festival) 



phrase. This subject had eight instances of /y/ and only 

three instances of /m/ in her Spontaneous Speech. In addition 

to the two instances of noncontiguous labial segments just 

described, there were four other instances in which the 

phonetic environments contained noncontiguous labial segments 

but did not produce labial assimilation: j|[ jg^SC /sly k'ei 

n ma'an/ "Friday night" 3*. ^ sc /9 luk pa~ak 

miij ke kaau si/ "at least five or six hundred teachers"; 32 

l=f S Hh SC /ji paak ij sap tsi/ "two hundred and fifty 

characters"; 3L jl[ SC /ij jip/ "five pages." This subject 

apparently only sometimes assimilates /g/ to /m/ as the result 

of a noncontiguous labial segment but it occurs with rather 

low frequency in her speech. At least in the two instances 

in which there is a noncontiguous labial segment and the 

subject uses /m/, I am assuming that this was a type of 

labial assimilation environment which can sometimes trigger 

labial assimilation. Whether or not the contiguous labial 

segment has a stronger tendency to produce labial assimila

tion than the noncontiguous labial segment cannot be deter-

minded on the basis of the available data. For the,-moment, 

I regard the noncontiguous labial segment as simply being 

capable of causing regressive labial assimilation as a re

sult of the speaker's anticipation of the segment. 

When Group One speakers (except 31 who participated in 

the pilot study and did not name the pieces of money) named 

the pieces of money, they all used /rj7 in all instances, 

including the one environment of potential labial assimilation 



where /rii/ might have occurred, SC /f^ man/ "five dollars 

In addition, when these subjects read the Story and Word List 

they only used /ij/. 

Group Two speakers used /ni/ as an unconditioned variant 

of /tj/ since /ni/ occurs independently of phonetic environ

ments that favor labial assimilation. Table 4, Subjects 

with /m/ as an Unconditioned Variant for Subjects who have 

both /^/ and /m/, gives examples of the variable occurring 

in casual speech to illustrate this category of speakers with 

the unconditioned variant. The starred items have been 

taken from the Hong Kong Money section which was done in 

order to show the speaker using both forms of the variable 

independently of phonetic environments conducive to labial 

assimilation. As Table 4 shows, subjects may use /g/ and 

/rii/ in identical phonetic environments: e.g., Subject 

#53, 2f. "f* "fifty" /ij sap/ and /m sap/; #34, 3F. ̂  "fivei 

years" /^ nin/ and /m nin/; #12,3l;H "five cards" /ij. tsek/ 

and /ni tsik/, 5! 3C "five thousand dollars" /ij ts'in man/ 

and /m ts'in man/. When we compare this group's use of the 

variable in all four interview contexts—Spontaneous Speech, 

Naming Hong Kong Money, Story, and Word Lists, we find that 

while speakers may use /rf/ and /ni/ with equal frequency or 

favor one or the other in the first three sections, they 

typically switch to the exclusive use of either /g/ or /rfi/ 

in the Word Lists section. This pattern suggests that by the 

time they reach the Word Lists section, they recognize that 

one pronunciation is the correct one while the other is an 
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Table 4. Subjects with /IJI/ as an unconditioned variant 
for subjects who have both /r\/ and /rn/ 

Subject 
Number 

Phonetic Environment of 

hi 
Phonetic Environment of 

/m/ 

12 

13 

25 

26 

34 

44 

45 

52 

53 

64 

/p'avai ij tsek/ give out 
five cards 
/tai $ tsek p'aai/ the 
fifth card 
/sei tj ts'in man/ four or 
five thousand dollars 

/wa rp sap/ say fifty 
/jau rfi tsek p'aai/ there 
are five cards 
/jen tso m ts'in man/ won 
five thousand dollars 

/p'a'ai tai m/ the fifth 
one in the family 
/m ts'yn/ five inches 
/rfi sap man/ fifty dollars 
/m man kai/ five dollars 
/m lap san/ fifty cents 

/ha ij ^ tim/ five o'clock 
in_ the afternoon 
/paak ii/ a hundred and 
fifty 

/ij tim kau/ five-forty 
f ive_ 

/ij paak man/ five hundred 
dollars 

/ij lap san/ fifty cents 

*/ij sap man/ fifty dollars/m luk nin ts'in/ five or 
"/ij man/ five dollars six years ago 

/TJO fp tim pun ts'o"et lei/ 
I left at 5:30 

/ij ko pun/ five and a half 

/sei a ij fan tsui}/ forty-
five minutes 

/hai ij ko kei tsui] t' au/ 
more than five hours 

/jat liij ij/ 105 

/ij ko/ five 
/m a g a luk la/ fifty-
five or six 

/tsug ij/ form five (year 
in school) 
/ij sap kei/ more than 
fifty 

/tsutji ij/ "form five (year 
in school) 

/ja a rn jat/ twenty-five 
days 

f/m sap man/ fifty dollars 
v/m man/ five dollars 
,v/m hou tsi/ fifty cents 

/m nin/ five years 
/m nin/ five years 

/m jyk tsug h5k/ Five 
Educations Middle School 

/rfi hou el/ No. 5A 
/rp hou pi/ No. 5B 
/rfi sap/ fifty 
/m jyt/ May 

/tn a m tou la/ fifty-five 
or so 

/rp sSp/ fifty 
/m_s3p jl tlqhSi rfi sfip 
paat/ fifty-two or fifty 
eight 

/saam sap ip soey/ thirty 
five years old 



inappropriate variant and suppress its use. Table 5, Speake 

Variation between /tj/ and /m/ for "five" in Four Speech Con

texts, illustrates this pattern of shifting. 

Some speakers become aware that they have two pronun

ciations for "five" in the course of the controlled section 

of the interview: at some point in the reading of the Story 

or the Word Lists, the subject switches to either /ij/ or /m/ 

and consistently uses only that particular form of the 

variable for the rest of the interview. For example, 

Subject #25 had used /m/ consistently for "five" nine times 

in his Spontaneous Speech but when naming the money used 

/tj/ twice and /m/ twice. When reading the Story, he 

used /m/ once but /g/ three times; and when reading the 

Word Lists, he used only /tj/. Subject #26 followed a 

similar pattern althugh he retained the /m/ a bit longer: 

in his Spontaneous Speech he used two instances of /rj/ and 

two of /m/; in the Hong Kong Money section he used only 

/m/ four times; in the Story "five" as /m/ occurred three 

times, while in the Word Lists "five" was only /g/. These 

two informants show an increase in the use of /13/ as the 

speech situation becomes more formal. 

Group Three speakers fall between the preceding two 

groups in tht the majority of occurrences of /m/ seems to 

be the result of labial assimilation but occasionally the 

variable occurs as /g/ even though /^/ occurs in a phonetic 

environment with a neighboring labial segment where labial 

assimilation might be expected to occur. There are two 



Table 5. Speakers' variation between 
four speech contexts for 

/^/ and /rii/ in 

Subject 
Number 

Spontaneous 
Speech 

Hong Kong 
Money 

Story Word Lists 

/<}/ /m/ /t)/ /fn/ w /m/ /t>/ /in/ 

12 9 15 0 18 0 4 0 3 

13 5 3 5 7 I 3 0 3 

25 0 9 2 2 3 1 3 0 

26 2 2 0 4 1 3 3 0 

34 2 2 8 0 4 0 3 0 

44 1 3 3 0 1 3 3 2 

45 1 4 0 3 0 4 0 4 

52 2 6 1 2 0 4 1 3 

53 3 3 2 2 1 3 4 1 

60 5 0 5 3 1 3 2 0 

64 1 1 0 3 2 2 0 3 

70 3 0 4 4 1 3 1 3 
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subjects who belong to this category, #33 and #48. For Subject 

#48 the syllabic nasal variable occurred seven times in Spon

taneous Speech: four times as /g/ and three times as /m/. 

In two of the three instances the variable was surrounded 

by labial segments, "t* 5 ̂ "fifteen dollars" /sap m man/, 

but in the third case no neighboring labial segment occurred, 

• 2F. /jat m kei/ "more than one (thousand) five (hundred 

dollars)." When Subject #48 named the money /in/ occurred 

three times but only one of those instances was in an environ

ment that might possibly cause labial assimilation and even 

then the labial segment was not contiguous with the variable: 

3j. ~f" /ip S^P man/ "fifty dollars." The other instances 

of /ni/ were 551 {ill /m sin/ "five cents" and ijg ̂  /m hou tsi/ 

"fifty cents." In the only environment where labial assimila

tion is predicted, the subject used /rj/ in 2F. /^ man/ 

"five dollars." 

Subject #33 also belongs to this third category. Let us 

take a close look at his use of the two forms of the variable 

since in his Spontaneous Speech and in the Hong Kong Money 

section instances of /rj/ and /m/ were more numerous for this 

speaker than for any other. The pattern that underlies his 

use of the variable provides the best evidence in support 

of this third category of speaker. For Subject #33, a 36-

year-old office clerk with 11 years of schooling, "five" 

occurred a total of 33 times in the Spontaneous Speech sec

tion and 15 times in the Hong Kong Money section. The reason 

"five" occurred with such a high frequency in the Spontaneous 



Speech section was because the subject talked at great 

length about his favorite pastime, gambling. Two gambling 

activities he enjoys the most are horse racing and playing 

majong. When this subject named the money he discussed 

some of the colloquial expressions for various pieces of 

money and the superstition associated with the $50 bill. 

The incidence of /m/ in both Spontaneous Speech and in the 

Hong Kong Money section is almost the same, i.e., 67% in the 

first context and 73% in the second. However, when the sub

ject read the Story and the Word lists, he only used /rj/ 

which clearly shows that he perceives a stylistic difference 

between /m/ and /g/ and that the latter is considered more 

appropriate for his careful, correct speech. When we 

look at the phonetic environments in which the syllabic 

nasal occurred, we find that there is a strong tendency 

for /m/ to occur under conditions for labial assimila

tion: of the 22 instances of /m/ in Spontaneous Speech, 

18 or 82% occur with a contiguous labial segment, e.g., 

3T. man/ "five dollars" with eight occurrences; 

~ ""I"* 2L /jaam man/ "twenty-five dollars" with one 

occurrence; 3T. H" /'P pa~ak man/ "five hundred dollars" 

with one occurrence; -J-* 2T. He /sap m luk soey/ "15 to 16 

years old " with one occurrence; 3l /sap m man/ "fif

teen dollars" with six occurrences; and ^*5!^ /jau m fo/ 

"there are five units (of housing)" with one occurrence. 

There were four instances of /m/ in non-labial assimi

lation environments: 3F. H /ni jyt/ "May" with one occurrence 



iii hou tsi/ "fifty cents" with one occurrence; 

$'ffSl '<:o tsui} t'au/ "five hours" with one occur

rence; and-^ jjf. ^IS) \ /ts'at m lulc ko jan/ "seven—five— 

or six people." In the ten instances of /rj/ three occurred 

with a contiguous labial segment which we might have 

expected to condition the variable to occur as /m/: 't' 2F. 

/tsur^ maan/ "win fifty thousand (dollars)" with one occur

rence; 3f. 3<C /ij man/ "five dollars" with one occurrence; and 

HI ~h S /ja a ij man/ "twenty-five dollars" with one 

occurrence. Three instances of /rj/ occurred in non-labial 

assimilation conditions, and five occurrences of /^/ were 

in environments with a contiguous labial segment, "jh 

/g sap man/ "fifty dollars" (when the subject named the money 

he used /m sap man/ twice and /g sap man/ twice which suggests 

that a noncontiguous labial segment may sometimes trigger 

labial assimilation for this subject just as in the case of 

Subject #57 described above). 

When Subject #33 named the money /m/ occurred 11 out of 

15 times or 73%. However, in only one instance of /m/ did 

it co-occur with a labial segment following it, 5 ̂ 

/m man/ "five dollars." There were eight instances of 

/m/ in environments in which no phonetic conditions for 

labial assimilation existed: 5*. "S5 /m tsoerj. je/ "fif

ty dollars" with four occurrences; 2f- /m tsoer) 

sap man ts£/ "five ten-dollar bills" with one occurrence; 

35". "flJ-l /m sin/ "five cents" with two occurrences; and 35*. ill 

/in hou/ "fifty cents" with one occurrence. 



Assuming that the pattern of use of /^/ and /m/ in his 

Spontaneous Speech is the more representative of the sub

ject's linguistic behavior in the use of the variable than 

the pattern associated with naming the money, then we can 

conclude that the subject has a marked tendency to use /m/ 

as a conditioned variant, but its occurrence is not entirely 

restricted to phonetic environments that produce labial 

assimilation which is seen when the subject names and 

discusses pieces of money. 

Subject #11 may also belong to this category although 

the data are too insufficient to make a convincing case. 

In his Spontaneous Speech he used only /m/ four times in 

phonetic environments that favor assimilation and two times 

in phonetic environments which do not. The following 

instances of /m/ were found to occur in phonetic environ

ments favoring labial assimilation: M 2L _h /s^1} k'e 

m maan soen/ "Friday evening"; —* / ji sap m man/ 

"twenty-five dollars" ; HI 2f. 3C /ja a m man/ "twenty-five 

dollars"; and jff. H3 3C /in paak man/ "five hundred dollars." 

The two occurrences of /m/ in non-labial assimilation envir

onments were S /m ko/ "five" and 551 0 /kaau m jat/ 

"teach five days." When this subject named the money he 

used /m/ once in an environment conducive to labial assimi

lation, /m man/ "five dollars." He used /^/ twice in non-

labial assimilation environments: /ij sap man/ "fifty dol

lars" and /rj hou/ "fifty cents." In the Story and first 

two Word I.ists he used only /rj/5 but in the Minimal Pair 



Word List, he indicated that he had two pronunciations for 

"five,"/rj/ and / m/, and thought that /ij/ was correct. 

In looking through the phonetic environments in which 

the word "five" occurs, I have noticed that there are a 

number of environments which have the potential to cause 

labial assimilation of the variable. Some of these pho

netic environments may enhance the tendency for labial 

assimilation more than other potential environments. I 

tentatively suggest that the following ten types of phonetic 

environments have the potential to cause labial assimila

tion. Since I am making the claim that the change from 

/r}/ to /m/ began as a phonetic variant as the result of 

labial assimilation, it is relevant to this discussion to 

recognize the frequency with which these phonetic environ

ments occur in natural speech. The ten types of phonetic 

environments for potential labial assimilation are listed 

in Table 6 below. The X refers to any non-labial phonetic 

segment and the L to any labial segment which in Standard 

Cantonese includes /f—/, /p-/, /-p/s /m-/, /-m/, /m/, and 

/w-/. For the purposes of this discussion I am regarding all 

labial segments as having an equal influence in the labial 

assimilation process although this may not actually be the 

case. For instance, /m-/, /-m/, /m/, /—p/, and /—p/ which 

occur with complete labial closure may contribute more to 

labial assimilation than /f—/ and /w-/ for which there is 

not complete labial closure. An experimental investigation 

of labial assimilation with Cantonese speakers could help 
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Table 6. Ten types of potential labial assimilation 
environments for (L=labial segment, X=nonlabial 
segment, [ ]=Morpheme) 

Types of labial assimilation 
environments 

Number of times 
occurs as /g/ or /rp/ in 
environment Types of labial assimilation 

environments 
as /$/ as /m/ 

1. [XXX] 35; [LXX] 22 23 

2. [XXL] S [XXX] 3 22 

3. [XXL] 3j. [LXX] 1 13 

4. [LXX] 35! [XXX] 9 4 

5. [LXX] 55! [LXX] 0 6 

6. [XXX] 35! [XXL] 22 20 

7. [LXX] 5! [XXL] 1 7 

8. [XXX] [XXX] 5! [XXX] [LXX] 21 15 

9. [LXX] [XXX] 5*. [XXX] [XXX] 3 5 

10. [XXL] [XXX] 5! [XXX] [XXX] 5 4 



clarify this problem. 

When all /t}/ and /m/ tokens are combined there are 385 

phonetic environments in which the variable for "five" occurred 

In categorizing these 385 phonetic environments in terms of 

their potential for labial assimilation and no potential for 

labial assimilation, I found 206 instances or 547o of the 

first type (i.e., contiguous and noncontiguous labial segments 

in the neighboring environment with "five") and 179 or 467o 

of the second type (i.e., no labial segments in the neigh

boring environment). If the interviews are fairly repre

sentative of natural speech—and I am assuming this to be 

the case, then in natural speech there is abundant oppor

tunity for labial assimilation of the syllabic velar nasal 

to occur. In Table 6 the number to the right of environ

ments indicates the number of instances in which that environ

ment occurred. The first number indicates how many times the 

variable occurred as /^/ and the second number how many times 

it occurred as /m/. From the table we note that for 

environments of Type 2 ([XXL] jff. [XXX]), Type 3 ([XXL] 2f. 

[LXX]), Type 5 ([LXX] S [LXX]), and Type 7 ([LXX] $ [XXL]) 

in which the number of /m/'s exceeds the number of /y/'s the 

tendency appears to be for the variable to occur as /m/. 

We must remember, however, these numbers are based on all 

subjects who include those who have a complete change to /m/ 

(for all lexical items or at least "five"), those with g/m 

variation, and those who do not have /m/ unless it occurs 

as the result of labial assimilation. Those subjects who 
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have a complete change to /m/ will use /m/ regardless of 

the phonetic environment in which it occurs, so they can

not be very helpful to us in analyzing a phonetic environment's 

potential for labial assimilation. However, those subjects 

who have g/m variation can be helpful because the phonetic 

environment may be a significant factor in determining 

which form of the variable occurs. The third group of 

subjects for whom /ip/ only occurs as the result of the 

labial assimilation of /rj/ is obviosuly even more helpful 

to our analysis. In order to determine just how conducive 

to labial assimilation these four environments are, we 

must look at both the number of occurrences of /m/ in the 

four environments and the three categories of subjects 

distributed in these environments. The following sentence 

is one example of the Type 5 environment: ji$. jFf. H3 

E E -fai /pei m paak man rjo pa pa la/ "give five hundred dol

lars to my father." There were four subjects with six in

stances of /m/ in this environment, but three of the subjects 

have a complete change to /m/ and one has g/m variaiton. 

An example of the Type 7 environment is El 1=3 2l 

/saam paak m sap man/ "three hundred and fifty dollars." 

Six subjects had seven occurrences of /m/ in this type of 

phonetic environment; five of the subjects had a complete 

change to /m/ and one had g/m variation. On the basis of 

these subjects, Types 5 and 7 do not seem to be particularly 

significant for labial assimilation. 

As an example of a Type 2 phonetic environment, we can 
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give the following sentence: /j|" -p 'f® A. / jau sap m ko jan/ 

"there were fifteen people." In Type 2 environment there 

were 22 instances of /m/ in the speech of 14 subjects: seven 

subjects have q/m variation, four used /m/ only as the result 

of the labial assimilation of /g/, and three have a complete 

change to /m/. All of the 22 instances of /m/ in this environ

ment were preceded by the word "1"* /sap/ "ten" in the phrase 

"~h 55". /sap m/ "fifteen." 

In the case of Type 3 there were 13 occurrences of /m/ 

in the speech of six subjects: three subjects have g/m 

variation, two have a complete change to /m/, and one has 

/m/ as the result of labial assimilation. The following 

is an example of the Type 3 environment: W ^ 31 

/p'el jy sap m man a/ "for example fifteen dollars." Just 

as with Type 2 all the instances of /m/ occurred in the 

phrase /sap m/ "fifteen." On the basis of the distribution 

of the three categories of subjects in Types 2 and 3, the 

evidence strongly supports the claim for Types 2 and 3 as 

phonetic environments conducive to labial assimilation. 

Type 2 produces progressive assimilation, and Type 3 pro

duces both progressive and regressive assimilation simul

taneously because the variable is both preceded and fol

lowed by labial segments. Although we might be inclined to 

think that Type 3 environment in which the variable is sur

rounded by labial segments would be a stronger assimilation 

environment than Type 2, the data do not necessarily support 

such a conclusion: that is, there are more subjects who 
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have /m/ as the result of labial assimilation in Type 2 than 

in Type 3. 

The first seven of these environments focus on the im

mediate phonetic environment of one word preceding and fol

lowing the variable. Types 8, 9, and 10 environments con

sider the effect of the second word before and after the 

variable. In Type 8 the variable occurs more often as 

/^/ than /m/ which suggests that this environment may not 

be as important to labial assimilation as the ones previously 

discussed. I have included these environments only because 

of the one instance of labial assimilation which was noted 

in the speech of Subject #57 who generally only used 

/tj/ except under conditions of labial assimilation when it 

was realized as /m/. She used /m/ three times in assimila

tion environments of Types 2, 6, and 8 as follows: "f* 

-j- j\^ /sap m tsi sap paat/ "15 to 18 (years old)"; 

5*- M "f" /sau toll m jip tsi/ "(can) handle five pages"; 

and 35*. ̂  SE / fn nin paan/"fifth year (in school)." 

The three categories of speakers whose use of the 

variable ranges from a conditioned to a nonconditioned 

variant reflect stages in the development of the sound 

change; that is to say, the change to /m/ begins first as a 

conditioned variant through labial assimilation; later, 

the occurrence of /m/ is not restricted just to the par

ticular phonetic conditions for labial assimilation but 

is extended to other nonconditioning environments; eventually, 

/m/ becomes a free variant of /g/. Which one will occur 



cannot be predicted except perhaps as a probability—a 

speaker appears to have a tendency to use one more than 

the other or to use both with about equal frequency. Some 

speakers may not have developed the /m/ variant through 

labial assimilation but acquired it directly as a free 

variant since they hear speakers around them using both 

forms. Since they do not assign different meanings to the 

different forms, speakers do not learn to restrict the 

use of one or the other to the particular phonetic environ

ments. At the same time, however, some speakers recognize 

one as the correct, standard form. Some speakers appear 

to have never used /^/ in their speech but have always said 

/m/. Others who have been found to only use /g/ will probably 

never acquire the /m/ variant. However, it is possible that 

some speakers have progressed or will progress through 

these various stages. Some speakers who now only have /m/ as 

a conditioned variant may eventually use it as a free 

variant. Some speakers may remain at the first stage 

through their entire lives and only use /m/ as a conditioned 

variant. The only way to determine if speakers will change 

their speech habits with respect to the syllabic nasal 

variable is to conduct follow-up interviews a few years 

from now with these same subjects who now show variation. 

In the final stage of the change from /g/ to /m/, we will 

find that /^/ has been replaced by /m/ for all members of 

the speech community, but this development still lies 

somewhere in the future. How and why will /g/ disappear? 
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First of all, those speakers who use only /g/ are primarily 

the older speakers of the speech community as will be dis

cussed in the next section on this sound change; they even

tually will all die off thereby removing the nonvariant 

layer from the speech community and leaving the changed 

layer of speakers who use only /m/ and the variant layer 

who use both /^/ and /m/ Then the variant group is the 

next to leave the scene so that only /m/-speakers are left. 

3.5 The Lexical Dimension of /g/ /m/ 

The lexical dimension of this sound change to the 

syllabic bilabial nasal is concerned with how the change has 

affected the three common morphemes of the /g/-word class— 

551 SC /y/ "five,"-^p SC /^/ "noon," SC / "surname (with 

the low falling tone)." Are these three words developing 

with different or similar schedules of change? The evi

dence to follow indicates that their schedules are not the 

same. Obviously, those speakers who have no variation in 

their speech provide little help to us in determining how 

the sound change has been affecting these three morphemes— 

for subjects who are unaffected by the change to /m/, all 

morphemes are pronounced /t}/3 and for subjects who have a 

complete change to /m/, all morphemes are pronounced /m/. 

Consequently, we concentrate our analysis on the group of 

speakers who have variation. Subjects pronounced the words 

in three word lists with each word occurring at least twice 

in the three lists. Thee were 11 patterns of variation with 
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respect to the three words as shown in Table 7 below. 

By computing the number of subjects who have the velar 

nasal, the bilabial nasal, or variation between the two for 

each of the three words, we can see how the trajectories 

of change for the three words vary with one another. How 

these three words have been affected by the change is vividly 

represented in Figure 3, 7, Change of Three /g/-class Morphemes 

in Word List Style, which follows below. Out of the 39 sub

jects, 13 or 337o show a complete change to the bilabial 

nasal for "five"; 10 subjects or 267o show a complete change 

to the bilabial nasal for "noon"; but only five subjects 

or 137c have the bilabial nasal for the "surname." Seventeen 

subjects or 447, have variation between the two forms of the 

syllabic nasal for "five"; 11 or 287, show variation for 

"noon"; and 16 or 417> do the same for the "surname." At the 

same time, nine subjects or 237. show no variation for "five" 

having only the syllabic velar nasal; 18 subjects or 467, give 

the standard form for "noon"; and 18 subjects or 467, use it 

for the Surname." On the basis of this data and that pre

sented earlier on the ponetic origin of /m/ arising from 

labial assimilation, I believe the evidence substantiates 

my conclusion that the change to /m/ began first with 

the word "five" which has led the way for the /n/-class 

of morphemes in the change to /m/ since more speakers have a 

complete change to /m/ for "five" than for "noon" or "surname." 

This situation of variation between /rj/ and /m/ both for 

speakers and for morphemes must have also existed in years 



Table 7. 
three /ij/ 

Patterns of variation for /g/ 
-class morphemes in Word Lists 

and /m/ for 

Number of 
Speakers 

Patterns of /g/ and /m/ Variation 

with this 
pattern 5". 

"five" "noon" 
& 

"surname" 

9 9 9 

4 m rn m 

4 m m g/m 

2 m g/m 

3 m g/1? 

4 g/m 9 

5 9 g/m 

2 q/m 13 /m 9 

4 9/m 9/m 

1 m m 

1 m * 
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past when the change first began its development in Hong 

Kong Cantonese. In the next and final section of this 

chapter, the particular social group of speakers with whom 

this change is believed to have originated will be discussed 

along with the patterns of the use of the variable among 

various subgroups of speakers. 

3.6 The Social Dimension of /y/ -» /m/ 

The social dimension of the change to /ip/ is concerned 

with its distribution across subgroups of the sample population. 

On the basis of their linguistic behavior with respect to the 

change, the sample of subjects can be subdivided into three 

groups as has been mentioned earlier: first, speakers who have 

not undergone any change and have only the syllabic velar 

nasal for all morphemes of the Standard Cantonese syllabic 

velar nasal word class in both casual speech and formal 

speech contexts. Second, speakers who show variation between 

the two forms of the nasal for one or more words of the word 

class in their Spontaneous Speech and in reading the Story 

and Word Lists. And third, speakers who have undergone a 

complete change to the syllabic bilabial nasal for all lexical 

items in the word class for both the casual and formal speech 

contexts. 

In analyzing a speaker's use of a linguistic variable, 

the sociolinguist wants to compare a speaker's usage in one 

speech context with that of another and to compare one 

speaker's or one group of speakers' use of the variable with 



that of another. To make comparative statements the socio-

linguist expresses a speaker's use of a linguistic variable 

in quantitative terms. He does this by determining the 

proportion of instances in which the linguistic variable 

was used out of all possible instances in which it might 

have been used. This proportion or fraction is expressed as 

a percentage of actual occurrences out of all potential 

occurrences (Labov 1972a:32). So, for example, if a subject 

read a list of ten words which all belong to the SC /g/ 

lexical category and pronounced three of the words as /m/ 

and seven as /^}/, then the subject's percent use of /m/ or' 

/m/ index is 307O. 

As stated earlier in Chapter 1, the original research 

design called for a study based on a sample population 

represented by three independent variables of sex, age, and 

educational background. With two sexes, four age groups, 

and three educational levels, we have an independent 

variable matrix of 24 cells. Table 8, Distribution of 

Members of Sample Population by Identification Number in 

Independent Variable Matrix by Sex, Age, and Educational 

Level, indicates how the subjects of this study are classi

fied in this kind of matrix. Although not all cells of the 

matrix are filled with subjects, we can make interesting 

comparisons of various groups to determine how their use of 

the phonological variable varies as the sex, age, and 

educational level of subjects also vary. However, let us 

first look at the subjects' use of the syllabic nasal 

variable with respect to the sex and age of individual 



Educational 
Level Males Females 

I 
(14-16 
years of 
schooling) 

A (15-22) A (15-22) 

49 

I 
(14-16 
years of 
schooling) 

B (23-30) 

23 24 25 28 29 30 

B (23-30) 

51 53 57 58 59 60 61 

I 
(14-16 
years of 
schooling) C (31-44) 

32 35 

C (31-44) 

66 

I 
(14-16 
years of 
schooling) 

D (45+) D (45+) 

75 

II 
(11-13 

A (15-22) 

4 10 11 17 18 20 

A (15-22) 

44 47 

II 
(11-13 

B (23-30) B (23-30) 

50 52 54 55 56 62 
years of 
schooling) C (31-44) 

33 34 37 

C (31-44) 

65 68 

years of 
schooling) 

D (45+) 

39 40 

D (45+) 

III 
(0-10 
years of 
schooling) 

A (15-22) 
1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9  1 2  1 3  
14 15 16 19 

A (15-22) 

45 48 

III 
(0-10 
years of 
schooling) 

B (23-30) 

22 26 27 31 

B (23-30) 

63 

III 
(0-10 
years of 
schooling) 

C (31-44) 

36 

C (31-44) 

64 67 69 70 71 

III 
(0-10 
years of 
schooling) 

D (45+) 

38 41 42 43 

D (45+) 

73 74 76 77 

Table 8. Distribution of members of the sample popula
tion by identification number in independent variable 
matrix by sex (male and female), age (A, 15—22 years; B, 
23-30 years; C, 31-44 years; D, 45+), and educational 
level (I, 14-16 years of schooling; IT, 11-13 years; 
III, 0-10 years) 
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subjects and not consider educational level for the time 

being. Figure 4 below indicates how the sample's subjects 

are distributed into three groups according to whether 

they have no change to /m/ and only use /t}/, a complete 

change to /m/, or variation between the two, and according 

to the subject's sex, age, and percent of /m/ in Spontaneous 

Speech and naming the money (or just Spontaneous Speech for 

those subjects in the pilot study; for four of these sub

jects the variable occurred only twice in their Spontaneous 

Speech and for two of the subjects only once: so few 

instances of the variable may or may not be an accurate 

reflection of these subjects' use of the variable). A 

7. /m/-score of 100% means that the subject used only /m/ 

in his or her Spontaneous Speech and when naming the 

pieces of Hong Kong money. A 7, /m/-score of 1 means that 

the subject used only /g/ in his speech. Scores ranging 

between 1 and 100% indicate that the subject used both /g/ 

and /m/ but the percent-figure indicates how much /m/ 

occurred. The scattergram in Figure 4 vividly shows that the 

use of the variable /m/ in Spontaneous Speech is a phenome

non principally occurring among younger speakers. For Age 

Group A (15-22) there are 25 subjects distributed in two 

categories of use of the variable for Spontaneous Speech and 

naming the money. As indicated in the scattergram 17 subjects 

out of 25 or 687c used only /m/ in this speech context. Of 

the 17 subjects, 16 or 947. are males and one is female. 

Eight subjects or 327. of subjects in this age group showed 

variation between /y/ and /m/; four of the eight are male 
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or 207o of all males in this age group and four are females 

or 807. of all females in this age group. 

There are 24 subjects in Age Group B ( 2 3 - 3 0 ) ,  ten men 

and 14 women. Nine subjects or 37% of the group used only 

/m/ in their Spontaneous Speech and naming the money, and 

this group consisted of three men or 307o of the men in the 

group and six women or 437. of the women in the group. More 

subjects in this age group show variation between /m/ and 

/g/ than use only one form of the variable or the other; 11 

subjects, five men and six women, or 467. of this age group 

have variation. Four subjects, two men and two women, use 

only /g/5 or 177o of the total number of subjects. 

Age Group C (31-44) shows a similar pattern as Age 

Group B in that more subjects in the group have variation 

than only use either /g/ or /m/; in Age Group C seven out 

of 14 subjects or half the group used both /g/ and /m/ in 

Spontaneous Speech. However, in Age Group C the proportion 

of women who have variation between /TTJ/ and /m/ is more 

than twice the number of men who have variation. Only one-

third of the men use both /IJ/ and /m/, while two-thirds of 

the men in this group use only /g/. There are no women 

in this age group who use only /r}/, nor any men who use 

only /m/ in Spontaneous Speech. 

There are 12 subjects aged 45 and over in Age Group 

D, six men and six women. Only one female subject shows 

g/ip variation (at only 67.); all other subjects used only 

/g/ in their Spontaneous Speech and when naming the money. 
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Figure 5 shows how subjects are distributed into three 

groups according to whether they have no change to /m/ and 

only use /g/, a complete change to /m/, or variation between 

/g/ and /m/, and according to the subject's sex, age, and 

total percent of the bilabial nasal used in two speech 

contexts of reading the Story and the Word Lists taken together. 

When subjects read the Story and Word Lists many switched to 

using more /g/ as can be seen by comparing Figures 4 and 5. 

Table 9, Distribution of Subjects in Three Categories 

According to Use of the Variable in Spontaneous Speech and 

Reading, compares the subjects' use of the variable as 

indicated in Figure 4 with that shown in Figure 5 for men and 

women in the four age groups. When subjects in Age Group A 

(15-22) read the Story and Word Lists, the number who used 

both /g/ and /m/ in this context almost doubled from eight 

in Spontaneous Speech to 14. This increase came primarily 

from the male subjects who switched from using only /m/ in 

Spontaneous Speech to using /g/ and /m/ in reading. One male 

subject switched to an exclusively /g/-style for reading, 

while one female who had used only /m/ in her Spontaneous 

Speech joined the other females who have variation. In Age 

Group B (23-30) the number of subjects who have both /g/ 

and /m/ in reading jumped to 19 out o£ 24 or 797o from 11 

or 467o who had shown variation in their Spontaneous Speech. 

This increase came primarily from the six women who had used 

only /m/ in their Spontaneous Speech or 43-% of the females 

in this group but then switched to using both /g/ and /m/ 
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Table 9.' Distribution of subjects in three categories according to their use of the 
$/m variable in Spontaneous Speech and Reading the Story and Word Lists 

Age Groups 
Spontaneoi 
of Hong 

JS Speech and Naming Pieces 
<ong Money 

Reading the Story and Word Lists 
Age Groups 

Variagle 
Category 

Number of Subjects in this 
Category (M=Male,F=Female) 

Variable 
Category 

Number of Subjects in this 
Category (M=Male. F=Female) 

A(15-22) 
m 17 ( 687c) =16M( 807o) lF(207o) 

8 ( 3270) = 4M(207o) 4F(807o) 

25 Subjects 

m 

g/m 

9 

10 (407c)=10M( 507c) OF 

14(567o)= 9M (457.) 5F(1007o) 

1( 47c)= 1M( 57c) OF 

B(23-30) 
g/m 

9 

9 ( 3770) = 3M(307o) 6F(4370) 

11 (4670)= 5M(507o) 6F(437o) 

4(1770) = 2M( 207o) 2F(147c) 

24 Subjects 

m 

g/m 

9 

1( 47, )= 1M( 107c) OF 

19( 797c) = 6M( 607c) 13F(937c) 

4(177o)= 3M( 307,) 1F( 7%) 

C(31-44)' 

m 

g/m 

9 

3 (217>)= 0M 3F( 387o) 

7 ( 507o)= 2M(337c) 5F(627J 

4(297c)= 4M(677c) OF 

14 Subjects 

IP 

G/1? 

9 

1( 77. )= 0M IF (12 . 57,) 

6 (437.)= 0M 6F( 75. 07c) 

7 (507c) = 6M( 1007c) 1F(12.57») 

D(45+) 

g/m 

9 

1( 87,)= 0M lF(177c) 

11 (927c) = 6M 5F( 837,) 

12 Subjects 

g/m 

9 

1( 87c )= 1M( 177c) OF 

11( 927c )= 5M( 837c) 6F(1007o) 



in reading the Story and Word Lists. The number of men who 

used only /m/ dropped from three in Spontaneous Speech to 

one in reading. The number of men using /y/ increased from 

two in Spontaneous Speech to three in reading. For Age 

Group C (31-44) there was an increase in the number of men 

who used /g/ from four in Spontaneous Speech to six in 

reading which represented all the men of this age group. 

The number of females who used only /m/ dropped from three 

in Spontaneous Speech to one in the reading; one joined the 

g/m variation category and the other moved to the /^/ cate

gory. For Age Group D (45+) there was little change from 

the use of the variable in Spontaneous Speech to its use 

in reading. In Spontaneous Speech all males and five out 

of six females used /g/- In reading the Story and Word 

Lists all females and five out of six males used /TJ/ . There 

was one 45 year-old male who used 16% /m/ by reading three 

words out of 19 words in the SC /g/-category as /m/. 

Figures 6.1 and 6.2, % /m/ for Male and Female Subjects 

in Four Age Groups and Three Speech Contexts, compresses 

the previous two scattergrams of Figures 4 and 5 into line 

curves in order to compare the % /m/ for both sexes, four 

age groups, and three speech contexts (Spontaneous Speech 

and Hong Kong Money section are averaged as one speech 

context). The % /m/-scores for each age group was obtained 

by averaging the scores for all the members of each age 

group. Table 10 below, % /m/-scores for Males and Females 

in Four Age Groups and for Three Speech Contexts, contains 
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the 7. /m/-scores on which Figures 6.1 and 6.2 are based. 

Age Groups 

A B C D 

Speech Context (15-
M 

•22) 
F 

(23-
M 

30) 
F 

(31-
M 

-44) 
F 

(45+) 
M F 

Spontaneous Speech 91 68 61 56 14 69 0 1 

Story 89 72 47 50 0 67 2 0 

Word Lists 77 30 21 21 0 66 3 0 

Table 10. 7> /m/-scores for Males and Females in Four Age 
Groups and for Three Speech Contexts 

In Figure 6.1 for males we observe that as age increases, 

there is a steep decline in the 7. /m/ used by subjects. 

Furthermore, as the formality of the speech context increases 

from Spontaneous Speech to reading the Word Lists, the 7> /m/ 

that occurs also shows a sharp drop. Age Group B (23-30) 

shows the sharpest decline from 61% /m/ in Spontaneous 

Speech to 217. /m/ for the Word List style. Age Group A 

(15-22), however, retains a high 7. /m/ for all three 

speech contexts: 917> /m/ for Spontaneous Speech; 897. /m/ 

for the Story; and 777. /m/ for the Word Lists. Age Group 

C (31-44) subjects had an average of 147, /m/ for Spontaneous 

Speech, while their use of /m/ dropped to 07> in both the 

Story and the Word Lists. Among Age Group D (45+) subjects 

there was only one who used any /m/ which gave this age group 

an average of 27. /m/ for the Story and 37. /m/ for the 

Word Lists. 
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Figure 6.2 for females contrasts markedly with the 

male graph. As age increases, the sharp drop in 7. /m/ does 

not occur until Age Group D (45+), whereas with the males 

it occurs with Age Group C (31-44). With the female age 

groups the 7. /m/-scores for Spontaneous Speech and the Story 

remain relatively high across Age Groups A, B, and C. The 

curve dips from 687. /m/ in Spontaneous Speech for A to 567. 

/m/ for B, but with C the curve rebounds to 697o /m/ to rival 

the level of A. Age Groups A and B show a steep drop in 

7> /m/ from Spontaneous Speech style to Word List style: A 

shows the sharpest correction of any group by declining 

from 727> for Spontaneous Speech to 307. /m/ for Word List 

style; B falls lower still to 217. for Word List style from 

507, /m/ in Spontaneous Speech although the drop was not as 

great as for A. Age Group C, on the other hand, returns the 

curve for the Word List style to the same high level of 667. 

/m/ so that this group maintains almost the same % /m/ for 

all three styles. Age Group D (45+) subjects do not use 

/m/ in either the Story or the Word Lists; only one subject 

used /m/ in Spontaneous Speech as the result of labial assim

ilation to give this group an average of 17, /m/ for this 

style. 

A comparison of male and female age groups reveals a 

remarkable similarity in 7. /m/-scores for male and female 

subjects in Age Group B (23-30) across all three speech 

contexts: B-males have 617, /m/ for Spontaneous Speech and 

B-females have 567. /m/; B-males used 477. /m/ in the Story, 

while B-females used 507. /m/; for the Word Lists both groups 
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used 21% /m/. Scores for male and female subjects in Age 

Group A (15-22) seem to have little in common: A-males 

used higher %> /m/ for all three contexts (91% /m/ in Spon

taneous Speech, 89% /m/ in Story, 77% /m/ in Word Lists) 

than A-females (68% /m/ in Spontaneous Speech, 72% /m/ in 

Story, 307o /m/ in Word Lists); also, A-females correct 

more sharply to the standard form of the variable in the 

Word Lists (30% /m/) than males do (777o /m/). The one thing 

A-group males and females have in common is that the males' 

7o /m/-scores are higher than any other age group of males, 

and the A-females' %, /m/-scores are higher than any other 

age group of females. Males and females in Age Group C also 

differ in their use of /m/: C-males use very little /m/ in 

their Spontaneous Speech (147>) and no /m/ at all when reading 

the Story and Word Lists. C-females, however, use a high 

% /m/ for all three styles: 69% /m/ in Spontaneous Speech; 

67%, /m/ in the Story; and 667> /m/ in the Word Lists. Both 

males and females in Age Group D are alike in their use of 

only /TJ/ for all three speech styles. 

In extrapolating these findings to the Hong Kong speech 

community, we can predict that young men between the ages of 

15 and 22 will use more /m/ than young women of this age group, 

and both groups will use more /m/ than other males and fe

males in older age groups of the speech community. Further, 

men and women between the ages of 23 and 30 show relatively 

close similarity in their use of /m/. However, females 

between the ages of 31 and 44 are predicted to use much 

more /m/ on the average than males of the same age group. 



The question naturally arises, why should this be? That this 

group of females is more advanced in the use of /m/ than 

men of the same age group falls in line with Labov's obser

vation: "It seems likely that the rate of advance and 

direction of a linguistic change owes a great deal to the 

special sensitivity of women to the whole process" (Labov 

1972b:303). My hypothesis is that the introduction of this 

sound change coincided with this particular female age group' 

critical language-learning period, approximately twenty-five 

to thirty-five years ago, when they were between the ages of 

four and eighteen. 

Men and women over the age of 45 can be expected only 

rarely to use /m/ and then only as the consequence of labial 

assimilation. This is because at the time the sound change 

entered the language this group of speakers had already 

passed through the critical language-learning period. 

Up till now we have only been concerned with how the 

speaker's age and sex correlate with his or her use of the 

variable. Let us now consider how the speaker's educational 

level, i.e., the number of years of formal schooling the 

subject has received, influences the use of /m/. Table 8 

above included three educational levels: I, 14 to 16 years 

of formal schooling; II, 11 to 12 years of formal schooling; 

and III, 0 to 10 years of formal schooling. Tables 11.1 and 

11.2, % /m/ for Males and Females in Three Speech Contexts 

by Subject Identification Number, Age Group, and Educational 

Level, list each of the matrix cells from Table 8 along with 
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Table 11.1. 7. /rp/ for males In three speech contexts by subject 
idnetification number, age group, and educational level. (SN= 
Subject Identification Number; SSM=Spontaneous Speech and Hone Kone 
Money; S= Story; WL=Word Lists; EL=Educational Level, 1=14-16 years 
of schooling, 11=11-13 years, and 111=0-10 years) 

AGE GROUPS 

A (15-22) B (23-30) C (31-44) D (45+) 
FT IjLi 

SN SSM S WL SN SSM S WL SN SSM S WL SN SSM S WL 

23 0 0 0 32 0 0 0 
24 0 0 0 35 0 0 0 
25 81 50 0 
28 100 100 100 

T 29 60 63 18 
1 

30 17 0 0 

6 S 258 213 118 2 S 0 0 0 

°L m 43% 36% 20% % m 0% 0% 0% 

4 100 100 75 33 69 0 0 39 0 0 0 
10 100 100 100 34 17 0 0 40 0 0 0 
11 78 38 18 37 0 0 0 
17 100 88 81 

II 18 21 0 0 
20 100 100 100 

6 S 499 426 374 3 S 86 0 0 2 S 0 0 0 

% m 83% 717, 627« 29% 0% 0% % m 0% Q7n 07, 

1 100 100 100 22 80 63 18 36 0 0 0 38 0 13 18 
2 100 100 100 26 75 63 0 41 0 0 0 
3 100 100 100 27 100 88 71 42 0 0 0 
5 100 100 17 31 100 38 0 43 0 0 0 
6 100 88 45 
7 100 100 100 

III 8 100 100 83 III 
9 100 100 100 
12 77 100 80 
13 48 63 57 
14 100 100 100 
15 100 100 100 
16 100 100 90 
19 100 100 100 

14 S 1325 1351 1172 4 S 355 252 89 1 S 0 0 0 4 S 0 13 18 

% m 95% 977o 847. 7o m 89% 63% 22% % m 0% 0% 0% % m 0% 3% 5% 
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Table 11.2 7. /m/ for females in three speech contexts by subject 
identification number, age group, and educational level. (SN=Subject 
Identification Number; SSM=Spontaneous Speech and Hong Kong Money; S= 
Story; WL=Word Lists; EL=Educational Level, 1=14-16 years of school
ing, 11=11-13 years, and 111=10 years) 

AGE GROUPS 

P (15 -22) B (23-30) C (31-44) D (45+) 

EL 
SN SSM S WL SN SSM S WL SN SSM S WL SN SSM S WL 

I 

49 67 78 30 51 
53 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 

100 
50 
21 
13 
0 
23 

100 

88 
50 
0 
0 
33 
75 
38 

55 
23 
0 
0 
10 
0 
17 

66 100 87 50 75 0 0 

IS 67 78 30 6S 307 284 105 1 S 100 87 50 1 S 0 - - 0 

7. m 677. 787» 30% 447. 417. 157. 7. m 1007. 877. 507. m 07. — 07. 

II 

44 
47 

43 
100 

88 
50 

31 
0 

50 
52 
54 
55 
56 
62 

100 
73 

100 
100 
100 
10 

88 
100 
13 
88 
63 
63 

57 
90 
0 

33 
14 
0 

65 
68 

100 
100 

100 
57 

100 
36 

2 S 143 138 31 6 S 483 415 194 2 S 200 157 136 

% m 727. 697. 167. 7. m 817. 697. 327. 7. m 1007. 797. 687. 

III 

45 
48 

88 
43 

100 
44 

91 
0 

63 0 11 0 64 
67 
69 
70 
71 

80 
75 
33 
36 
30 

71 
50 
38 
63 

100 
27 
89 
58 

72 
73 
74 
76 
77 

0 
6 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

2 S 131 144 91 1 S 0 11 0 5 S 254 222 274 5 S 6 0 0 

7o m 667. 727. 467. 07. 117. 07. % m 517. 567.* 567.* 17. 07. 07. 

*7. /m/ based on 4 Subjects 



the subjects who fill each cell and the %> /m/ each subject 

used in the three speech contexts of Spontaneous Speech and 

Hong Kong Money section, reading the Story, and reading the 

Word Lists. In addition, %-scores for each context have 

been averaged to give a score for each group of subjects 

which corresponds to a matrix cell. Figure 7, %, /m/ for 

Three Speech Contexts by Sex, Age Group, and Educational 

Level, plots on a graph these percent averages from Tables 

11.1 and 11.2 for the three speech contexts and for each 

group of subjects who show variation in the use of the 

variable. From Figure 7 we can make the following obser

vations: Men and women with the highest educational level 

of 14 to 16 years of formal schooling and between the ages 

of 23 and 30, i.e., groups I-B-M and I-B-F, behave remarkably 

similarly in their use of the variable. The same observation 

was made earlier but did not take education into consideration. 

Both groups use approximately the same percentage of /m/ in 

their casual speech, 447, /m/ for women and 43% /m/ for men. 

When reading the Story the women show little change in their 

use of /m/ which drops only one point to 43% /m/. However, 

the men's use declines a bit more from 437o to 36%, /m/ for 

the Story. Both groups correct sharply to the standard velar 

nasal when reading the Word Lists with women in the lead 

using 15%, /m/ and men 207o /m/. These two groups of speakers 

are also the second lowest in their use of the variable 

for all three speech contexts; only the men with 11 to 12 

years of schooling and between the ages of 31 and 44—II-C-M— 
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use less °L /m/ at 297. for Spontaneous Speech and 07. /m/ for 

reading the Story and Word Lists. The majority of female 

subjects in group I-B-F are employed as high school teachers: 

five out of seven of the subjects are teachers.. Two of the 

male subjects are teachers. Since teachers are conscious 

of acting as role models for their students, we might reason

ably expect them to be relatively more sensitive to normative 

pronunciation than people in other occupations. 

A second observation based on the graph is that the 

III-B-M group, young men with the lowest educational level of 

0 to 10 years of schooling and between the ages of 23 and 

30, use more than twice as much 7, /m/ in their Spontaneous 

Speech at 89% /m/ than the I-B-M subjects wi-th 437<> /m/ 

who are in the same age group but have the highest educa

tional level. When the men with the lowest educational 

level read the Story their use of /m/ drops to 63%, but 

when they read the Word Lists their use is 227. /m/ which is 

almost the same as the young men with the highest educational 

level who use 20%. This indicates that even the less educated 

males recognize the standard form and are able to switch to 

/g/ in a formal speech context such as reading a list of 

words. The slope of the curve for the III-B-M subjects is 

fairly similar to the slope of the curve for the II-B-F 

subjects. The young women's use of /m/ in their Spontaneous 

Speech at 817o /m/ is slightly lower than the men whose use 

was 897, /ip/. However, when the young men read the Story, 

their lower use of /m/ causes the curve to cross over the 
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young women's curve; the young men use 63% /m/ and the young 

women use 69% /m/. Both groups correct sharply to the velar 

nasal when reading the word lists with the young men using 

less /m/ at 22% than the young women at 32%, /m/. 

The group of subjects with the highest % /m/ for all 

speech contexts are the III-A-M subjects, young men between 

the ages of 15 and 22 with the lowest educational level 

of 0 to 10 years of schooling: they use 95% /m/ in their 

Spontaneous Speech, 98% /m/ when they read the Story, and 

847, /rp/ when they read the Word Lists. There were only two 

females in the III-A-F group so' their use of 'the variable 

may or may not be indicative of other young women with this 

age range and educational level. They used an average of 66% 

/m/ in Spontaneous Speech, 72% /m/ in the Story, and 46%, 

/m/ in the Word Lists, about 307, less on the average than 

the comparable group of young men. Young men between the 

ages of 15 and 22 with 11 to 12 years of schooling, the II-A-M 

group, used a much lower rate of % /m/ for all three contexts 

than the III-A-M subjects which indicates that more education 

correlates with a lower 7, /m/-score. When the II-A-M sub

jects read the Story, their use of /m/ declined to 717, from 

83% in Spontaneous Speech; when they read the Word Lists, the 

decline continued to 627, /m/. Their use of /m/ averages 20%, 

less than the III-A-M subjects for the three speech contexts. 

The widest extreme in the use of /m/ is to be found in 

the men and women between the ages of 31 and 44 with 11 to 

12 years of schooling, II-C-M and II-C-F. There were only 
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two women in group II-C-F, so our conclusions can only be 

tentative. These two women used 1007o /m/ in their Spontaneous 

Speech while men in the comparable group used an average of 

only 29% /m/. One woman in fact has a complete change to /m/ 

for all three speech contexts. The other woman used /m/ 

only in naming the money but used both /IJ/ and /m/ when reading 

the Story and Word Lists. While the women's % /m/-scores are 

high in the reading contexts, the men's scores drop to 07.. In 

my follow-up research in the future, I will recruit more sub

jects to supplement those in these groups. 

Figure 7 does not include any plots for groups of speakers 

over the age of 44 because these groups only used /g/. Subject 

38 aged 45 is an exception in that he used 137. /m/ when reading 

the Story and 187, when reading the Word Lists; his Spontaneous 

Speech, however, contained no instances of /m/. At this 

time I can offer no explanation to account for this subject's 

use of /m/. 

The group of subjects with the most deviant pattern in 

their use of /m/ consists of women between the ages of 31 and 

44 with 0 to 10 years of schooling, III-C-F. With this group 

we see an actual increase in the use of /m/ as the speech 

context becomes more formal: in their Spontaneous Speech 

these women used 517> /m/, in reading the Story 5670 /m/, and 

in reading the Word Lists 697, /m/. This pattern suggests 

that some of the women were unsure about which form of the 

variable was the appropriate one since they are in the habit 

of using both forms and may have believed that /m/ was the 
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correct pronunciation. 

Figures 8 . 1  and 8 . 2 ,  % /m/ in Spontaneous Speech Dis

tributed through Four Age Groups and Three Educational 

Levels, reveals how the subjects' use of /m/ varies as age 

varies but educational level remains constant. This kind 

of figure is referred to by Labov as a distribution of 

the variable in "apparent time"(Labov 1966:319). By com

paring the differences in the use of the phonological variable 

by different age groups, we are able to see the direction of 

phonological change and can make generalizations about it 

and the groups of speakers. Figure 8.1 for the male subjects 

clearly shows that as the subject's age increases the use of 

/m/ declines steeply to be nonexistent for speakers in Age 

Group C with educational levels I and III and Age Group D with 

educational levels II and III. Group II-C-M with two subjects 

has the lowest "k /m/ at 297o for any group of males in the 

figure. Variation by this group may hold significant impli

cations for the development of the sound change. More will 

be said about this point at the end of this section. 

Figure 8 . 2  for females shows a similar decline to 07o 

for the oldest female speakers in the D group. The interesting 

thing to note, however, is the 1007o /m/ for the the three 

women in Age Group C with educational levels I and II and the 

51% /m/ for five women of the same age group but with educa

tional level III. Here we see the lowest educational level 

using a lower % /m/ than the subjects with the highest and 

middle levels of education. This suggests that the change to 
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/m/ has achieved acceptance in the higher status group and 

that /m/ has no social stigma associated with its use. In 

addition, the fact that the second oldest group of female 

subjects, those between ages 31 and 44, shows variation be

tween /ij/ and /m/j while the oldest group of subjects aged 

45 and over do not, suggests to me that the change to /m/ 

began with the generation of speakers now in their early 

40's more than 30 years ago when these subjects were at the 

critical age of learning language and acquiring the social 

values associated with the community's standard and nonstan

dard varieties of speech. Looking back at Table 12.2,which 

listed 7o /m/ for three speech contexts by individual female 

subjects and groups of female subjects and Table 4 in Chapter 

2 which lists the ages of subjects, we notice that Subjects # 

68 (aged 40), 69 (aged 42), and 70 (aged 42) have variation 

between /^/ and /m/. (Subject #71 aged 44 used /m/ in Spon

taneous Speech only as the result of labial assimilation). 

For six female subjects over age 45, the only use of /m/ 

occurred only one time for Subject #73 (aged 47) as the result 

of labial assimilation. When the change to /rp/ began in 

Hong Kong Cantonese in the 1940's, these subjects were already 

too old to have been affected by it, so it was left to 

younger speakers to acquire /m/ as a variant of /ij/. As 

we saw in Figure 4, % /m/ for Spontaneous Speech and Naming 

Pieces of Hong Kong Money, there were two 35 year-old women 

(Subjects #65 and 66) who have a complete to /m/ in their 

Spontaneous Speech (for #66 only "five" has undergone a 



complete change to /m/ in all three speech contexts). Men 

in their mid-30's have also been affected by the change to 

/ip/ but less so than the women: Subjec #33 (aged 36) used an 

average of 69% /m/ in his Spontaneous Speech but switched 

exclusively to /rj/ when reading the Story and the Word Lists. 

I tentatively conclude on the basis of these findings that 

women betwen the ages of 31 and 44 introduced the change 

to /m/ into the language. Its use among them does not 

necessarily correlate with their levels of education or 

the formality of the speech situation. Younger women with 

more schooling are able to control their use of /m/ in 

formal speech contexts and apparently recognize /m/ as 

the nonstandard variant of /i}/. 

More data from additional men and women subjects be

tween the ages of 31 and 49 and from the range of educational 

levels would provide us with a more substantial foundation 

on which to base our conclusions. With more subjects from 

this age range I think it would be possible to narrow the 

age range of speakers with whom the change to /m/ began. 

In the introduction to this dissertation I compared the syste-

maticity of sociolinguistic patterns to the regularity of 

concentric rings in a cross-sectional slice of a tree. I 

would like to reintroduce here tree rings as a metaphor for 

phonological change. When the sociolinguist takes a cross-

sectional sample of the speech community, he selects subjects 

who represent a range of ages. In this study there were four 

age groups: A, 15 to 22 years of age; B, 23 to 30; C, 31 to 
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44; and D, over age 45. We can think of these age groups as 

forming concentric age-range bands just like tree rings as 

shown in Figure 9 below: 

Figure 9 
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To determine the age group with which a sound change 

originated, it is the task of the sociolinguist to identify 

the age group which has variation between sounds X and Y 

because this group corresponds to the transitional stage 

in the history of a sound change when the change entered 

the language and was adopted by speakers. The reasoning 

behind this claim is as follows: First, a sound change 

passes through three main stages: in the beginning, 

sound X has no competition with sound Y; later, variation 

between X and Y arises, i.e., the transitional period; 

and finally, Y has replaced X in the last stage of the 

change. This process can be represented two-dimensionally 

in a figure of concentric rings as shown below in Figure 

10:  

Figure 10 



A second important concept underlying the claim that 

the age group with variation between sounds X and Y cor

responds to the transitional stage in the history of 

the sound change is that a speaker's consistent habits of 

pronunciation have become more or less firmly established 

for life by the time the person has reached his or her 

late teens (Labov 1972b:138-139). If the sociolinguist 

can identify the particular age range of subjects with 

variation, he can extrapolate backwards to the time when 

this group of subjects was in their teens and thus determine 

the time span during which the change was becoming a part 

of the group's speech patterns. 

In a future research project I propose interviewing 

additional subjects representing narrower age ranges and 

more age groups. These age groups are as follows: C, 31-35 

D, 36-40; E, 41-45; and F, 46-49. I regard these groups as 

being particularly important to the further investigation 

of the change of /i}/ to /m/. Figure 11 below represents 

these age groups in a series of concentric bands. 

Figure 10 above can be regarded as representing not 

only the diachronic view but also the synchronic view of 

sound change in progress. That is, the three historical 

stages of a sound change in progress as shown in Figure 10 

coincide with the patterns associated with the use of the 

phonological variable which chronologically demarcate sub

groups of the speech community. Figure 11 segments our 

cross-sectional representation of the speech community 
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into specific subgroups, but as we have seen, there is a 

mixture of patterns within subgroups which appear to cor

respond to the transitional stage of the sound change in 

progress. Superimposing Figure 10 on Figure 11 shows 

that the oldest age group F which corresponds to this 

study's Age Group D whose subjects were found to be largely 

unaffected by the sound change of /^/ to /m/ is congruent 

with the outer ring of Figure 10 labelled X. The age 

groups with variation between /ij/ and /m/ in all three 

speech contexts are our new groups C, D, and E (and there 

may be some overlap with F in which case it will have to 

be further subdivided). These groups coincide with the 

middle ring of Figure 10 labelled X Y in which there is 

variation between the two forms of the phonological variable 

Finally, Age Group A whose subjects predominantly have a 

complete change to /m/ is congruent with the inner ring 

of Figure 10 labelled Y. Age Group B overlaps with both 

the variation stage and the stage of complete change. 
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4.0 SC kw- k-/ o(C) 

4.1 Introduction 

From the point of view of the number of speakers it has 

affected, the more pervasive sound change of the two dis

cussed in this report is the delabialization of the labial

ized velar initials before the low back rounded vowel /o/ 

(represented in the transcription system used here as /o/). 

In Standard Cantonese there ate both voiceless unaspirated 

and aspirated labialized velar initials /kw-/ and /k'w-/ in 

phonemic contrast with a corresponding pair of plain, i.e., 

nonlabialized velar initials, /k—/ and /k1 —/. As examples 

of the phonemic contrast of /kw-/ and /k-/ before /o/, we can 

cite the following lexical items: 

it SC /kwon/ "bright" ££ SC /kon/ "river" 

SC /kwon/ "broad" fj| SC /kon/ "to speak" 

® SC /kon/ "port" 

© SC /kwok/ "country" & SC /kok/ "each" 

SC /kwok/ "surname" SC /kok/ "horn" 

ill SC /kwo/ "to cross" SC /ko/ "classifier" 

A process of delabialization of the SC /kw-/ velar initial 

series has caused it to merge with the plain velar initial 

series /k-/. The rule for this delabialization process can 

be formalized as follows: 

SC kw- -» k- / o (C) 

This rule states that the Standard Cantonese labialized velar 

/kw-/ becomes a plain velar when followed by /o/ or /o/ plus 

an optional consonant which can be either velar nasal ending 
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/ —tj/ or velar stop ending / —k/ . 

In my experience in Hong Kong almost all Cantonese 

speakers I came in direct contact with, and this is particu

larly true of younger people regardless of their educational 

level, have a complete merger of the two velar initial series 

in their casual speech style. The only people I met in Hong 

Kong who maintained a contrast between /kw-/ and /k-/ were 

almost always older people aged 35 and over. People who 

used /kwo(C)/ the most consistently were typically in their 

50's, 60's, and 70's. Even though we might expect preser

vation of the standard form by the broadcasting industry, 

nevertheless I observed the change to permeate the speech 

of some radio and television announcers. During my time in 

Hong Kong I heard television and radio news announcers and 

television soap opera actors use /k5/ for >jg, and /kok/ for 

III! . In the course d>f listening to weather forecasts on 

three different radio stations on a stormy morning in April 

1981, I heard the word $£ SC /k'woq/ "violent" in the 

phrase M IIPc Nf SC /k'woq fug tsau jy/ "gale force winds 

and heavy rain" spoken by three different radio announcers. 

A male announcer and a female announcer both said /lc'oq/, 

while a second female announcer used the standard form 

/k'wog/. Criticizing their nonstandard pronunciation, a 

Chinese University professor blames announcers for their 

lack of linguistics knowledge: "[b]roadcasters are often 

unaware that some characters have more than one pronunciation 

or are pronounced differently when read and when spoken" 
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(Chinese University Bulletin 1979:4). However, not all pub

lic speakers are unaware of the standard pronunciation. In 

August 1981 I attended the Cantonese version of the Hong 

Kong Space Museum's Space Theatre Sky Show and noted that 

the narrator who sounded like a man in his late 20's or early 

30's scrupulously preserved the labialized velar initial be

fore /o/, e.g., two lexical items I heard him say were 

/kwor}/ and ^ /kwo/. 

As the findings of this study on the change of /kw-/ to 

/k—/ will show, the majority of the study's subjects use 

/k-/ instead of /kw-/ in their Spontaneous Speech. For 

example, in the case of the male subjects, 31 out of 42 or 

747o use only /k— / for the SC /kwo (C)/-class of words in 

their Spontaneous Speech. The other 11 subjects use both 

/kw-/ and /k-/. None of the male subjects consistenly and 

appropriately used /kw-/ in his Spontaneous Speech. There 

were 15 female subjects or 45% who used only /k-/ for SC 

/kw-(C)/ words in their Spontaneous Speech and have a com

plete change to /k-/ in this section of the interview. 

There were 17 female subjects or 527° who used both /kw-/ and 

and /k-/ in their Spontaneous Speech and have variation bet

ween /kw-/ and /k-/ for the same lexical item. Only one 

female subject, a 68-year old graduate of the University of 

Hong Kong who was born and raised in Hong Kong, consistently 

and appropriately used SC /kw-/. 

When the subjects with variation between SC /kwo(C)/ 

and /ko(C)/ read the Nursery Rhyme, Story, and Word Lists, 



their use of "the standard /kwo(C)/ forms showed an increase. 

The speaker's recognition of a normative reading pronuncia

tion may have been acquired from school teachers. The loss 

of the contrast between /kw-/ and /k-/ has been noted in 

teaching materials designed for teachers to help "correct" 

their students' mispronunciation. For example, Mo Chao-

hung's little book. Teaching Cantonese Language and the 

Study of Pronunciation ( ̂  m It ̂  II nl I1 ff ̂ 8 ) pub-

lished in 1961, draws attention to several deviations from 

the standard form of Cantonese pronunciation: he observes 

that the merger of /kw-/ and /k-/ to /k-/ occurs not just 

before /o/ but before /a/ as well for some students, so that 

-JR. SC /kwa/ " melon" and SC/ka/ "family" are pronounced 

/ka/ (Mo 1961:6). The Chinese Language and Literature text

book ( Pf3 [iH ̂  ^f- a curriculum outline for middle 

school teachers prepared by the Hong Kong Curriculum De

velopment Committee in 1975, lists the loss of the labial

ization contrast as one of three commonly encountered errors 

in Cantonese pronunciation. This textbook cites and 

and 3® j and SC /k'w5k/ and SC /k'ok/ as example 

of lexical items distinguished by the labialized velar con

trast (Hong Kong Curriculum Development Committee 1975:89). 

Just how much of an impact such teaching materials have on 

teachers may be an open question. The same Chinese Universi 

professor who was quoted earlier criticizing radio and tele

vision announcers has also blamed Hong Kong school teachers 

for the decline in Standard Cantonese pronunciation: "The 
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present confusion in Hong Kong over Cantonese pronunciation 

is, to put it bluntly, attributable to teachers who cannot 

be bothered to look up in dictionaries and rhyme books [!] 

the characters the pronunciation of which they are not too 

sure of" (Chinese University Bulletin 1979:4). Nevertheless, 

the younger subjects' experiences in school with the standard 

pronunciation of the SC /kwo(C)/-class of words via teachers 

and/or textbooks has been one source of his or her knowledge 

of the standard forms of the kw-/k-class of words. Many of 

the students who were subjects in the study acknowledged 

that their pronunciation of words had been corrected by a 

teacher at one time or another (such correction may or may 

not have been due to errors with SC /kwo(C)/ words but may 

have been associated with other pronunciation errors). Stu

dents also mentioned their peers as sources of information 

about the correct pronunciation of words. When the male 

subjects read the written instruments, the number of subjects 

who were able to use /kw-/ increased to 16, or 38% of the 

total, from 11 who used /kw-/ in their Spontaneous Speech. 

When the female subjects read the Nursery Rhyme, Story, and 

Word Lists, the number of subjects who used /kw-/ in these 

sections of the interview increased from 17 who used /kw-/ and 

/k-/ in their Spontaneous Speech to 24 or 73% of the total 

number of females, i.e., almost twice the proportion of male 

subjects who used /kw-/. However, as we will see later on, 

even the teachers who were interviewed in this study used 

/ko(C)/ forms for SC /kwo(C)/ in both their Spontaneous Speech 
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and reading! Obviously in recognition of the pervasiveness 

of the change from SC /kwo(C)/ to /ko(C)/ throughout the 

speech communities of Hong Kong and Canton, the Cantonese 

that the delabialized velar form will become the standard 

pronunciation in the future. For the time being, however, 

he recommends that this development be officially acknowl

edged by treating the words of the SC /kwo(C)/-class as 

having two pronunciations, the labialized and delabialized 

velar forms (Rao 1980:43). 

4.2 The Phonetic Dimension of kw- -> k-/ o(C) 

4.2.1 The Historical Origin of SC /kwo(C)/ 

What is the difference between the syllable /kwo/ for 

the word and /ko/ for the word® . That is, how do the 

labialized and plain velar initials differ in terms of the 

articulatory gestures used by the speaker to make tne contrast 

between them? What explanation can we offer to account for 

the change of delabialization? Let us first of all consider 

what is meant by the term "labialized velar." Why not refer 

to this one segment with two articulatory features as two 

segments, i.e., a velar followed by a labial glide. There 

are essentially three reasons for recognizing the labiovelar 

as one segment, namely, phonetic, theoretical, and historical 

reasons. 

According to Cheng's phonetic analysis, "... the velar 

and the labial elements are coarticulated instead of being 

linguistics scholar, ), has suggested 
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sequenced..." (Cheng 1973:260). That is, lip-rounding 

occurs simultaneously with velar closure in the articulation 

of /k-/. There is an important difference, however, between 

the labiovelar /kw-/ before /o/ and the plain velar /k—/ 

before /o/. In the case of the syllable /ko/, there is 

certaily anticipatory labialization of the velar occurring 

simultaneously with its articulation; however, the difference 

between /ko/ and /kwo/ lies in the degree of lip-rounding— 

with /kwo/ lip-rounding is made with greater tension. 

Traditionally, the labiovelar initial series has been 

set up as a separate series in phonemic contrast to the plain 

velar initial series. This is because the SC /kwo(C)/-class 

of words have developed historically from the so called "hekou" 

or labial category of the -fpL and ^ "she" or rhyme groups 

and velar initials (viz., *k- and ̂  -JIJ: *g-). The 

modern Cantonese plain velar initial words of the SC /ko(C)/-

class with which the delabialized SC /kwo(C)/ words are 

merging developed historically from the "kai kou" or non-

labial category of the rhyme groups and velar initials ( M* 

"9- *k-, "k-, and ̂ *g-). In modern Cantonese 

the labial glide (-w-) occurs only after the velar initial 

series of /k-/ and /k1/ which developed historically from the 

voiceless unaspirated velar initial *k-, the jl* , and the 

voiced velar initial "g-, the "Hfc . In addition, the labial 

glide is preserved only for words which historically belonged 

to the hekou ̂  , ̂ 5" , H* , and7^^ rhyme groups. What this 

means is that most words which historically belonged to the 



rhyme groups with the labial glide have now lost the glide. 

In some cases the glide fused with the nuclear vowel into a 

front rounded vowel. For example, SC /kyn/ developed 

historically from the hekou [1| rhyme group, Third Division 

vowel *a, and *k-. It can be reconstructed in a simplified 

form as *kuan. In other cases, the labial glide interacted 

with the nuclear vowel to become the back rounded vowel -u-. 

For example, some words which historically had the labial 

glide, the l-U "she" or rhyme, First Division vowel *a, and 

the velar initial have developed /-u-/ as the nuclear vowel 

in modern Standard Cantonese, e.g., SC /kun/, but /kuan/ 

in Modern Beijing Mandarin which is similar to a simplified 

reconstructed form of "kuan. The Modern Standard Cantonese 

labiovelar initials /kw-/ and /k'w-/ derive almost exclu

sively from the historical velar initials *k- and "g-. The 

historical aspirated velar initial *k'- ( ) has devel

oped a nonvelar initial reflex in Modern Standard Cantonese. 

Some words which historically belonged to hekou rhyme groups 

and had the aspirated velar initial ( ) *k' have devel

oped /f—/ initial in Modern Standard Cantonese. For example 

SC /fo/ belonged to the same historical rhyme category a 

(hekou ^ rhyme, Division I, Going (Qu) Tone Category), 

but fpjc had the *k' -initial and M the *k-initial. The 

following words which all have /f—/ initial in modern 

Standard Cantonese have developed historically from hekou 

rhyme groups and the *k' initial: ̂  SC /fo/; SC /fu/; 

SC /fu/; ^ SC /faai/; ̂  SC /fun/; SC /fu/; 
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PD SC /fut/; SC /fui/; SC /fun/. Cheung cites 

this historical development of SC /kwo(C)/ and SC /k'wo(C)/ 

as an important reason for recognizing the labiovelar 

initial series. In addition, he bases his analysis on the 

practical grounds of economy—if we were to regard the labial 

glide as part of the syllable final, then we would increase 

the number of finals that can occur after the velar initial 

from 12 to 15. Consequently, the labialized velar series 

facilitates an economy of analysis (Cheung 1972:3). 

The theoretical reason for establishing a labialized 

velar series of initials is founded on the structure of 

the Cantonese syllable. Cantonese has three glides, /u/, 

/i/, and /y/, but in a syllable of the type CGV only /u/ 

can occur as the glide after (velar) consonants (Hashimoto 

1972:150). However, in the syllable of the type GV, any one 

of the three glides can precede the nuclear vowel. Conse-

qyently, Hashimoto analyzes the velar initial plus labial 

glide as a single unit segment. In her analysis the canonical 

form of the Cantonese syllable is (C,G)V(C,G) which allows 

us to predict that for a syllable of three segments the 

second segment will always be a vowel. An. alternative form 

of CGV(C,G) is rejected on the grounds that the second and 

third segments of a three-segment syllable can not be pre

dicted: the second segment can be either the glide /u/ or a 

vowel and the third segment either a vowel, consonant, or 

glide (Hashimoto 1972:137-138). 
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4.2.2 Origin of the Change SC kw- -* k-/ o(C) 

What explanation can be offered to account for the 

delabialization of labialized velars. The hypothesis 

suggested here is a simple one: the speaker's principle 

of maximum ease of articulation. Ladefoged has observed 

that speakers follow a "principle of maximum ease of 

articulation" by which they expend the least amount of 

effort in communicating meaning. In doing this speakers 

assimilate some sounds and eliminate others (Ladefoged 

1975: 235). As noted earlier the difference between 

/kwo/ and /ko/ is the extra tension in lip-rounding. A 

reduction in tenseness of lip-rounding would be a natural 

development in rapid speech, and a delabialized variant 

could have arisen as a result. Since the change has 

occurred on such a wide scale among so many speakers but 

only in the particular environment before /o/ (although 

we should note that /kw-/ delabializes intermittently 

before /-a-/ for some speakers, but this change is not on 

the same scale as /kw-/ before /o/), speakers must feel 

that the labialization of the velar before /o/ is a 

redundant and hence unnecessary articulatory gesture that 

can be eliminated without creating problems in communication. 

It is quite plausible to assume that speakers in following 

the principle of least effort came to regard the additional 

tension in lip-rounding that distinguished /kwo(C)/ from 

/ko(C)/ as superfluous and therefore eliminated it without 

incurring any burden of miscommunication. Although a 



phonemic contrast has been lost as a result, the verbal 

context preludes ambiguity. For example, /kor} tug/ can 

only mean ill and cannot be homophonous with any other 

phrase, such as or r&i- ill , since these are 

nonoccurring and meaningless. 

The Cantonese of Hong Kong is not the only Cantonese 

dialect to have lost the labialized velar initial before 

/o/. In the Cantonese dialect spoken in the Zhongshan 

district which lies on the other side of the Chinese border 

with the Portuguese colony of Macao, all SC /kwo(C)/ words 

have delabialized velars. This development was a feature 

of the Zhongshan dialect as long ago as the late 19th 

Century according to an article by J. Dyer Ball, a British 

civil servant and ardent Sinologist living in Hong Kong 

in the late 19th and 20th Centuries (Ball 1897:23). 

(In Ball's time the Zhongshan district was called Xiangshan 

or ^ [i[ [Lai and Choy 1973:10] which is why his article 

was entitled "The Hong Shan or Macao Dialect"). 

According to Yuan Jia-hua, the dialects of Kaiping, 

Xinhui, Taishan, Zhongshan, Jiangmen, Nanhai, Jiujiang, 

Heshan, Shunde all pronounce %£ as /ek'oi)/, that is, with 

the plain velar. However, not all words with the standard 

labialized velars before /o/ have undergone delabialization 

in these dialects. Yuan states that in the dialects of 

Zhongshan, Jiangmen, and Taishan is /ckoi}/ which implies 

that the other dialects mentioned in conjunction with $£ 

but not with^fc retain the labialized velar for ̂  (Yuan 
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1960:207). McCoy's data on Seiyap dialects corroborates 

this interpretation of Yuan's statements. Out of 18 

Seiyap cities and towns for which he records the pronun

ciation of items, all except Xinhui have lost the labialized 

velar before /o/ for all SC /kwo(C)/ words. For Xinhui 

City McCoy, lists /kuot}/ for , /khuok/ for- , but 

/khor)/ for (McCoy 1966:69-70). 

A description of Xinhui dialect made almost 100 years 

ago indicates that this delabialization process was fairly 

well advanced at that time. According to J. Dyer Ball, 

many of the words of the SC /kwo(C)/- class showed variation 

between /kw-/ and /k-/ initials. In the main text of his 

article, Ball lists ̂  ^ ® , and with plain 

velar initials and with both the plain and labial 

velar initials; however, in his footnotes he says that 

these words are all pronounced with /kw-/ "by the better 

educated people" (Ball 1889-1890:188). As far as the 

Modern Xinhui dialect is concerned, the delabialization 

process apparently is still an incomplete sound change since, 

according to McCoy, not all the items belonging to the SC 

/kwo(C)/ category have undergone the change: both^ and^pft 

still retain the labial velar initial but $£ has lost it. 

As we will see in the next section, the Lexical Dimension 

of SC kw- -> k-/ o(C), this differential development of 

lexical items is to be expected. In fact, on the basis 

of the findings to be reported in the next section, the 

Xinhui situation of preserving its labial velar initial 
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but losing it is a predictable development. 

4.2.3 The Inappropriate Use of the Labialized Velar Initial 

An interesting phenomenon observed in a minority of the 

sample's subjects was the overuse or inappropriate use of 

the labialized velar initial. There were ten female and 

two male subjects who were observed to use the /kw-/ initial 

with the following words which all belong to the SC /ko(C)/-

class: SC /koij/,® SC /kor}/, Iff SC /koq/, & SC 

/kok/, M SC /kok/, 'ill SC /kok/, SC /ko/, oj® SC /ko/, 

and ^ SC /ko/. Below are listed the number of times the 

plain and labialized-velar-initial forms of these words 

were used in the interviews of 12 subjects (the figures 

represent the total number of occurrences of these items 

from different parts of the interview). 

Subject 

Number 

m If® ft: M ft & Subject 

Number k- kw-k- kw- k- kw- k- kw- k-kw- k- kw-k- kw- k- lcw-k- kw-

40 16 1 21 8 3 2 
42 5 4 1 
55 7 1 
63 4 1 
65 i 5 
66 1 
68 8 13 8 1 
69 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
71 16 3 14 5 3 1 
72 2 4 1 2 1 
74 4 3 22 3 1 

1 

76 1 1 

SC /ko(C)/ lexical items1 which occurred with both /kw-/ and 
/k-/ initials 



Is this overuse of the labialized velar a form of 

hypercorrection? Based on my observations of the subjects' 

use of the labialized SC /ko(C)/ forms in both spontaneous 

speech and reading, I believe that in general this kind of 

labialized velar occurs as an inadvertent, sporadic variant 

for most of the subjects and does not arise from hyper

correction. For example, Subject #55, a 25-year-old female 

who had a 95% /k-/ score in the Spontaneous Speech section 

of the interview, said /k,woi}/ for ® one time but SC /koi)/ 

seven times in her Spontaneous Speech. Another subject, a 

35-year old housewife, however, had a tendency to favor the 

labialized initial for in her Spontaneous Speech: she 

said /k.woi}/ five times but SC /korj/ only once. When this 

subject read the Story, however, the two instances of ® 

were both /koi}/, and in fact this subject's use of % /k-/ 

score for the Story and Minimal Pair Word List were both 

0% which meant that all SC /kwo(C)/ items were appropriately 

labialized. Subject #68, a 40-year-old housewife, also 

had a tendency to prefer the labialized form of ® : she 

said /kwoi}/ 9 out of 16 times (56%) in her Spontaneous 

Speech and three out of three times in the Story. She also 

had a 07. /k— / score for her reading of the Story and a 

2970 /k— / score for the Word Lists. Subject #40, the 51-

year-old male bank clerk, had a 217> /k-/ score in his Spon

taneous Speech, 07> /k— / in the Story, and 287. in the Word 

List. In his Spontaneous Speech he labialized three SC 

/ko(C)/ items: , eight out of 29 times (287o); ® , 
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once out of 17 times (6%); and , two out of three times 

(67%). Subject #42, a 55-year-old male, had a 6% /k—/ 

score in his Spontaneous Speech, 67. in the Nursery Rhyme 

and Story, and 137o in the Word Lists. He labialized 

four out of nine times (447o). These subjects who distin

guish SC /kwo(C)/ and SC /ko(C)/ fairly consistently have 

the tendency to overextend labialization of the velar to 

some SC /ko(C)/ items. However, this behavior is not limited 

just to subjects who are able to contrast SC /kw-/ and SC 

/k-/. 

Subject #74, a 52-year-old housewife, said ̂  twice 

as /kwor}/ and four times as SC /koij/ in her Spontaneous 

Speech. When she read the Story, she said /kwor}/ once and 

/korj/ once. This subject had high 7o /k-/ scores: 807o 

in her Spontaneous Speech and 647o in her Word List style. 

Even though she used SC /kwo(C)/ forms occasionally, she 

apparently was not able to hear a contrast between /kwo(C)/ 

and /ko(C)/ and was not able to make one either. When 

given the Minimal Pair Word List, she pronounced J!SI and 19 

as /ko/ and said they were the same. In addition, Tfc 

and ££ were both first said as /kor)/ and then a moment later 

as /kwog/, but she claimed not to hear any difference be

tween her two pronunciations. For this subject the 

labialized velar initial appeared to be a sporadic, free 

variant. 

When asked to read the Minimal Pair Word List, three 

of the 12 subjects who labialized SC /ko(C)/ forms said 
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that $jj was either /kwon/ or /kon/. One subject said that 

she thought both pronunciations were accepteable. This female 

subject, aged 73, had a 0% /k-/ score in her Spontaneous 

Speech and 127. in the Word Lists which indicates she could 

consistently make the kw-/k- distinction. However, when 

confronted with the Minimal Pair Word List with and , 

she said they could both be pronounced as /kwoij/, even though 

she had consistently used /kor^/ for ® . A 42-year-old 

housewife said the same thing, that^ was either /kwoy/ or 

/korj/, even though she had used /korj/ in her Spontaneous 

Speech and Story. I believe she said this because of the 

variation between SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ which existed in 

her speech as a result of the delabialization change. In 

her Spontaneous Speech she and 42% /k-/, 44% /k-/ in the 

Nursery Rhyme and Story, and 227c /k— / in the Word Lists 

which indicates she had a tendency to use the delabialized 

velar initial almost as often as she used the labialized 

velar initial when not thinking about the way she talked. In 

her reading of the Minimal Pair Word List she said that 

the words SC /kworj/, SC /koî /, ® SC /koî /, and I§1 

SC /ko/ could either be /kwo(C)/ or /ko(C)/. Only ̂  ^ , 

and •§£[$ were correctly distinguished with the labialized 

velar initial from their matched SC /ko(C)/ items. My im

pression was that my interview with her was the first time 

she had ever thought about the kw-/k- contrast which left 

her in a confused state. She could not decide whether the 

/kw-/ and /k-/ pronunciations were different and in 
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contrast or whether there was no difference and bothe were 

acceptable. Her ambivalence can be attributed to the variation 

between SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ in her speech. 

4.3 The Lexical Dimension of SC kw- •> k-/ o(C) 

According to the Neogrammarian conception, sound 

change is phonetically gradual but lexically abrupt, i.e. 

the change from one sound to another is a gradual, imper

ceptible one which changes all of the relevant vocabulary 

items at the same time. The theory of lexical diffusion, 

on the other hand, claims that the change from one sound to 

another is abrupt, discrete, and perceptible, but the process 

does not simultaneously affect all of the lexical items of 

the relevant class. At any point in time during the sound 

change, some items will have changed, some will have 

variation between the old and new sounds, and other words 

will still have the old sound. At the end of the sound 

change, all items will have the new form unless a competing 

sound change intervenes. Just as the previous Chapter's 

examination of the change SC /g/ to /m/ supports the lexical 

diffusion scenario of sound change, so too will the following 

discussion of the delabialization of labialized velars before 

/o/. Furthermore, just as we saw in the last chapter that 

a particular word may lead in a sound change, we will see 

again that lexical items in the SC /kwo(C)/- class have not 

all been affected in the same way by the sound change. 

There is an interaction between a word's frequency in the 



language and how the sound change process affects it. 

We will see here that high frequency words are not neces

sarily the ones most changed by the sound change process. 

The least frequent items of the lexicon appear to undergo 

the most radical change as will be shown in the discussion 

concerning the reading pronunciation of a group of very low 

frequency items occurring in the Word Lists. 

When we look at how this study's sample pronounces a 

group of words belonging to the SC /kwo(C)/- class, we find 

a situation of great heterogeneity. There is not only 

considerable variation within the sample's subjects, with 

respect to the pronunciation of the items by one subject 

in different speech contexts. There is variation among 

men and women as separate groups and variation between them 

when the two groups are compared together. In this section 

we will examine the variation in the use of the kw-/k-

variable that exists in the speech of that portion of the 

study's subjects which had variation between /kw-/ and /k-/ 

in any part of the interview. For instance, a subject 

may use only /k-/ for SC /kwo(C)/- class items in the 

Spontaneous Speech section of the interview but switch 

to using both the SC /kw-/ and /k-/ forms when reading the 

Story and/or the Word Lists. Out of the study's 75 

subjects, 40 subjects belong to this category of having 

variation between SC /kw-/ and /k-/ —16 men and 24 women. 

The other 35 subjects either have a complete change to /k-/ 

for all SC /kwo(C)/ items or no change to /k—/. There were 
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34 subjects, 26 men and 8 women, who have a complete change 

to /k-/. Only one elderly woman, the 68-year-old University 

of Hong Kong graduate, still retains the standard distinction 

between SC /kw-/ and Sc /k-/. Following this section's 

discussion of the lexical dimension of the delabialization 

change, the chapter's concluding section will focus attention 

on the social aspect of the change. 

According to Mr. Li's Chinese Dictionary the logographs 

listed in Table 1 below belong to the SC /kwo(C)/ class. 

Most of these written forms are rarely used, and for our 

purposes, we will only be concerned with nine of them, 

namely, ̂  SC /kw5/; ® SC /kwok/; Jit SC /kwoq/; SC /kwo/; 

^ SC /kwo/; jifc SC /kwog/; 5$ SC /kwok/; $E SC /k'wbrj/; 

and SC /k'w5i}/. Most of these items are commonly used 

to investigate this particular sound change. The distri

bution and incidence of these items in the elicitation 

instruments are listed below (number in parentheses 

indicates the number of times the lexical item occurred 

in a particular instrument): 

Nursery Rhyme 

%  ( 2 )  

Story Word Lists 

m (6) @3 (3) 

3#. (4) (3) 

m (2) M (3) 

& (1) m (3) 

% (1) it (2) 

(1) 

(1) 

m (1) 



Table 1. Logographs belonging to SC /kwo(C)/-class 

St 

il 
il 

iis! 

/kwo/ 

dagger axe 

surname 

river in Anhui 

grass 

allograph of 

/kwo/ 

fruit, result 

narrow-minded 

tribe in Yunnan 

brave 

fruits and nuts 

fried bread 

to wrap 

solitary wasp 

cart's grease 
pot 

allograph of$ 

allograph of^ 

/kwo/ 

to cross over, 
to experience 

p m 

m m 

>?is 

IF 

/kwok/ 

former name of 
county in Shanxi 

allograph of 

country 

outer city wall, 
surname 

outer coffin 

woman's cap 

to chatter 

back of knee 

katydid 

allograph of 

allographs of 

allographs of ggj 

/k'wok/ 

allograph of 

allograph of^IS 

bodies of water 
in Shandong and 
Hebei 

to enlarge 

allograph of iff 

r 

/kwoi)/ 

it bright 

Mt big 

glittering water 

$yt bladder 

coir palm 

radium 

/kwoq/ 

allograph of 

to deceive 

broad, wide 

uncivilized 

/kwor)/ 

crossbeam 

/k' wok/ ( cont.) 

leather 

allograph of 

to dissect 

to expand or 
stretch 

!jjff crossbow 

/k'WOIJ/ 

low-lying ground 

yjt allograph of Jiff 

jSf surname 

allograph of jj§. 

wilderness 

hatred 

spacious 

mine 

hjM cotton, silk floss 

allograph of ̂  

/k'woq/ 

violent 

appearance of 
water 

to deceive 
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4.3.1 Distribution of SC /lcwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ in Spontaneous 

Speech 

In the Spontaneous Speech section of the interviews, 

the most commonly occurring SC /kwo(C)/ morphemes were , 

fell 5 IM > j jand in that order. At the bottom of 

each column in Table 2.1 and 2.2 below are listed the total 

number of tokens which occurred for each of these items in 

the Spontaneous Speech of the 16 male and 24 female 

subjects who have variation between SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ 

in the interview. Table 3 below indicates the frequency of 

the six items for males and females and for the two groups 

together. We notice occurred almost as frequently 

(307o of the total number of tokens for SC /kwo(C)/) as 5ill 

for the male subjects but ranks third for the female 
44-

subjects. Both^ and jfc were low frequency words in 

Spontaneous Speech — each occurred at less than VL of the 

total number of SC /kwo(C)/ tokens. The word occurred 

in the interviews of three female subjects. Figure 1 below 

represents the figures in Table 3 in the form of a graph. 

Within the Spontaneous Speech sections of interviews, what 

proportion of each of the six SC /kwo(C)/ morphemes occurred 

with the delabialized initial /k—/? In answering this 

question, we find that the delabialization sound change 

has not affected all morphemes of the SC /kwo(C)/-class 

in the same way in the Spontaneous Speech of this group of 

subjects. Some words are more prone to be delabialized 

than others. Even the same morpheme used in different 
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lexical combinations appears not to be affected in the same 

way by the sound change. Tables 2.1 and 2.2 indicate how 

many times each of the six items occurred with SC /kw-/ 

or /k-/ for each of the 40 subjects. Table 4 shows what 

proportion of each of the items occurred as /k—/ for the 

male and female subjects as two separate groups and as 

one group. For the male subjects the two most frequently 

occurring items iiBl and Si are changed to /k— / at a substantially 

higher rate than for the women, 84% to 65% for ̂  and 907> 

to 66% for |j§| . However, the next two items and ^ 

occur as /k-/ with a frequency that is fairly similar for 

the men and women: Jif occurs as /k— / 507, of the time for 

men and 55% for women; ̂  occurs as /k-/ 797. of the time 

for men and 757> for women. Figure 2 below transfers the 

percent figures from Table 4 onto a graph to more vividly 

represent the percent change to /k-/ for the six SC /kwo(C)/ 

morphemes which occurred in the Spontaneous Speech of the 

40 male and female subjects. The first observation we can 

make based on Table 4 and Figure 2 is that the male subjects 

use an overall 7, /k— / that is higher for two high frequency 

words than the female subjects. The male subjects change ̂  

to /k-/ at a slightly lower rate of 75%. The female 

subjects, on the other hand, change Jit to /k—/ at 55% versus 

the males' rate of 507.. A 51-year old male subject used JH 

a total of 49 times as /kworj/, more than any other subject, 

which substantially lowered the males' rate of change to 

/k—/ for this item. Based on this evidence from the 



Table 2.1. Total number of SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ tokens in Spontaneous Speech of 16 
male subjects who have variation between SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ in the interview. 
(Lexical items are arranged from left to right in the decreasing order of their frequency 
in the Spontaneous Speech section of the interview of both male and female subjects). 

Sub j. 
AT _ 

3iSl H m 
Jrf-
* it 

NO • 
kw-

NO • 
.kw- k- kw- k- kw- k- kw- k- kw- k- kw- k-

4 7 11 4 4 
6 — 8 — 9 — 6 — 1 _ _ __ 

9 — 12 — — — 1 — 2 _ _ — 

10 — 20 _ 3 — 6 — 6 — _ 
11 2 24 2 9 6 2 — 5 _ _ 
18 3 7 — 15 — 6 — 5 _ _ __ 
20 — 16 — 5 — 1 1 4 _ 
22 1 13 — 12 — 1 1 _ _ _ __ 

24 — 2 ~ 12 _ 5 — 2 _ — __ 

29 — 5 — 6 — 19 1 9 — _ __ 

30 2 16 — 21 9 8 — 6 — _ 
32 - 11 i 20 2 20 — 8 — — — _ 
33 1 7 — 1 — 6 — 3 — _ _ 1 
39 — 5 — 7 — 2 — _ _ _ 
40 7 3 i 8 49 — 3 5 — _ 
42 14 1 12 1 23 2 10 

30 157 16 140 89 89 16 60 _ — — 1 

total 
kw-/k- 187 156 178 76 — 1 



Table 2.2. Total number of SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ tokens in Spontaneous Speech of 24 
female subjects who have variation between SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ in the interview. 
(Lexical items are arranged from left to right in the decreasing order of their frequency 
in the Spontaneous Speech section of the interview of both male and female subjects). 

Sub i. 
No. iial a i* % 

h 
\  

kw- k- kw- k- kw- k- kw- k- kw- k- kw- k-

44 23 _ 11 2 4 
45 - 15 — 2 — , . 9 1 48 - 16 — 12 — ... 4 
49 - 8 6 19 4 25 5 
53 - 13 — 15 3 14 
54 - 15 - 1 — 2 11 
55 2 13 — 17 _ 5 _ 2 
57 15 23 7 8 3 4 24 8 
58 - 13 — 23 10 9 
59 - 5 8 _ 1 
60 15 4 24 — 28 1 4 
61 - 12 - 28 — 21 8 
62 - 16 — 4 _ 6 __ 6 
63 3 7 — 5 1 5 3 1 1 64 1 8 8 7 10 3 15 
65 10 4 10 _ 7 1 
66 10 4 4 2 5 4 8 
68 12 - 9 2 1 6 1 
69 7 2 — 1 _ 1 1 
71 18 - 10 — 9 1 1 j 5 72 10 7 — 15 — 5 1 
74 3 14 1 _ 1 2 4 
76 7 - 7 — 9 5 
77 8 1 7 - 7 2 1 1 _ 1 

121 223 93 180 80 98 39 L19 12 — 8 1 
total 
kw-/k- 344 273 178 158 12 9 



Table 3. Total number of SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ tokens for six SC /kwo(C)/-class 
morphemes which occurred in the Spontaneous Speech of 40 male and female subjects 
who have variation between SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ in the interview. The frequency 
with which each lexical item occurred is shown as a percentage of the total number 
of all SC /kwo(C)/-class tokens. (Males=16 Subjects, Females=24 Subjects) 

Subjects 
(7o of 

ill total) 
(7. of 

[H total) 
(% of 
total) 

(% of 
total) 

(% of 
H total) 

(% of 
total) 

Total 
/kw d C)/ 
Items 

Males 187 (317o) 156 (267o) 178 (30%) 76 (13%) —  ( - - )  1 ( —) 598 

Females 344 (357o) 273 (28%') 178 (18%) 158 (16%) 12 (1%) 9 (1%) 974 

Total for 
Males and 
Females 

531 (347o) 429 (27%) 356 (22%) 234 (15%) 12 (1%) 10 (1%) 1572 
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1. Frequency in % with which six SC /kwo(C)/-class morphemes occurred 
Spontaneous Speech of 40 male and female subjects who have variation 
. SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ in the interview. 
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Spontaneous Speech of these 40 subjects who have SC 

/kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ variation, we can conclude that the 

male subjects appear to be more advanced in the change to 

/k—/ than the female subjects. This observation does not 

necessarily run counter to Labov's findings on a number of 

sound changes that women are generally more advanced in 

their use of a phonological variable'tharc men. In his 

study of sound change on Martha's Vineyard, Labov discovered 

that vowel changes were more advanced in their development 

among men than women. He has suggested that the "correct 

generalization" on the role of men and women in the develop

ment of sound change "...is not that women lead in linguistic 

change, but rather that the sexual differentiation of speech 

often plays a major role in the mechanism of linguistic 

evolution" (Labov 1972b:303). Another observation we can 

make based on Table 4 and Figures 1 and 2, is the relation

ship between two high frequency words and their % change to 

/ k— /: occurs 31% of all SC /kwo(C)/ tokens for men and 

35% for women, fH! occurs 2670 of all SC /kwo(C)/ tokens for 

men and 287o for women. While |§|[ is the third-most frequenctly 

occurring SC /kwo(C)/ item in the Spontaneous Speech of men 

— second place is held by ̂  at 307o, yet ® changes to 

/k— / at a higher rate than either $1 or Jj§f — 90% versus 

84% and 50% for men. In the case of women, jiH is the second-

most frequently occurring SC /kwo(C)/ item and is also changed 

to /k—/ at only slightly higher rate than ilsl — 66% versus 

6570; B1! occurs 55% of the time with /k-/. In addition, while 

0. occurs 30% of the total of SC /kwo(C)/ tokens in the 



Table 4. % change to /ko(C)/ of six SC /kwo(C)/-class morphemes in the Spontaneous Speech 
of 16 male and 24 female subjects who have variation between SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/in the 
interview. 

5JsI :3c ft 

Males 

Number of items as /ko(C)/ 157 140 89 60 — 1 

Total SC /kwo(C)/ items 187 156 178 76 — 1 

7> change to /ko(C)/ 84%, 907o 50% 79% — 100% 

Females 

Number of items as /ko(C)/ 223 180 98 119 — 1 

Total SC /kwo(C)/ items 344 273 178 158 12 9 

% change to /ko(C)/ 6570 66% 55% 75% 0% 11% 

Males and Females 

Number of items as /ko(C)/ 380 320 187 179 — 2 

Total SC /kwo(C)/ items 531 429 356 234 12 10 

% change to /ko(C)/ 72% 75% 53% 76% 0% 20% 
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Figure 2. 7o change to /ko(C)/ of six SC /kwo(C)/-class morphemes in the 
Spontaneous Speech of 16 male and 24 female subjects who have variation 
between SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ in the interview. The six morphemes are 
listed on the graph in the decreasing order of their frequency in 
Spontaneous Speech. 



Spontaneous Speech of men, yet its % change to /lc— / at 

507o"is substantially lower than the 79% rate of change 

to /k— / for^r which represents only 137, of the total 

number of SC /kwo(C)/ items in Spontaneous Speech. The 

same situation also holds true for the wormen subjects 

although the percent figures are only slightly different. 

Why should ̂  which is a relatively low frequency item be 

changed to /k-/ at the highest rate of 757> for women and the 

third highest (797,) for men. Furthermore, while both and 

are both low frequency words in Spontaneous Speech, yet 

their % rate of change to /k-/ is also quite low in the 

FT? 

case of the women subjects. Since did not occur in the 

men's speech and ̂  only one time, we can make no valid 

observations on their use of these two morphemes. 

Almost all occurrences of ̂  in Spontaneous Speech 

were in the lexical combination tU ̂  SC / jy kwo/ "if". 

Only a few instances of ̂  occurred in the combination 

SC /kit kwo/ "result", and curiously enough, in 

this combination was more likely to occur as /kwo/: three 

out of four times in the speech of two male subjects 

and one female subject ̂  occurred as /kwo/. The most 

frequently occurring word in Spontaneous Speech isj$t and 

was used most often as a verb suffix to mean "to have had 

the experience of doing something," e . g. , ̂ 5 i!s! SC 

/ r }6  si kwo/ "I've experienced (that)," rather than as the 

action verb meaning "to cross over" as in ̂  M SC 

/kwo ma lou/ "to cross the street." This word has the 

second highest rate of change to /k-/ for the male subjects 



and the third highest rate of change for female subjects. 

The word which has the highest percent change to /k-/ for 

the male subjects and the second highest rate of change for 

female subjects is . It occurred in such combinations 

as ^ i SC /tsuq kwok/ "China," Ml SC/jig kwok/ 

"England," ^ ® SC /mei kw5k/ "America," SC /kwok 

ka/ "country," IS fro SC /kw5k jy/ "national language," etc. 

Word frequency and grammatical function of lexical items 

may interact with the sound change process in subtle ways, 

but we will not consider this topic any further in this 

report. I hope to come back to this topic in a future 

s tudy, however. 

4.3.2 Distribution of SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ in the 

Nursery Rhyme and Story. 

Tables 5.1 and 5.2 below present the number of times 

SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ forms occurred in the speech of 

this same group of 16 male and 22 female subjects when they 

read the Nursery Rhyme and the Story (two female subjects 

declined to read the instruments citing their illitereacy 

as the reason). Table 6 below indicates the % change to 

/k—/ for the five lexical items in the Nursery Rhyme and 

Story for the 38 subjects. From Table 6 we see that for 

all five items the male subjects use a higher percentage 

of /Ic-/ than the females. Only the word occurs as/k-/ 

at a rate that is similar for both groups, 3470 for men and 

31% for women. The graph in Figure 3 below indicates that 



Table 5.1 Total number of SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ tokens in the reading of the Nursery 
Rhyme and Story by 16 male subjectswith variation between SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ in the 
^^Vf6W* (LexicaJ- items are arranged from left to right in the decreasing order of 
their frequency m the Spontaneous Speech section of the interview of both male and 
female subjects). maxe dou 

Sub j. m 
No. 

kw- k- kw- k- kw- k- kw- k- kw- k-

4 4 6 2 1 3 
6 1 3 - 6 1 1 1 5 
9 3 1 - 6 1 1 1 3 2 
10 - 4 — 6 — 2 1 3 
11 2 2 — 5 2 — 1 3 
18 4 - 6 — 1 1 1 , 3 
20 - 4 — 6 _ 2 1 5 
22 1 2 2 5 _ 2 5 
24 5 - 5 1 1 1 1 3 2 
29 - 4 — 6 — 2 1 3 
30 - 4 - 6 2 1 2 1 
32 - 4 — 6 — 2 1 5 
33 - 4 — 6 — 

O 1 3 
39 - 4 — 6 _ 2 1 5 
40 4 - 6 — 2 1 _ 3 
42 3 1 6 2 5 

23 41 25 71 10 22 7 7 42 22 

total 
kw-/k- 64 96 3?. 14 64 



Tcibls 5.2. Total number of SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ toksns in ths reading of the Nursery 
Rhyme and Story by 22 female^subjects who have variation between SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ 
in the interview. (Lexical items are arranged from left to right in the decreasing order 
of their frequency in the Spontaneous Speech section of the interview of both male and 
female subjects). 

Sub i. 
No. a j* & it Sub i. 
No. 

kw- k- kw- k- kw- k- kw- k- kw- k-
44 
45 
48 
49 
53 
54 
55 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
68 
69 
71 
72 
74 
76 
77 

4 
1 
4 

4 
4 
4 

5 
1 
1 
1 
3 
4 
3 
4 
4 

3 
3 
4 

4 

4 
1 
4 
1 

1 
4 
4 

3 
3 
3 
1 

1 

1 
1 
1 

4 

3 
6 

6 

6 
6 
6 
6 
1 

2 
6 
1 

6 
2 
6 
6 
6 
6 
3 

6 
6 

6 
6 
6 

5 

4 

1 
1 

1 
2 

2 

2 
2 

2 
1 

2 
1 
2 

1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 

2 
2 

2 
2 
2 

2 

1 

1 

1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 

1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 

1 

1 

1 
1 

1 
1 
1 

1 

2 
3 
1 
3 
3 
3 
1 
3 

3 

1 

3 
5 
5 
3 
2 

1 
3 
3 

1 

2 

2 

3 
3 

3 
2 
3 

1 

2 

57 37 58 74 19 25 14 8 48 22 

total 
kw-/k- 94 132 44 22 70 1 



Table 6. % change to /ko(C)/ of five SC /kwo(C)/ morphemes in the reading of the Nursery 
Rhyme and Story by 16 male and 22 female subjects who have variation between SC /kwo(C)/ 

iilt a JR ft 

Males 

Number of items as /ko(C)/ 41 71 22 7 22 

Total SC /kwo(C)/ items 64 96 32 14 64 

7o change to /ko(C)/ 64% 747o 697. 507o 347> 

Females 

Number of items as /ko(C)/ 37 74 25 8 22 

Total SC /kwo(C)/ items 94 132 44 22 70 

7o change to /ko(C)/ 397c 567o 577o 3670 3U 

Males and Females 78 145 47 15 44 

Number of items as /ko(C)/ 158 228 76 36 134 

Total SC /kwo(C)/ items 497o 647, 627c 427c 337, 

7o change to /ko(C)/ 

Ln 
\D 
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Figure 3. 7° change to /ko(C)/ of five SC /kwo(C)/ morphemes in the reading of 
the Nursery Rhyme and Story by 16 male and 22 female subjects who have variation 
between SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ in the interview. 
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while the relative rate of change to /k—/ is substantially 

higher for men than women, trie men's overall pattern 

in the use of /k-/ for each of the five items is almost 

the same as the women's pattern. The item which occurs 

with the highest frequency in Spontaneous Speech, 5llt , 

has a % change to /k-/ in the reading of 647o, a rate of 

change which is markedly lower than the rate of change 

for the next highest frequency word 13 at 74% /k-/. For 

the women the difference in % /k-/ for 3ill and iU is 

even greater—39% and 56%, respectively. In the reading 

the men's curve peaks at 74%> /k-/ for ® and then falls 

slightly to 69%, for jS . The women's curve, however, 

peaks at 57%, /k-/ for Bif which is only one percentage 

point higher than for !H . The women's curve also shows 

a sharp drop for ̂  at 36% /k-/, a decline of 21 points. 

The men's curve declined by about the same amount—19 

points—from iff to 

4.3.3 Distribution of SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ in Word Lists 

Tables 7.1 and 7.2 provide the number of times with 

which /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ forms were used for eight 

SC /kwo(C)/ lexical items by each of the subjects in the 

same group of 38 subjects who read the Word Lists. Table 

8 presents the percentage figures of change to /k-/ for 

these eight items for men and women as separate groups and 

as one group. Figure 4 presents the figures in Table 8 in 

the form of a graph. The most sriking observation based 



Table 7.1 Total number of SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ tokens in the reading of the Word Lists 
of 16 male subjects who have variation between SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ in the interview. 
(Lexical items are arranged from left to right in the decreasing order of their frequency 
in the Spontaneous Speech section of the interview of both male and female subjects. 
Frequency of last three items is estimated to be very low in Spontaneous Speech). 

Sub j. IS m % C3 
? 3 * 

No. kw- k- kw- k- kw- k- kw- k- kw- k- kw- k- kw- k- kw- k-

4 — 3 — 3 _ 3 1 2 _ 3 1 1 
6 2 1 - 3 2 1 1 — 2 — 3 1 1 
9 3 - 1 2 3 1 1 — 2 — 3 1 _ 1 
10 1 2 - 3 1 2 — 1 1 1 3 1 1 
11 3 - 2 1 o j — 1 — 2 _ 3 1 1 1 
18 3 - 3 - 2 1 1 — 2 _ 3 1 , 1 
20 - 3 - 3 2 1 1 — 2 _ 3 1 _ 1 
22 3 - 2 1 3 — 1 — 1 1 3 1 , , 1 
24 1 1 2 - 1 — 1 — 1 — 2 1 _ 
29 2 1 3 1 2 1 — 1 2 _ 2 1 1 IM 1 
30 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 — 2 — — — 1 
32 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 _ 1 1 1 2 - 1 — 1 
33 - 3 — 3 1 2 — 1 2 3 - 1 - 1 
39 - 3 — 3 1 2 1 _ 2 3 - 1 - 1 
40 3 - 3 — 3 — 1 _ 2 1 3 - 1 - 1 
42 3 3 3 2 3 1 1 

26 19 21 26 29 16 12 3 25 5 15 32 1 15 1 14 
total 
kw-/k - 45 47 45 15 30 47 16 15 



Table 7.2 Total number of SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ tokens in the reading of the Word Lists 
of 22 female subjects who have variation between SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ in the interview. 
(Lexical items are arranged from left to right in the decreasing order of their frequency 
in the Spontaneous Speech section of the interview of both male and female subjects. 
Frequency of last three items is estimated to be very low in Spontaneous. Speech). 

Subj. a M % M * 
No. kw- k- kw- k- kw- k- kw- k- kw- k- kw- k- kw- k- kw- k-

44 2 1 _ 3 3 1 _ 2 _ _ 3 1 1 
45 3 - 3 - 3 - 1 — 2 — — 3 1 1 
48 2 2 — 3 1 2 1 _ 2 — _ 3 1 1 
49 3 - 1 2 — 3 1 — • 2 _ _ 3 1 — , 1 
53 2 2 3 — 1 2 1 — 2 _ 1 3 1 1 
54 - 2 - 2 — 1 — 1 — 1 _ 2 1 
55 2 1 1 1 — 1 — 1 — 1 1 1 1 
57 3 - 3 - 3 — 1 — 2 — — 3 _ 1 1 
58 1 1 1 2 1 1 — 1 1 1 _ 3 1 1 
59 - 3 - 3 — 3 — 1 2 1 _ 3 1 — 1 
60 1 - - — 1 — 1 — 1 _ _ 2 
61 - 2 2 — — 1 — 1 _ 1 _ 2 1 
62 1 1 — 2 — 1 1 — 1 1 — 2 1 
63 - 2 — 2 — 1 — 1 — 1 _ 2 1 
64 1 2 3 - 3 — 1 — 2 — _ 3 1 1 
65 3 - 3 - 3 — 1 — 2 _ 3 _ 1 1 
66 3 - 3 - 3 2 1 — 2 _ 3 _ 1 
68 3 - 3 - 3 — 1 — 2 _ _ 3 1 1 
69 2 1 3 — 3 1 1 — 2 1 3 _ 1 1 
74 - 2 - 2 — 1 1 — 1 1 2 — 1 _ 1 
76 3 - 3 - 3 — 1 — 2 1 3 _ 1 1 
77 1 1 2 — 1 — 1 — 1 - 2 - ~ 1 -

36 23 34 22 29 23 16 6 31 10 18 41 3 18 0 14 

total 
kw- k- 59 56 52 22 41 59 21 14 



Table 8. L change to /ko(C)/ of eight SC /kwo(C)/-class morphemes in the reading of the 
Word Lists by 16 male and 22 female subjects who have variation between SC /kwo(C)/ and 
/ko(C)/ in the interview. , 

m * % * 

Males 

Number of items as /ko(C)/ 19 26 16 3 5 32 15 14 

Total SC /kwo(C)/ items 45 47 45 15 30 47 16 15 

% change to /ko(C)/ 42% ' 55% 36% 20% 17% 68% 94% 93% 

Females 

Number of items as /ko(C)/ 23 22 23 6 10 41 18 14 

Total SC /kwo(C)/ items 59 56 52 22 41 59 21 14 

% change to /ko(C)/ 39% 39% 44% 27% 24% 69% 86% 100% 

Males .and Females 

Number of items as /ko(C)/ 42 48 39 9 15 73 33 28 

Total SC /kwo(C)/ items 104 103 97 37 71 106 37 29 

% change to /ko(C)/ 40% 47% 40% 24% 21% 69% 89% 97% 
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Figure 4. 7o change to /ko(C)/ of eight SC /kwo(C)/-class morphemes in the 
reading of the Word Lists by 16 male and 22 female subjects who have variation 
between SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ in the interview. 
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on the graph is that the overall pattern of % change to 

/k-/ for men and women is quite similar. However, we 

notice a curious pattern for the three high frequency 

items M 3 H! 5 and /$£ . While men use a higher figure 

of /k-/ for EH (55%) and JJEI (42%) than women (39% for 

both words), women use a higher % /k— / for (44%>) than 

men (36%). Women also use a higher % /k— / for^ and 

than men: 27% and 24% versus 207o and 17%,. The men and 

women's use of /k-/ for the three lowest frequency items is 

quite similar: for men use 68% /k-/, women use 69% /k— /; 

the men's use of % /k—/ for $£ is 94% which exceeds the 

women's rate of 867<>; all the women subjects used /k-/ in 

the pronunciation of ̂  for 100% /k-/ against the men's 

rate of 937o. Another observation we can make based on 

Table 8 and Figure 4 is that the three lowest frequency 

words , $E , and ^ (it is assumed that they have the 

lowest frequency in speech based on the fact that they did 

not occur in the Spontaneous Speech of the study's subjects) 

are pronounced in the Word Lists context with the highest 

average rate of change to /k— /, namely 697> for ̂  , 89%, 

for , and 97% for The two lowest rates of %, 

change to /k— / belong to and 1, 24%, and 21%,, respec

tively, whose frequencies in speech are much higher than 

the frequencies for ̂  ® , and . The generalization 

we offer to explain what we observe in Figure 4 is as follows 

on the one hand, the higher the word's frequency in speech, 

then the higher its 7, change to /k-/ since the word has 
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greater opportunity to be affected by the sound change pro

cess. On the other hand, words whose frequencies in-speech 

are extremely low will have rates of % change to /k-/ 

sharply higher than the rates of % change to /k—/ for the 

high frequency words, because speakers are not in the habit 

of using the very low frequency words and therefore do not 

know to which initial category they belong. Since the 

dominant pattern in the speech community is toward the /k-/ 

pronunciation, subjects apparently assume that these very 

low frequency words belong to the SC /ko(C)/-class. At 

the beginning of this section we stated that 34 subjects 

out of the study's 75 have a complete change to /k-/ and do 

not use SC /kwo(C)/ forms at all. We earlier saw that 40 

of the subjects have variation between SC /kwo(C)/ and 

/ko(C)/, and for the three high frequency words their 

rates of 7> change to /k— / range from 50% to 90% for men 

and women. But what about words whose frequencies in 

speech are substantially lower than the high frequency 

words yet higher than the lowest frequency words, in 

this case ̂  and . We encounter a paradox with the word 

which I am not able to explain at this time. In Spon

taneous Speech this word ranked fourth among six in terms 

of word frequency, 157<> of all SC /kwo(C)/-class tokens 

were . When we look at its rate of %, change to /k-/, 

we find that ̂  has the third highest rate at 79% for men 

(90% for iU and 84% foriis! ) and the highest rate of % change 

to /k-/ at 757> for women (667o for and 657. for ̂  ). 
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However, when the subjects pronounce ̂  in the Word Lists, its 

rate of "U change to /k-/ drops to the second lowest for 

both men and women. So, although ̂  is a relatively low 

frequency word, it has a high rate of % change to /k—/ 

in Spontaneous Speech but a very low rate of % change to 

/k-/ in the Word Lists. With respect to 7, it appears 

to be the case that a word whose frequency in speech is 

substantially lower than the high frequency words yet 

higher than the lowest frequency words (and here we must 

observe the frequency of ^ in the Spontaneous Speech of 

women where it occurred nine times rather than the Spon

taneous Speech of men where it only occurred once) will 

have a rate of % change to /k-/ which will also be sub

stantially lower than the high frequency words since it 

has fewer opportunities in the spoken language to be af

fected by the sound change process. Figure 5 below com

pares the rate of "L change to /k—/ for the male and female 

subjects in the three speech contexts of Spontaneous Speech, 

reading the Nursery Rhyme and Story, and the Word Lists. 

We observe that as the speech context increases in its 

formality—from Spontaneous Speech to Word Lists, the % 

/k-/ used by subjects decreases. From Figure 5 we clearly 

see that speakers who have variation between SC /kwo(C)/ and 

/ko(C)/ and therefore are in the habit of making the dis

tinction between the initials still appropriately identify 

the low frequency word zfc as belonging to the SC /kwo(C)/-

class. 
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4.3.4 Use of SC /kwo(C)/, /ko(C)/, and kwo(C)/ko(C) Varia

tion as Three Categories of Subjects 

Let us now consider the patterns of occurrence of the 

five SC /kwo(C)/-class morphemes as either /kwo(C)/ or 

/ko(C)/ or both /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ in the three speech 

contexts for the subjects who have variation between 

/kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ in the interview. Tables 9.1 and 9.2 

indicate which subjects used SC /kwo(C)/, or /ko(C)/, or 

both /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ for each of the five morphemes 

in Spontaneous Speech. Table 10 shows that half the male 

subjects pronounced ilil only with the plain velar initial 

while half of them had variation between SC /kwo/ and /ko/. 

None of the male subjects used only the SC /kwo/ form for 

^ in his Spontaneous Speech. Among the 24 female subjects, 

however, there were three or 13% who used SC /kwo/ for . 

The number using either /k-/ or both /kw-/ and /k-/ were 

417o and 467o, respectively. Two-thirds of the male subjects 

used only the plain velar for iH while one-third used both 

/k-/ and /kw-/. Among the female subjects one-fourth used 

the SC /kw-/ initial. A little over half or 547. used /k— / 

and 217> had variation between /kw-/ and /k-/ for |gg] in 

their Spontaneous Speech. There was onLy one male subject 

who used SC /kw-/ exclusively for jiif ; 637. of the male 

subjects used only /k—/ whereas 317. showed variation between 

/kw-/ and /k-/. Almost half the female subjects or 457. used 

/k— / for ; three females or 157, used /kw-/; and 407. had 

variation between /kw-/ and /k-/. There were two male 



Table 9.1. Patterns of occurrence of five SC /kwo(C)/-class morphemes as either SC /kwo(C)/ 
or /ko(C)/ or both SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ in the Spontaneous Speech of 16 male subiects 
who have variation between SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ in the interview. 

Sub i. 
No. 

3® HI m Sub i. 
No. 

kw- k-kwk kw- k- kw- k- <.vjk kw-k- kwk kw- k- cwk 

4 X X X X 
6 X X X X — — — 

9 X - - - X X — — — 

10 X X X X — — — 

11 X X X X — — — 

18 X X X X — — — 

20 X X X X — _ — 

22 X X X X — — — 

24 X X X X — — — 

29 X X X X — — — 

30 X X X X — — — 

32 
33 

X 

X X 

X 

X 

X X 

X 

— 

X 

— 

39 X X X - — — — — — 

40 X X X X — — — 

42 X X X X 

8 8 10 5 1 10 5 2 10 3 1 

total 

16 15 16 15 1 

M-



Table 9.2. Patterns of occurrence of five SC /kwo(C)/-class morphemes as either SC /kwo(C)/ 
or /ko(C)/ or both SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ in the Spontaneous Speech of 24 female subjects 
who have variation between SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ in the interview. 

Sub j. 
No. 

i!s! IS m % Sub j. 
No. 

kw- k- ̂cwk kw- k- kwk kw-k- kwk kw- k- <.wk kw-k- kwk 

44 X X X X , _ 
45 
48 

X 

X 

X 

X 

— X 

X 

X 

49 X X X X — _ _ 
53 X X X X _ _ 
54 X X X X _ 
55 X X X X — _ _ 
57 
58 
59 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X X 

X 

X 

- - -

60 X X X X — _ _ 
61 X X X X — _ _ 
62 
63 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

— — 

X 
64 X X X X — — — 

65 X X X - - — — _ — 

66 X X X X — — 

68 X X X X — _ _ 
69 
71 X 

X 

X 

X X 

X X 

X 

X 

-

72 X X - - - X — _ _ 
74 X X X X — — _ 
76 
77 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X X 

— — 

total 3 10 
24 

11 6 13 
24 

5 3 9 
20 

8 4 15 
23 

4 3 
4 

1 

-vj 
ro 



Table 10. Number and % of subjects with either no change to /ko(C)/, change to /ko(C)/, 
or variation between SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ for five SC /kwo(C)/-class morphemes in the 
Spontaneous Speech of 40 male and female subjects who have variation between SC /kwo(C)/ 
and /ko(C)/ in the interview. 

Sub j. 
iiil m ft 

Sub j. 
kw- k- kwk kw- k- k̂ k kw- k- kwk kw-k- kv\jk kw- k- kvj4c 

Males - 8 8 - 10 5 1 10 5 2 10 3 - 1 -

fracn 

% 0 

_8 

16 

50 

_8_ 

16 

50 0 

10 

15 

67 

_5_ 

15 

33 

1_ 

16 

6 

10 

16 

63 

_5_ 

16 

31 

_2_ 

15 

13 

10 

15 

67 

_3_ 

15 

20 0 

1 

100 0 

Fe
males 3 10 11 6 13 5 3 9 8 4 15 4 3 - 1 

fracn 

7o 

3 
25 

13 

10 
25 

41 

11 
25 

46 

6 
25 

25 . 

13 
25 

54 

5 
25 

21 

3 
2D 

15 

9 
2D 

45 

8 
2D 

40 

4 
21 

17 

15 
73 

66 

4 
23 

17 

3 
"zr 

75 0 

1 
T 

25 . 

total 
M & F 3 

40 

18 

40 

19 

40 

_6_ 

39 

23 

39 

10 

39 

_4_ 

36 

19 

36 

13 

36 

_6_ 

38 

25 

38 

_7_ 

38 5 5 

1 

5 

7a 7 45 48 15 59 26 11 53 36 16 66 18 60 20 20 
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subjects or 137, who used only /kw-/ for ^ , but 677. used 

/k-/; 207, of the subjects used both /kw-/ and /k-/ for 

in their Spontaneous Speech. The pattern for the female 

subjects was quite similar: almost two-thirds used only 

the plain velar while 177, used /kw-/ and 177, used both 

/kw-/ and /k-/ initials. Only one male subject used in 

his Spontaneous Speech and it was with the plain velar 

initial. However, four female subjects used : three or 

757> used the appropriate /kw-/ initial and one used both 

/kw-/ and /k-/. 

Figures 6, 7, and 8 represent the figures from Table 10 

as graphs. Figure 6 indicates the 7> of male and female sub

jects who used only SC /kwo(C)/ forms for the five SC /kwo(C)-

class morphemes in their Spontaneous Speech. Figure 7 indicates 

the 7> of male and female subjects who used only /ko(C)/ forms 

for the five SC /kwo(C)/-class morphemes. Figure 8 indicates 

the % of male and female subjects who have variation between 

SC /kwo(C)/-class morphemes in their Spontaneous Speech. 

Gnerally speaking, in terms of the overall patterns 

for the first four morphemes, Figures 7 and 8 show that men and 

women as separate groups behave in quite similar ways. Figure 

7 shows that the male and female subjects who use only /ko(C)/ 

forms are much alike in their use of /ko(C)/ for each of the 

four lexical items. The distance between the male and female 

curves is not great—it ranges from 17, for ̂  (677> of the 

men and 667, of the women use /ko/) to 137, for |U , 187, for 

^ , and 97> for . In all cases the proportion of the 
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male subjects who use /ko(C)/ forms exceeds the proportion of 

females. When the males' curve rises, the females' curve 

also rises; when the males' curves declines, the females' 

curve also declines. Figure 8 indicates that the propor

tions of men who have variation between SC /lcwo(C)/ and 

/ko(C)/ for the various morphemes are much like the propor

tions of women who have variation between SC /kwo(C)/ and 

/ko(C)/. As in Figure 7, the men and women's curves are 

quite close and a slightly greater proportion of men have 

variation between /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ than the women. There 

is one point of divergence between the male and female 

subjects and that is for the word jM for which a larger 

percentage of women than men have variation, 407o of the 

women versus 31% of the men. 

By averaging the proportions of men and women together 

as one group, Figure 9 below compares these three categories 

of subjects who have only SC /kwo(C)/, or only /ko(C)/, or 

variation between SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ in their Spontaneous 

Speech for five morphemes. Looking at only the first four 

lexical items, we see that with the exception of jjlj the 

proportions of men and women who use only /ko(C)/ for HH , 

, and greatly exceed the proportions who use SC /kwo(C)/. 

In addition, the subjects who have variation between SC 

/kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ for the various items occupy a middle 

ground between /ko(C)/ and SC /kwo(C)/. Only for the word 

jiiWi does the percentage of subjects who say both SC /kwo/ 

and /ko/ exceed the percentage who say only /ko/ but then by 
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only 37o. Tables 11.1 and 11.2 indicate the patterns of ocur-

rence of SC /kwo(C)/, /ko(C)/, and variation between SC 

/kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ for each of the 38 subjects who read the 

eight lexical items in the Nursery Rhyme, Story, and Word 

Lists. Table 12 indicates the proportions of subjects who 

have these patterns as percentage figures. The number of 

times these eight lexical items occurred in the Nursery Rhyme 

Story, and Word Lists are as follows: 

—7 (4 in Story, 3 in Word Lists) 

HI —9 (6 in Story, 3 in Word Lists) 

0; —5 (2 in Story, 3 in Word Lists) 

S —2 (1 in Story, 1 in Word Lists) 

—5 (2 in Nursery Rhyme or 4 if subject read the title, 

1 in Story, and 2 in Word Lists) 

—3 (3 in Word Lists) 

—1 (1 in Word Lists) 

^ —1 (1 in Word Lists) 

Figure 10 presents in graph form the figures in Table 12 for 

these subjects who have only SC /kwo(C)/ for the lexical 

items. The curves for men and women in this category are 

quite similar, and the distance betwen the curves is not 

great. The most remarkable observation we can make is that 

a greater proportion of females than males use SC /kwo(C)/ 

for all items except two. A greater proportion of the males 

said SC /kwoij/ forjfc than females, 56% versus 507o; and one 

male subject said SC /k'wog/ for 01 whereas no female sub

jects used this pronunciation. The females' higher 7° of 

/kwo(C)/ in reading corroborates Labov's findings that 



^ P a t t e r n s  o f  o c c u r r e n c e  o f  e i g h t  S C  / k w o ( C ) / - c l a s s  m o r p h e m e s  a s  e i t h e r  
SC /kwo(C)/ or /ko(C)/ or both SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ in the reading of the Nursery 
Rhyme, Story, and Word Lists by 16 male subjects who have variation between SC /kwo(C)/ 
and /ko(C)/ in the interview. 

Sub j. m % ?I5 ® 
No. 

kw-k- kykw kw- k-kvjk kw- k- <.v/k kw-k- kw-k- <.w/k kw-k- Wk kw- k- Iwk kw- k- kw'k 

4 X X X X X X X X 
6 X X X X X X X X 
9 X X X X X X X X 

10 X X X X X X X X 

11 X X X X X X X X 

18 X X X X X X X X 

20 X X X X X X X X 

22 X X X X X X X X 

24 X X X X X X X - - -

29 X X X X X X X X 

30 X X X X X X - - - X 
32 X X X X X X X X 

33 X X X X X X X X 

39 X X X X X X X X 

40 X X X X X X X X 

42 X X X X X X X 

2 4 10 3 6 7 3 1 12 8 3 4 9 1 6 4 9 3 14 1 1 14 

total 
16 16 16 15 16 16 15 15 



Table 11.2. Patterns of occurrence of eight SC /kwo(C)/-class morphemes as either 
SC /kwo(C)/ or /ko(C)/ or both SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ in the reading of the Nursery 
Rhyme, Story, and Word Lists by 22 female subjects who have variation between SC /kwo(C)/ 
and /ko(C)/ in the interview-. 

Sub j. 3# B m yt M m 
No. kw- k- kwk kw- k-kwk kw- k- kwk kw- k- kwk kw- k- kwk kw- k-kwk kw- k-kwk kw-k- kWk 

44 X X X X X X X X 
45 X X X X X X X X 
48 X X X X X X X X 
49 X X X X X X X X 
53 X X X X X X X X 
54 X X X X X X X — — — 

55 X X X X X X X — — — 

57 X X X X X X X X 
58 X X X X X X X X 
59 X X X X X X X X 
60 X X X X X X — 

61 X X X X . X X X — — -

62 X X X X X X X — — -

63 X X X X X X X — — — 

64 X X X X X X X X 
65 X X X X X X X X 
66 X X X X X X X X 
68 X X X X X X X X 
69 X X X X X X X X 
74 X X X X X X X - - -

76 X X X - - - X X X X 
77 X X X X X X X - - -

4 1 17 8 6 8 7 6 9 12 5 4 11 2 9 7 13 2 2 19 _ 14 

total 
22 22 22 • 21 22 22 21 14 



Table 12. Number and % of subjects with either no change to /ko(C)/, change to /ko(C)/, or 
variation between SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ for eight SC /kwo(C)/—class morphemes in the 
reading of the Nursery Rhyme, Story, and Word Lists by 38 male and female subjects who have 
variation between SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ in the interview. 

Sub j. ill B i* it JI5 & m 
kw- k- kwk kw- k-kwk kw- k- kwk kw- k- kwk kw- k-kwk kw-k- kwk kw-k- kwk kw-k- kWk 

Males 2 4 10 3 6 7 3 1 12 7 3 4 9 1 6 4 9 3 — 14 1 14 — 

fracn 2 16 
4 
16 

10 
16 

3 
16 

6 
16 

7 
16 

3 
IB 

1 
n> 

12 
n> 

7 
rs 

3 
U 

4 
T3 

9 
IT 

1 
16 

6 
16 

4 
16 

9 
16 

3 
16 

14 
15 

1 
15 

1 
15 

14 
15 

% 13 25 62 19 37 44 19 6 75 50 21 29 56 6 38 25 56 19 0 93 7 7 93 0 

Fe 4 1 17 8 6 8 7 6 9 12 5 4 11 2 9 r 13 2 2 19 - - 14 -

males 

fracn 4 22 
1 17 

22 
8 
22 

6 
22 

8 
22 

7 
22 

6 
22 

9 
22 

12 
21 

5 
21 

4 
21 

11 
22 

2 
22 

9 
22 

1 
22 

13 
22 

2 
22 

2 
21 

19 
21 

- - 14 
13 

-

% 18 5 77 36 28 36 32 27 41 57 24 19 50 9 41 32 59 9 10 90 0 - 100 0 

total 
M & F 6 38 

5 
33 

27 
33 
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33 

12 
33 
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33 

10 
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7 21 
33 

19 
35 
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33 

8 
33 

20 
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3 
33 

15 
33 

11 
33 

22 
33 
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JE 

33 
35 
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35 
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-

% 16 13 71 29 32 39 26 18 56 54 23 23 53 8 39 29 58 13 5 92 3 3 97 0 
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. . women are more sensitive than men to overt socio-

linguistic values. Even when women use the most extreme 

forms of an advancing sociolinguistic variable in their 

casual speech . . . , they correct more sharply than men 

in formal contexts" (Labov 1972b:243). 

Figure 11 below presents the percentage figures from 

Table 12 for the category of men and women who use only 

/ko(C)/ forms in reading. In this figure we see that a 

greater proportion of female subjects than males used 

/ko(C)/ for more lexical items than the males. A greater 

percentage of females use /ko(C)/ for fit , ̂  , 

and ̂  than the males, but a greater percentage of the male 

subjects use /ko(C)/ for M , HI , and %£ than the female 

subjects. Except for and iH the differences in the pro

portions between men and women are not great—257° of the male 

subjects and 57, of the female subjects used /ko/ for m ; 

but the figures were slightly reversed for Jff —277> of the 

female subjects said /k6n/ while 67. of the male subjects used 

this form in their reading pronunciation. Figure 11 indi

cates that ^[5 has a rate of 7. change to /k-/ of 567° for 

men and 597> for women, a rate much lower than $£ at 927> and 

at 977o. If these two items had occurred more than once 

in the written instruments, their rates of 7o change to /k-/ 

would very likely have been lower and closer to the rate of 

±p|$ • 

Figure 12 presents the percentages of male and female 

subjects who have variation between SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/. 
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With two exceptions the proportions of male subjects who 

have variation for the lexical items exceed the proportions 

of females who have variation. These exceptions are M for 

which 77% of the female subjects have both SC /kwo/ and /ko/ 

versus 62% for the males, and for which 41% of the females 

have variation and 38% of the males have variation. With 

one exception the distance between the male and female 

curves is not great. The exception is —75% of the male 

subjects said both SC /kworj/ and /koij/, whereas only 417o 

of the female subjects used both forms. Furthermore, the 

male and female curves closely follow each other for each 

lexical item in that both curves show an increase or 

decrease in the proportions of subjects who have variation 

as the curves move from one lexical item to another. 

Since and occurred only once each in the written 

instruments, there was no opportunity for the sub

jects to pronounce the words more than once (unless 

subjects happened to repeat the items) and, consequently, 

we have no basis for calculating what proportion of the 

subjects have variation between SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ 

for these two items. In other words, the pronunciation 

situation was really one of only either SC /kwo(C)/ or /ko(C)/, 

the third category of variation between the two was pre

cluded by the failure to include these two items more than 

once. Fortunately, however, the very low frequency word 

J|S appeared three times which was sufficient to identify 

those speakers who used both SC /kwok/ and /kok/ for this 
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word. As one of the very low frequency items, ̂ [S has the 

lowest proportion of speakers who have variation between 

SC /kwok/ and /kok/ at 13%. 

Finally, Figure 13 averages the proportions of men and 

women together as one group to compare the three categories 

of subjects who have only SC /kwo(C)/, or only /ko(C)/, or 

variation between SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ in their reading 

pronunciation. We expect speakers to revert to their 

careful speech style which is in the direction of the con

servative, standard pronunciation when reading the Story 

and Word Lists. In comparing Figure 13 with Figure 9, we 

notice a steep decline in the proportions of subjects who 

used only /ko(C)/ and commensurate sharp increases in the 

proportions of subjects who used SC /kwo(C)/ and who have 

variation between SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/. 

In Figure 13 we observe a striking correspondence 

between the highest curves of the three categories of 

subjects and the three word frequency groupings previously 

mentioned. The three highest curves each representing 

the majority of subjects who have either /kwo( C)/<^/ko(C) / 

variation, SC /kwo(C)/, or /ko(C)/ for the lexical items 

correspond to'those lexical items which have high word 

frequency, low word frequency, and very low word frequency, 

respectively. The three highest curves corresponding to 

the levels of word frequency create three natural bands 

across the graph. For the high frequency words , |ig| , 

and , the highest curve corresponds to the category of 
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subjects who have variation between SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/; 

i.e., a greater proportion of male and female subjects used 

both forms in their reading pronunciation of these three 

words than used either SC /kwo(C)/ or /ko(C)/ exclusively. 

On the other hand, the SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ curves are 

remarkably close together which indicates that the propor

tions of subjects who used only SC /kwo(C)/ or only /ko(C)/ 

in reading are fairly similar. Secondly, the highest curve 

for the low frequency words and zffc belongs to the category 

of subjects who used the SC /kwo(C)/ forms, i.e., a larger 

percentage of subjects used the standard pronunciation 

of ^ andTfe when reading than said /ko(C)/ or had variation 

between SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/. Finally, for the three 

lowest frequency items the highest curve is the category of 

subjects who used only /ko(C)/, i.e., the majority of 

subjects used the changed form in their reading pronunciation 

of these last three words. Figure 13 clearly shows how the 

delabialization sound change process has differentially 

affected lexical items of the SC /kwo(C)/-class in terms 

of the proportions—and by extension, the speech community— 

who used the unchanged SC /kwo(C)/ forms, the changed /ko(C)/ 

forms, or have variation between both the SC /kwo(C)/ and 

/ko(C)/ forms. Figure 13 can be likened to one frame taken 

from a sequence of frames of a motion picture film which 

"freezes" the sound change process in its movement across 

that portion of the speech community who uses both the SC 

/kwo(C)/ forms and the innovative /ko(C)/ forms. 

In summary, when we consider the reading pronunciation 
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of that portion of our sample's subjects who used both SC 

/kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ in either their Spontaneous Speech or 

reading or in both speech styles, the majority of subjects 

will have variation between SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ for the 

three high frequency lexical items M , |SI s and . An 

average of 55% of the subjects used both forms for the 

high frequency group of lexical items. However, for the 

low frequency items and , the majority of our sub

jects with SC /kwo(C) /Aj/ko(C) / variation (an average of 

54%) shift to the standard labial velar pronunciation when 

reading. For the very low frequency items (at least for 

, we cannot reliably say much about® and for the 

reason previously mentioned), the majority of subjects 

(587° for J|S ) have adopted the innovative, delabialized 

/ko(C)/ forms. 

4.4 The Social Dimension of SC kw- -> k-/ o(C) 

As was the case with the SC /rj/ /m/ change and as 

has been pointed out in the previous section, the sample's 

subjects can be subdivided into three groups on the basis 

of how their speech behavior has been affected by the 

delabialization sound change: viz., those subjects who have 

not undergone the change of SC kw- -> k-/ o(C) and still 

use SC /kwo(C)/ forms; those who have undergone a complete 

change to /k-/; and those who have variation between SC 

/kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/. Tables 13.1 and 13.2 below list the 

7o /k-/-scores for each of the study's 75 subjects in three 



Table 13.1. % /k / for male subjects in four age groups and three speech contexts. 
(Age groups: A, 15-22 years of age; B, 23-30 years of age; C, 31-44 years of age; D, 45+ 
years of age. SS=Spontaneous Speech, NRS=Nursery Rhyme and Story; WL=Word Lists) 

A (15-22) B (23 -30) C (31 -44) D (45+) 
Sub j. SS NRS WL Sub j. SS NRS WL Sub j. SS NRS WL Sub j. SS NRS WL 
No. No. No. No. 

1 100 100 100 22 93 53 41 32 95 100 67 38 100 100 100 
2 100 100 100 23 100 100 100 33 95 100 94 39 100 67 76 
3 100 100 100 24 100 24 40 34 100 100 100 40 21 0 28 
4 100 94 71 25 100 100 100 35 100 100 100 41 100 100 100 
5 100 100 100 26 100 100 100 36 100 100 100 42 6 6 13 
6 100 61 59 27 100 100 100 37 100 100 100 43 100 100 100 
7 100 100 100 28 100 100 100 
8 100 100 100 29 98 100 56 
9 94 61 44 30 82 88 0 
10 100 100 82 31 100 100 100 
11 80 47 17 
12 100 100 100 
13 100 100 100 
14 100 100 100 
15 100 100 100 
16 100 100 100 
17 100 100 100 
18 92 6 18 
19 100 100 100 
20 96 67 71 

20 S 1962 1736 1662 10 S 973 865 737 6 S 590 600 561 6 S 427 373 417 

% /k- ' 987o 87% 837> 7> /k-/ 977o 877c 747c 7. /k-/ 987c 1007c 947c 7. /k-/ 7170 627c 707c 



Table 13.2. %, /k—/ for female subjects in four age groups and three speech contexts. 
(Age groups: A, 15-22 years of age; B, 23-30 years of age; C, 31-44 years of age; D, 45+ 
years of age. SS=Spontaneous Speech, NRS=Nursery Rhyme and Story; WL=Word Lists) 

A (15-22) B (23-30) C (31 -44) D (45+) 
Sub j. SS NRS WL Sub j. SS NRS WL Sub j. SS NRS WL Subj. SS NRS WL 
No. No. No. No. 

44 100 81 71 50 100 100 100 64 43 6 41 72 61 
45 96 19 29 51 100 100 100 65 16 0 12 73 100 100 100 
47 100 100 100 52 100 100 100 66 51 17 21 74 80 50 64 
48 100 82 67 53 98 75 47 67 100 100 100 75 0 0 
49 85 53 50 54 100 59 100 68 10 0 29 76 0 13 12 

55 95 38 64 69 42 44 22 77 11 6 20 
56 100 100 100 70 100 100 100 
57 64 6 29 71 2 
58 100 100 67 
59 100 100 89 
60 11 0 33 
61 100 94 80 
62 100 88 73 
63 81 94 100 

5 S 481 335 317 14 S 1249 1054 1082 8 S 362 267 325 6 S 252 169 196 

% / k— / 96% 67% 63% % /k-/ 89% 75% 77% X /k-/ 45% 38%f 46%' % /k-/ 42% 42%- 39%" 

*7 S "7 S *4 S *5 S 
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speech contexts. There were 46 subjects, 31 males and 

15 females, whose Spontaneous Speech showed a oomplete 

change to the plain velar initial. The Spontaneous Speech 

of 27 subjects, 11 males and 16 females, has variation 

between SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/. Only two elderly female 

informants preserve the labialized velar contrast in their 

Spontaneous Speech. Figure 14, a scattergram, depicts 

the distribution of the kw-/k- variable in the Spontaneous 

Speech of the study's 75 subjects. Figure 14 indicates 

that age is a good predictor of the occurrence of /k—/ 

in Spontaneous Speech only for subjects under the age of 

24: all subjects between the ages of 15 and 24 have very 

high 7o /k-/-scores for their Spontaneous Speech. There are 

33 subjects, 23 males and 10 females, in the 15 to 24 age 

group who have an average of 987> /k-/ in their Spontaneous 

Speech—both as two separate male and female groups and as 

one group of males and females taken together. Speakers 

over the age of 24, however, display a wide range in their 

7o /k-/-scores. For example, out of nine females between 

the ages of 25 and 30 with 7o /k-/-scores ranging from 117o 

to 1007o, there are five females who have 1007o /k— /; /k-/-

scores of eight females between the ages of 31 and 44 range 

from 27o to 1007o with two females having 1007° /k-/-scores; 

and six females between the ages of 45 and 75 have % /k—/— 

scores ranging from 07o to 100% with only one subject having 

1007o /k-/. The proportion of male subjects over age 25 with 

/k-/-scores of 1007> is even larger: five out of seven 
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males between the ages of 25 and 30 have 100% /k—/; four 

subjects out of six between the ages of 31 and 44 have 

1007, /k-/; and four out of six subjects between the ages 

of 45 and 60 have 1007o /k— / in their Spontaneous Speech. 

There are 12 females out of 23 aged 25 and over who have 

variation between SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ in their Spon

taneous Speech. For the males over age 25 who have varia

tion, the figure is six out of 19 or 32% of the group, a 

proportion much smaller than the female subjects. Eight 

females in the age group 25 to 75 or 35% of the 23 sub

jects have a complete change to /k-/. The figure for the 

male group is almost twice that of the females: 13 male 

subjects out of the 19 between 25 and 60 or 687, have a 

complete change to /k—/. 

Figure 15 indicates the % /k-/-scores for the 73 sub

jects who read the Nursery Rhyme and Story. The male sub

jects hold their lead in % /k-/-scores for this speech 

context: 30 out of 42 male subjects or 71%. have 1007o /k-/ 

in this section of the interview. There were 14 out of 20 

subjects or 70% in the 15 to 22 age group who used 100% 

/k-/; seven out of 10 or 70% in the 23 to 30 age group had 

100% /k— /; six out of six in the 31 to 44 age group or 1007, 

of this age group had 1007, /k-/; and three out of six in 

the 45 and over age group had 100% /k-/. The proportions 

of female subjects with 1007, /k-/ are much lower; there were 

10 females out of the 29 who read the Nursery Rhyme and 

Story or 34% who had 100% /k-/. One out of five young 
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women between the ages of 15 and 22 or 207, had 1007, /lc— /; 

six out of 14 aged 23 to 30 or 43% of the group had 100% 

/k-/; two out of seven or 297o aged 31 to 44 had 1007o /k— /; 

and one out of four aged 45 and over or 257o had 1007, /k— /. 

Figure 16 presents the % /k-/-scores for 73 subjects 

who read the Word Lists. There were 26 males or 627o of 

all males and 10 females or 337, of females reading the 

Word Lists who used 1007. /k-/ in the most formal speech 

context of the interview. The breakdown by?age group 

was as follows: 13 out of 20 males in the 15 to 22 age 

group or 657, had 1007, /k-/; six out of ten male subjects 

in the 23 to 30 age group or 607, had 1007, /k-/; four out of 

six male subjects in the 31 to 44 age group or 677, had 

1007. /k-/; and three out of six male subjects aged 45 

and over had 1007, /k— /. Among the female subjects one out 

of five or 207, of the total in the 15 to 22 age group had 

1007, /k-/; six out of 14 subjects in the 23 to 30 age group 

or437> had 100% /k-/; two out of seven in the 31 to44 age 

group or 29% had 100% /k-/; and one out of five females 

aged 45 and over or 207, had 1007, /k-/. 

Tables 13.1 and 13.2 above provide the average 7> /k-/ 

for the four age groups of men and women for the three 

speech contexts. Figures 17.1 and 17.2 below translate 

these numbers into two graphs for men and women. We see 

that for both men and women the three scores for Spontaneous 

Speech, the Nursery Rhyme and Story, and Word Lists become 

progressively lower as the speech context becomes more formal 
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—that is, the highest % /k—/ is for the subjects' Spon

taneous Speech, and the lowest % /k-/ for the subjects' 

Word Lists style. Three out of the eight age groups are 

exceptional, however. The average score for the sub

jects in the male Age Group C for reading the Nursery Rhyme 

and Story was 100% /k-/ which slightly exceeds the 987o 

/k—/ for this group's Spontaneous Speech. The female 

Age Group B has a 75% /k-/-score for the Nursery Rhyme and 

Story which is a bit lower than the 77% /k-/-score for the 

Word Lists. The same situation obtains for the female 

Age Group C for whom the 33% /k-/-score for the Nursery 

Rhyme and Story is lower than the 41% /k-/-score for the 

Word Lists. For female Age Group D the 42% /k-/-scores 

for Spontaneous Speech and Nursery Rhyme and Story are 

lower than the 49% /k—/ for the Word Lists. 

Let us now just consider that group of subjects who 

have variation between SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ in the 

interview and compare the % /k-/ of men and women in the 

four age groups and three speech contexts. Table 14 pre

sents the revised values of % /k-/ for this group of males 

and females, and Figures 18.1 and 18.2 present these % /k-/-

scores in graph form. Comparing Figures 18.1 and 18.2 with 

Figures 17.1 and 17.2 reveals the following characteristics 

of the men and women with the kw-/k- variation and the 

differences between them and the entire group of subjects. 

To facilitate comparison between the group of men and women 

who have kw-/k- variation with the entire group of subjects 



Table 14. %> /k-/ in three speech contexts and four age groups of male and female subjects 
who have variation between SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ in the interview. 

Males 

A (15 -22) B (23 -30) ( ; (31-•44) D ( 45H h) 
Sub i. 
No. 

SS NRS WL Sub i. 
No. SS NRS WL Sub j. 

No. 
SS NRS WL Sub i. 

No. 
SS NRS WL 

4 
6 
9 
10 
11 
18 
20 

100 
100 
94 
100 
80 
92 
96 

94 
61 
61 
100 
47 
6 
67 

71 
59 
44 
82 
17 
18 
71 

22 
24 
29 
30 

93 
100 
98 
82 

53 
24 
100 
88 

41 
40 
56 
0 

32 
33 

95 
95 

100 
100 

67 
94 

39 
40 
42 

100 
21 
6 

67 
0 
6 

76 
28 
13 

7 S 662 436 362 4 S 373 265 137 2 S 190 200 161 3 S 127 73 117 

% /w 95% 62% 52% 93% 66% 34% 95% 100% 
i 
43% 24% 39% 

Females 

44 
45 
48 
49 

100 1 
96 
100 
85 

81 
19 
82 
53 

71 
29 
67 
50 

53 
54 
55 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 

98 
100 
95 
64 
100 
100 
11 
100 
100 
81 

75 
59 
38 
6 

100 
100 
0 
94 
88 
94 

47 
100 
64 
29 
67 
89 
33 
80 
73 
100 

64 
65 
66 
68 
69 

43 
16 
51 
10 
42 

6 
0 
17 
0 
44 

41 
12 
21 
29 
22 

74 
76 
77 

80 
0 
11 

50 
13 
6 

64 
12 
20 

4 S 381 235 217 10 S 849 654 582 5 S 162 67 125 3 S 91 69 96 

% /k-/ 957= 59% 54% % /k-/ 85% 65% 68% % /k-/ 32% 13% 25% % /k-/ 30% 23% 32% 
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Figures 18.1 & 18.2. % /k-/ for male and female subjects who have variation 
between SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ in the interview for four age groups and three 
speech contexts. 
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which includes those subjects with variation, we will 

refer to the first group as Men or Women with Variation 

and the second group as All Men or All Women-

Comparing 7o /k-/-scores for the three speech contexts 

for Men and Women with Variation in the four age groups 

with All Men and All Women shows that 7. /k-/ declines 

for all spee»cb contexts and all age groups of Men and Women 

with Variation. Age Group A Men with Variation have 957. 

/k-/ in Spontaneous Speech, 627o in the Nursery Rhyme and 

Story, and 527. in the Word Lists. All Men in Age Group A, 

on the other hand, have 987o, 877., and 837>, respectively, 

for these three contexts. The Men with Variation had a 

decline of only 37. /k-/ for Spontaneous Speech.. The great

est decline in 7. /k-/ for the Men With Variation occurred 

for the Word Lists: All Men had 837. /k-/ in the Word Lists 

and the Men with Variation 527>, a decline of 317>. All Men 

in Age Group A have a drop of 157. between Spontaneous Speech 

and the Word Lists. Men with Variation in Age Group A have 

a much steeper decline of 437.. 

In comparing Age Group B Men with Variation with All 

Men, we see that the first group's 7. /k-/-scores for the 

three speech contexts are 937., 877,, and 747.. The greatest 

difference between the two groups is for the Word Lists: 

Men with Variation use 407. less /k— / than All Men. Further

more, Men with Variation in Age Group B have a decline of 

597. /k-/ from Spontaneous Speech to Word Lists, compared 

to All Men's decline of 237.. 
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Men with Variation in Age Group C have an average of 

957. /k— / in Spontaneous Speech, 1007. in the Nursery Rhyme 

and Story, and 8l7o in the Word Lists. They do not show 

much difference in their use of /k-/ with All Men in Age 

Group C who have 987., 1007>, and 947> /k-/-scores for the 

three speech contexts. There were two men with variation 

and four men with a complete change to /k—/ in Age Group 

C. There was only one subject who showed significant 

variation from one speech context to another: Subject #32 

had 957c /k-/ in Spontaneous Speech and 677. /k-/ in the Word 

Lists. 

Men with Variation in Age Group D have much lower 7> 

/k—/ than All Men of this age group. The two groups' scores 

were as follows: Spontaneous Speech, 437o and 71%; Nur

sery Rhyme and Story, 24% and 627,; and Word Lists, 397. 

and 707o. The Men with Variation had a decline of 47, 

/k-/ from Spontaneous Speech to Word Lists, All Men had a 

decline of 17>. 

When we compare Figures 18.2 and 17.2 for females, 

we notice that there is also an overall decline in 7. /k-/ 

for Women with Variation in comparison to All Women. 

However, the declines in 7> /k-/ between the two groups 

are not as sharp as those for most of the male age groups. 

Women with variation in Age Group A have an average of 

957o /k—/ in Spontaneous Speech, 597<> /k—/ in the Nursery 

Rhyme and Story, and 547. /k— / in the Word Lists. All Women 

have 9670, 677., and 637> for the three speech contexts. The 
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Women with Variation have a 4l7o decline in %> /k— / between 

Spontaneous Speech and Word Lists, while All Women have a 

decline of 33%,. This decline for the Women with Variation 

in Age Group A is quite close to the 43% decline for Men 

with Variation in Age Group A. 

Women with Variation in Age Group B have 857o /k— / 

in Spontaneous Speech, 657o in the Nursery Rhyme and Story, 

and 68% in the Word Lists. All Women in Age Group B had 

897o, 757,, and 77%. for the three speech contexts, and the 

differences between the two groups' %> /k-/-scores for the 

respective speech contexts which range from 4% to 10% 

are not large. Women with Variation showed a decline of 

17% /k-/ between Spontaneous Speech and Word Lists, while 

All Women had a 12% decline. 

Women with Variation in Age Group C have % /k-/-scores 

that are lower than those of All Women in Age Group C 

by amounts that range from 13% to 25%. The first group's 

7> /k-/ for the three speech contexts are 327o, 13%, and 25%; 

the scores for All Women are 45%,, 387o, and 46%,. Women with 

Variation had a 7% decline in /k—/ for Spontaneous Speech 

to Word Lists, and All Women had a 1% increase. 

Women with Variation in Age Group D had 30% /k-/ in 

Spontaneous Speech, 23% /k-/ in the Nursery Rhyme and Story, 

and 327. in the Word Lists. All Women in Age Group D had 

42%, 42%, and 39%, for the three speech contexts. The 

differences between the two groups range from 19% for the 

Nursery Rhyme and Story to 77> in the Word Lists. Women 
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with Variation showed a 2% increase in /k-/ between Spon

taneous Speech and the Word Lists, All Women had a 3%, 

decrease in /k—/. 

4.4.1 Comparison of This Study's Findings with Those of 

Yeung's Study 

Helen Yeung's 1980 M.A. Dissertation, Some Aspects of 

Phonological Variations in the Cantonese Spoken in Hong Kong, 

investigated the delabialization of the labialized velar. 

Her study was based on a sample of 50 male and female sub

jects categorized into five age groups. Rather than con

duct tape-recorded interviews with her subjects, she had 

them listen to a tape-recorded short story and then re

corded the subjects repeating the story section by section. 

She told her subjects she was studying people's ability 

to remember things to distract them from her real purpose 

of studying their pronunciation. The short story con

tained a number of words belonging to several phonological 

variable categories one of which was the kw-/k- variable. 

The % /k-/ scores for her age groups were as follows (M= 

Male and F=Female, and numbers in parentheses are years of 

age) : 

1M(12-16) 2M(20-27) 3M(30-36) 4M(40-46) 5M(50-57) 

97% 78% 56% 42% 13% 

IF(12-16) 2F(20-27) 3F(30-36) 4F(40-46) 5F(50-57) 

97% 83% 67% 59% 33% 



Figures 19.1 and 19.2 below display these 7, figures in two 

graphs. We see that for both males and females there is a 

progressive decrease in 7. /k-/ as age increases. The 

male and female subjects in the youngest age groups 1M and 

IF (12-16 years of age), have identical 7 /k-/-scores of 

977c Females in the four age groups 2 to 5 have higher 7o 

/k-/-scores than males—the 7> /k-/-scores for females in 

these groups range from 837> for the 2F females (20-27 years 

of age) to 337> for the 5F females (50-57 years of age). 

The % /k-/-scores for females exceed those of the males 

from a low of 57o for the 2F females to a high of 207> for 

the 5F females. 

Comparing my study's 7, /k-/-scores for Spontaneous 

Speech (that portion of the interview most comparable to 

Yeung's repetition exercise) with the 7. /k-/-scores for 

Yeung's subjects indicates the two studies do not share 

much agreement on the use of /k-/ by the Hong Kong speech 

community. Both studies do agree that young people use a 

high 7> /k— /: Comparing scores for subjects aged 15 and 16 

in my study with Yeung's scores shows that in my study 

males used an average of 1007> /k-/ and females 987. 

/k— /; Yeung's males and females both used 977> /k-/. The 

two major points of disagreement between the studies arise 

from the findings on the use of /k-/ attributed to males 

aged 20 and over: My study found that male subjects used 

a higher 7, /k— / than Yeung's male subjects, and that 

male subjects used more /k—/ than females. However, Yeung 
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found the reverse situation to be true. The %> /k-/-scores 

from the two studies are contrasted below (the age groups 

in my study have been reconstituted to facilitate compara

bility) : 

Bauer's Age Groups % /k-/ Yeung's Age Groups 7> k-/ 

Males 

B (20-28) 97% 2M (20-27) 78% 
C (30-37) 93% 3M (30-36) 56% 
D (40-45) 100% 4M (40-46) 42% 
E (49-60) 65% 5M (50-57) 13% 

Females - • 

B (20-28) 89% 2F (20-27) 83% 
C (30-37) 58% 3F (30-36) 67% 
D (40-47) 53% 4F (40-46) 59% 
E (52) 80% 5F (50-57) 33% 

The % /k-/ for males in my study ranges from a high of 100%, 

for males aged 40 to 45 to a low of 65% for males aged 49 to 

60. The 7o /k-/ scores for Yeung's male subjects, on the other 

hand, range from a high of 78% for males aged 20 to 27 to a 

low of 1 3 %  for males aged 5 0  to 5 7 .  

The second point of difference in the two studies is 

the higher % /k-/-scores for males than females found in my 

study. Males aged 20 to 45 have high % /k-/-scores, but 

males over age 45 show a decrease in the use of /k—/. 

When we compare these three age groups of males with females 

in my study, we find that females use much less /k—/: males 

20 to 28 have 977, /k-/, females 89%; males 30 to 37 have 

9370 /k-/, females 587,; males 40 to 45 have 1007o /k— / (and 

there were four subjects in this group!), females aged 40 to 
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47 have 537. /k-/. Yeung's study, however, found the 7, /k-/-

scores of females exceeding those of males: females 20 to 

27, 837> and males 787.; females 30 to 36, 677, and males 567.; 

females 40 to 46, 597. and males 427>; and females 50 to 57, 

337, and males 137.. These differences in scores between the 

two studies are quite large, and at this time I have no 

plausible explanation to account for why these differences 

exist. Even taking into account the fact that Yeung's 

study included only two lexical items in the SC /kwo(C)/-

class—her story contained 12 times and 3^ once, this 

cannot explain the differences. As the previous section 

has shown, |g[ is a high frequency item with the highest 

rate of 7 change to /k-/ for males of all lexical items in 

the SC /kwo(C)/-class which were investigated. 

A point of relative agreement between the two studies 

is on the use of /k-/ by females. There are three female 

groups out of the four listed above which are comparable 

in the two studies, females aged 20 to 27, 30 to 36, and 

40 to 46 (since there is only one female from my study 

whose age places her within the range of Yeung's 5F (50-57) 

age group, we cannot reliably compare these two groups). 

For these three groups the differences in 7> /k-/-scores 

between the two studies are not large and range from 97. 

to 67.. My study shows females aged 20 to 28 using 897 /k-/ 

in their Spontaneous Speech; Yeung's female subjects used. 

67. less at 837, /k— / in their repetition of the story. 

Yeung's female subjects aged 30 to 36 used 677. /k-/, the 



equivalent group in my study used ,9Jo less /k-/ at 58%. 
J 

Yeung's female subjects aged 40 to 46 used 59%, /k-/ while 

my study's comparable group of females used 537o. Both 

studies agree that as the age of females increases their 

use of /k—/ declines. 

4.4.2 Age and Educational Level as Factors Influencing /k-/ 

Let us now consider age and educational level of the 

subjects as factors influencing their use of the kw-/k-

variable. Tables 15.1 and 15.2 present the %> /k-/-scores 

for subjects categorized into four age groups and three 

educational levels. Figure 20 represents these %>-scores 

as a graph. Based on this graph, the following obser

vations can be made: First, eight groups have very high 

%> /k-/ in their Spontaneous Speech. The II-C-M group, males 

aged 31 to 44 with 11 to 13 years of schooling, show the 

least variation in the use of /k—/ for the three speech 

contexts: Their scores are 100?o for Spontaneous Speech, 

1007o for the Nursery Rhyme and Story, and 98% for the Word 

Lists. The III-A-M group, males aged 15 to 22 with 0 to 

10 years of schooling, have 100% /k-/ for their Spontaneous 

Speech but show a decline to 94% when they read the Nursery 

Rhyme and Story, and 93% when they read the Word Lists. 

The I-C-M group, males aged 31 to 44 with the highest edu

cational level of 14 to 16 years of schooling, have an 

average of 98% /k-/ in their Spontaneous Speech, 100% for 

the Nursery Rhyme and Story, but 84% for the Word Lists. 
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Table 15.1. % /k-/ for males in three speech contexts by subject identi
fication number, age group, and educational level. (SN=Subject Identifi
cation Number; SS=Spontaneous Speech; NRS=Nursery- Rhyme and Story; WL= 
Word Lists; EL=Educational Level, 1=14-16 years of schooling, 11=11-13 
years, and 111 = 0-10 yea::s) 

AGE GROUPS 

EL A (15-22) B (23-30) C (31 -44) D (45 + ) 
EL 

SN SS NRS WL SN SS NRS WL SN SS NRS WL SN SS NRS WL 

I 

23 
24 
25 
28 
29 
30 

100 
100 
100 
100 
98 
82 

100 
24 
100 
100 
100 
88 

100 
40 
100 
100 
56 
0 

32 
35 

95 
100 

100 
100 

67 
100 

6 S 
% k-

580 
97% 

512 
85% 

396 
66% 

2 S 
%k-

195 
98% 

200 
100% 

167 
84% 

II 

4 
10 
11 
17 
18 
20 

100 
100 
80 
100 
92 
96 

94 
100 
47 
100 
6 
67 

71 
82 
17 
100 
18 
71 

33 
34 
37 

100 
100 
100 

100 
100 
100 

94 
100 
100 

39 
40 

100 
21 

67 
0 

76 
28 

6 S 
%k-

568 
95% 

414 
69% 

359 
60% 

3 S 
% k-

300 
100% 

300 
100% 

294 
98% 

2 S 
% k-

121 
61% 

67 
34% 

104 
52% 

III 

1 
2 
3 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
19 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
94 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

100 
100 
100 
100 
61 
100 
100 
61 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

100 
100 
100 
.100 
59 
100 
100 
44 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

22 
26 
27 
31 

93 
100 
100 
100 

53 
100 
100 
100 

41 
100 
100 
100 

36 100 100 100 38 
41 
42 
43 

100 
100 
6 

100 

100 
100 
6 

100 

100 
100 
13 
100 

14 S 
%k-

1394 
100% 

1322 
94% 

1303 
93% 

4 S 
% k-

393 
98% 

353 
88% 

341 
85% 

1 S 
% k-

100 
100% 

100 
100% 

100 
100% 

4 S 
% k-

306 
76% 

306 
76% 

313 
78% 
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Table 15.2. % /k—/ for females in three speech contexts by subject identi 
fication number, age group, and educational level. (SN=Subject Identifi
cation Number; SS=Spontaneous Speech; NRS=Nursery Rhyme and Story, WL-
Word Lists; EL=Educational Level, 1=14-16 years of schooling, 11 
years, and 111=1—10 years) 

AGE GROUPS 

A (15 -22) B (23 -30) C (31 -44) D (45 + ) 
EL 

SN SS NRS WL SN SS NRS WL SN SS NRS WL SN SS NRS WL 

I 

49 85 53 50 51 
53 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 

100 
98 
64 
100 
100 
11 
100 

100 
75 
6 

100 
100 
0 
94 

100 
47 
29 
67 
89 
33 
80 

66 51 17 21 75 0 0 

1 S 
%k-

85 
857. 

53 
53% 

50 
50% 

7 S 
7. k-

573 
827. 

475 
687. 

445 
64% 

1 S 
7. k-

51 
517. 

17 
177 

21 
217, 

1 S 
% k-

0 
0% 

— 0 
0% 

II 

44 
47 

100 
100 

81 
100 

71 
100 

50 
52 
54 
55 
56 
62 

100 
100 
100 
95 
100 
100 

100 
100 
59 
38 
100 
88 

100 
100 
100 
64 
100 
73 

65 
68 

16 
10 

0 
0 

12 
29 

2 S 
7. k-

200 
100% 

181 
917. 

171 
867. 

6 S 
% k-

595 
997. 

485 
81% 

537 
90% 

2 S 
% k-

26 
13% 

0 
07. 

41 
21% 

III 

45 
48 

96 
100 

19 
82 

29 
67 

63 81 94 100 64 
67 
69 
70 
71 

43 
100 
42 
100 
2 

6 
100 
44 
100 

41 
100 
22 
100 

72 
73 
74 
76 
77 

61 
100 
80 
0 
11 

100 
50 
13 
6 

100 
64 
12 
20 

2 S 
% k-

196 
98% 

101 
51% 

96 
487. 

1 S 
% k-

81 
81% 

94 
94% 

100 
1007. 

5 S 
% k-

28 
577. 

250 
63%* 

263 
66%* 

5 S 
% k-

252 
507. 

169 
427* 

196 
49 %v 

*7. /k.— / based on 4 Subjects 
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Figure 20. 
% /k-/ for Three 
Speech Contexts by 
Sex, Age Group 
and Educational 
Level 

I-B-M 
III-C-F 
I-B-F 

II-A-M 

/I I-D-M 

A. II-D-F 
"III-A-F 

Sex 

M = Male 
F = Female 

Age Groups 

A = 15-22 years old 
B = 23-30 years old 
C = 31-44 years old 
D = 45+ years old 

Educational Levels 
(years of schooling) 
I =14-16 years 
II =11-13 years 
III= 0-10 years 

Speech Contexts 

SS = Spontaneous 
Speech 

S & NR = Story and 
Nursery 
Rhyme 

WL = Word Lists 

SS S & NR WL 
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The II-B-F group, females aged 23 to 30 with 11 to 13 years 

of education, have 997, /k-/ in their Spontaneous Speech, 

817> in their Nursery Rhyme and Story, but 90% for the Word 

Lists. Despite their relatively high educational level, this 

group of female subjects has the third highest 7, /k—/— 

score in the most formal speech context. The two female 

students aged 16 and 18 with 11 years of schooling in the 

II-A-F group have 100% /k—/ in their Spontaneous Speech, 91% 

in the Nursery Rhyme and Story, and 86%, in the Word Lists. 

The III-B-M group of males between the ages of 23 and 30 

with 0 to 10 years of schooling have 98% /k-/ in their 

Spontaneous Speech, 88% in their Nursery Rhyme and Story, 

and 85% in the Word Lists. Three out of the four subjects 

in this group, however, have 1007, /k-/ in all three speech 

contexts, that is, a complete change to /k-/. The relatively 

lower scores of the fourth subject therefore lowered this 

group's average. There were only two subjects in the 

I-C-M group, men aged 31 to 44 with 14 to 16 years of school

ing; they had an average of 987, /k-/ in their Spontaneous 

Speech, 1007> /k-/ in the Nursery Rhyme and Story, and 847, 

in the Word Lists. Although their average Spontaneous 

Speech score was quite high at 977,, the I-B-M group, males 

aged 23 to30 with 14 to 16 years of schooling, have an 

average of 857, /k— / in the Nursery Rhyme and Story, but 667, 

/k-/ in the Word Lists. The equivalent I-B-F group of 

female subjects have average of % /k-/-scores lower than 

their male counterparts. The females have 82% /k-/ in 
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their Spontaneous Speech which is 157o less than the male 

group's average and 687o /k-/ in the Nursery Rhyme and Story 

which is 17% less than the men- However, both groups' 

Word Lists scores are quite close: the females used 64% 

/k-/ in the Word Lists and the males used 66%,. The two 

females in the III-A-F group aged 16 and 18 and whose 

educational levels are 10 and 9 years, respectively, have 

98%. /k— / in their Spontaneous Speech, but a low of 51% 

/k-/ in the Nursery Rhyme and Story, and an even lower 48%, 

/k-/ in the Word Lists. The II-A-M group of males aged 

15 to 22 with 11 to 13 years of schooling have an average 

of 95% /k-/ for their Spontaneous Speech, 67%, /k-/ for their 

Nursery Rhyme and Story, and 60%, /k-/ for the Word Lists. 

Five of the six subjects in this group are students which 

m&y account for their relatively lower reading scores. 

The III-D-M group of males who are 45 years of age or over 

with 10 years or less of schooling have 76% /k-/ in their 

Spontaneous Speech, 76%, /k-/ in the Nursery Rhyme and Story, 

and 78%, /k-/ in the Word Lists. Three of the four men 

in this group, however, had a complete change to /k-/, and 

one subject had a very low 6% /k-/ for both.his Spontaneous 

Speech and Nursery Rhyme and Story, and 13% /k—/ in the 

Word Lists. The III-C-F group of females aged 31 to 44 with 

ten years or ess of schooling have an average of 57% /k-/ 

in their Spontaneous Speech, 63%, /k-/ in the Nursery Rhyme 

and Story, and 66%, /k—/ in the Word Lists. There are two 

male subjects in the II-D-M group who are aged 49 and 

51 and who have 11 years of schooling; their average % /k-/ 
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for Spontaneous Speech was 637>, for the Nursery Rhyme and 

Story they had a rather low 347. /k-/, but for the Word Lists 

their score climbed back up to 52%. The III-D-F group of 

females whose ages ranged from 47 to 75 and whose years of 

schooling ranged from 0 to 9 have 50% /k-/ in their Spon

taneous Speech, 427> in the Nursery Rhyme and Story, and 4970 

in the Word Lists. The lowest 7o /k-/-scores belong to the 

II-C-F group of two females aged 35 and 40 who have 11 and 

12 years of schooling, respectively. They have 13% /k—/ in 

their Spontaneous Speech, 0% /k-/ in their Nursery Rhyme 

and Story, and 217> in the Word Lists. 

We notice that several groups who show a decline in 7. 

/k-/ between Spontaneous Speech and the Nursery Rhyme and 

Story have % /k-/-scores which show an increase between 

the Nursery Rhyme and Story and the Word Lists. The 

reason for this was because the Word Lists included the 

three very low frequency SC /kwo(C)/-class morphemes 

previously mentioned in the section on the lexical dimension 

of delabialization, viz., SC /kwok/, SC /k'woq/, 

and SC /k'woq/. Most subjects—even those who have 

quite low 7o /k-/-scores in Spontaneous Speech and the Nur

sery Rhyme and Story, do not pronounce these words with the 

labialized velar initial which thus increases their /k—/— 

scores. For example, Subject # 5 7 ,  a young woman aged 2 5  

who majored in Chinese language at Chinese University of 

Hong Kong and teaches Chinese in middle school, pronounced 

all these words with the delaibalized velar initial, and 
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these were the only words so mispronounced in her reading of 

the Word Lists. 

Observing Figure 20, we can make the following genera

lizations about the correlation of age and educational 

level with the use of the /k-/ variable. First, age has 

a strong correlation with the use of /k-/. Younger 

subjects typically have higher % /k-/-scores in their 

Spontaneous Speech than older subjects. There are nine 

groups whose Spontaneous Speech scores for /k-/ average 

95% or higher: II-C-M, 100%; III-A-M, 100%; II-A-F, 100%; 

II-B-F, 99%; III-B-M, 98%; I-C-M, 98%; III-A-F, 98%; I-B-M, 

97%; II-A-M, 95%. Seven of the groups belong to A and B 

age groups for subjects aged 15 to 30. There are only two 

groups belonging to the second oldest Age Group C, 31 to 44 

years of age. There are six groups whose % /k-/-scores in 

Spontaneous Speech are 827o or less: I-B-F, 82%,; III-D-M, 

76%; III-C-F, 57%; II-D-M, 61%; III-D-F, 50%; II-C-F, 13%. 

Three of these six groups belong to the oldest Age Group 

D, aged 45 and over, and two groups belong to the second 

oldest Age Group C, 31 to 44. Figures 21.1 and 21.2 depict in 

two graphs this correlation between age and the use of the 

variable. The two figures show the 7a /k-/ in Spontaneous 

Speech for males and females in the four age groups. Edu

cational level has been held constant in order to focus on 

the age factor. We see that for males the use of /k-/ sepa

rates Age Groups A, B, and C from D. That is, A, B, and C 

cluster together in their use of high % /k-/, while the 
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two D groups have relatively lower % /k-/. For the female 

age groups, however, the use of /k—/ declines across all 

age groups as age increases. The most dramatic differences 

in % /k-/ from one age group to another are for the I-A, I-B, 

I-C, I-D-curve and the II-A, II-B, II-C-curve. Typically, 

A and B groups are closer together in their use of 7> /k—/ 

than are C and D. For example, I-A and I-B groups have 

similarly high % /k-/ in their Spontaneous Speech, 857, and 

82%, respectively, but Age Groups I-C and I-D have much 

lower 7> /k-/, 51% and 0%, respectively. II-A and II-B are 

quite close together at 100% /k-/ and 997, /k-/, respectively, 

while II-C has 13% /k-/. There is a large difference in % 

/k—/ between III-A (98%) and III-B (81%) but not a very large 

difference between III-C (577.) and III-D (50%). Such 

differences seem to support our conclusion that as age 

increases the use of /k-/ declines. However, it must be 

pointed out that Age Groups I-A, I-C, I-D, and III-A con

tain only one subject each and Age Groups II-A, II-C, and 

III-A contain only two subjects each. Although this evidence 

attractively supports the broad outlines of the conclusion, 

only the two contiguous Age Groups III-C and III-D which 

contain five subjects each provide encouragingly reliable 

support for the inverse relation between age and the use of 

/k-/. Consequently, until more data based on additional 

subjects are available to sufficiently represent all the 

cells of the matrix, our conclusion remains subject to a 

more precise specification. 



Educational level appears to be a factor influencing 

% /k—/ in the Word Lists for younger subjects in the A and 

B groups as well as older subjects in the C and D groups. 

When we compare two socially equivalent groups (e.g., both 

are male subjects of the same age group) which both 

usually have similar 7> /k-/-scores in Spontaneous Speech 

and which differ only by the factor of educational level, 

the group with the higher educational level typically has 

the steeper decline in % /k-/ between Spontaneous Speech 

and the Word Lists. For example, the II-A-M and I-B-M 

groups have sharp declines in 7o /k— / for Word Lists of 

35% and 31%, respectively. We can establish that educa

tion is the likely cause for these decreases by comparing 

the II-A-M group of subjects with the III-A-M group of 

subjects and the I-B-M group with the III-B-M group. Al

though the male subjects with the higher educational levels 

use % /k—/ in their Spontaneous Speech which is almost as 

high as their less-educated counterparts, 97%, for I-B-M 

versus 98% for III-B-M and 95%, for II-A-M versus 100% for 

III-A-M, they recognize the standard form of the variable 

and are able to use it more appropriately in the formal 

Word List context than the other less-educated subjects 

whose average declines in 7> /k-/ of 7%, for the III-A-M 

group and 137> for the III-B-M group were less dramatic. 

A similar situation is observed among young females, al

though the I-B-F group uses a lower % /k-/ in Spontaneous 

Speech than the I I-B-F group—827> compared to 997,, respec

tively. The better educated I-B-F group declines to 64%, 
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/k— / for the Word Lists, a drop of 187° which is twice the 

decline from 99% to 90%, for the II-B-F group. The III-A-F 

group shows the sharpest decline of 50%.—from 98%, in 

Spontaneous Speech to 48%, in Word Lists. This radical 

correction shows that although these young women belong to 

the lowest educational level of their age group, they are, 

nevertheless, the most sensitive of any of the subjects toward 

the variable. Even though the II-A-F group of subjects 

has a higher educational level than the III-A-F group, the 

latter has the sharper decline in % /k-/, 50% versus 14%, 

and to a much lower level, 48% versus 86%. However, there 

are only two subjects in each group which precludes making 

any general conclusions about the linguistic behavior of 

other females with similar social backgrounds. 

Let us now consider Age Groups C and D. With these 

older age groups we also find a correlation between higher 

educational level and lower % /k-/ in the Word Lists. We 

have three pairs of groups which can be compared. the I-C-M 

and II-C-M groups both have high 7o /k—/ in Spontaneous 

Speech, 98% and 100%. However, the I-C-M group with the 

higher educational level used 14% less /k-/ when reading 

the Word Lists at 84% than the II-C-M group at 98%,, and 

the I-C-M group's decline in %> /k— / for Word Lists was 

by 147o, somewhat greater than the 2% decline for the II-C-M 

group. The II-C-F group of females used only 137, /k-/ in 

their Spontaneous Speech against 57% for the III-C-F group. 

When the first group read the Word Lists, their 7o /k— / 
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increased by 87o to 21%, and this increase occurred for the 

reason previously mentioned, namely, the inclusion in the 

Word Lists of very low frequency words which most subjects 

pronounced with the delabialized velar initial. The III-C-F 

group had an increase of 9% from 57% /k-/ in Spontaneous 

Speech to 66%, /k-/ when they read the Word Lists, a score 

much higher than the II-C-F group's 21% /k—/ for Word Lists. 

There were only two subjects in the II-C-F group, so I am 

reluctant to generalize their extremely low use of /k-/ to 

other women of the same educational and age characteristics. 

Finally, the II-D-M group of males has both lower %, /k-/ 

in Spontaneous Speech than the III-D-M group, 61% compared 

to 76%, and lower % /k-/ in Word Lists, 52% to 78%, as well 

as a steeper decline in %> /k-/, 9% as opposed to a 2"L increase 

for the III-D-M males. Both the C and D groups also support 

our conclusion that there is a positive correlation between 

higher educational level and lower % /k—/ in the formal 

speech context of Word Lists. However, just as with our 

analysis of the correlation between age and the use of /k-/, 

our conclusion on the correlation between educational level 

and the use of /k-/ must also remain tentative because of 

the number of cells in the matrix which are underrepresented 

by subjects. I hope to return to Hong Kong in the future 

to conduct more interview with more subjects and thereby 

increase the database on which more specific conclusions can 

be drawn. 

In future research the subjects to be interviewed 
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should be between the ages of 40 and 65. I believe this 

age span is crucial for determining with which age group 

the delabialization change originated. The four age groups 

in this study were more or less arbitrarily chosen, and 

it is apparent from the preceding discussion that the age 

range for Age Group D was too broad for the purpose of 

determining with any precision with which group the change 

to /k—/ originated since it encompassed a wide range of 

patterns in the use of /k-/ by subjects. We found that 

women in their late 60's and mid 70's had almost no in

cidence of /k-/. There was one 60 year-old male subject 

who had a complete change to /k—/ which may have been a 

product of his low educational level and his moving to 

the country-side in Guangdong during World War II. We 

also saw that two male subjects in their 50's had low 

values of /k—/. However, a third male subject aged 52 

had a complete change to /k—/ which may possibly be re-

ated to the fact that he was not born in Hong Kong but 

settled there at age 10. One 52 year-old woman had 807o 

/k-/ in her Spontaneous Speech. Among the five females 

in their 40's, two had a complete change to /k-/ and 

three had variation. Five male subjects between the ages 

of 40 and 49 all had a complete change to /k-/ in their 

Spontaneous Speech. In this study the distribution of 

/k-/ for the sample's subjects in Age Group D indicates that 

more subjects aged 40 to 65 from several educational levels 

are needed in order to clearly identify a pattern of 
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transition through the variation stage of the kw-/In

variable and to isolate the time frame for the variable's 

introduction into Hong Kong Cantonese. I propose inter

viewing additional subjects drawn from more age groups 

whose age ranges will be narrower. Figure 22 below repro

duces Figure 11 from Chapter 3. For the kw-/k- variable 

the age ranges we will be concerned with are as follows: 

D, 36 to 40; E, 41 to 44; F, 45 to 49, G, 50 to 55; H, 56 

to 61. Figure 23 below reintroduces Figure 10 from Chap

ter 3 where it was stated-t-hat the figure represents two-

dimensionally both the diachronic and synchronic views of 

sound change in progress. It becomes the synchronic view 

when superimposed on Figure 22, a cross-sectional view of 

the speech community chronologically segmented. The three 

major historical stages of sound change in progress coincide 

with the three patterns associated with the use of a phono

logical variable by different age groups of the speech com

munity. Superimposing Figure 23 on Figure 22 shows that 

the oldest age groups which are largely unaffected by the 

sound change of SC /kwo(C)/ to /ko(C)/ and maintain the 

distinction correspond to the outer ring labelled X in 

Figure 23; the age groups with variation between SC /kwo(C)/ 

and /ko(C)/ for both men and women are identified as D, E, 

F, and G (predominantly women) and coincide with the middle 

ring labelled X^Y; and the age groups which have undergone 

a complete change from SC /kwo(C)/ to /ko(C)/ are A, B, 3nd C 

(with overlap with D and E and F for men) and are congruent 
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with the inner ring labelled Y. 

Y AJ X 

Stages in the Sound Change Process 

Figure 23 
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5.0 Conclusion 

In this study the theory of lexical diffusion has been 

joined with sociolinguistic methodology in the micro-syn-

chronic study of sound change in progress in Hong Kong 

Cantonese. The phonetic, lexical, and social dimensions 

of two sound changes were investigated: the bilabialization 

of the syllabic velar nasal, SC /g/ -> /m/; and the delabiali-

zation of the labialized velar initials before the low back 

rounded vowel jo /, SC kw- -> k-/ a(C). A total of 75 

subjects ranging in age from 15 to 75 with all but seven 

born and raised in Hong Kong were interviewed. The sub

ject's use of the n/m and kw-/k- variables under formal 

and informal speech conditions was correlated with the age, 

sex, and educational level of the subjects. The study 

indicates that the change of SC /irj/ /m/ first began with 

the word 55". "five" which developed the syllabic bilabial 

nasal variant as the result of labial assimilation. This 

change has not affected all lexical members of the SC /n/-

class in the same way: that is, is more advanced in 

the change to /m/ in terms of the number of speakers who 

use this pronunciation than are and ̂  . For most 

subjects age and educational level inversely correlate with 

the use of /m/: for subjects over the age of 40, the 

higher the subject's age, the lower the incidence of /m/ 

in both formal and informal speech contexts. For subjects 

under 40 the higher the subject's years of formal schooling, 

the lower the incidence of /m/ in both formal and informal 
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speech contexts. The majority of young men between the 

ages of 15 and 22 have a completed change to /m/; men and 

women between 23 and 30 use a high rate of /m/ in their 

casual speech but switch to the standard form /g/ when 

reading a story and word lists. Women between the ages 

of 31 and 44 have variation between /g/ and /m/, use 

/m/ at a much higher rate in both formal and informal 

speech contexts than men of the same age groupv and show 

less shifting to /g/ in the formal speech context than 

men of their own age group and other age groups. It is 

suggested that the change to /m/ originated with women 

who are now in their early 40's. Men and women over the 

age of 45, regardless of their educational level, do not 

use /m/ in either their casual speech or formal speech. 

This sociolinguistic investigation of the change from 

syllabic velar nasal to bilabial nasal indicates that 

the mechanism for implementing this change still in progress 

is lexical diffusion. It also confirms Labov's recent 

statement that M[w]here lexical diffusion does occur, it 

is to be found most often in changes across subsystems... 

and changes of place of articulation of consonants" (Labov 

1981:303). 

The phonetic cause of the delabialization of labialized 

velar initials is attributed to the speaker's principle 

of maximum ease of articulation. The difference between 

SC /kwo(C)/ and /ko(C)/ is the extra tension in lip-rounding 

of the labialized velar initial. Delabialization in rapid 
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speech is a natural development when speakers eliminated 

this additional degree of lip-rounding giving rise to the 

delabialized variant. Although homophony has resulted 

between the labialized and plain velar initial series, it 

has not created any burden of miscommunication, and the 

variant has replaced the standard form for many speakers. 

In the subjects' reading pronunciation the high frequency 

words ̂  , |U , and are found to be more advanced in the 

change to /ko(C)/ than the low frequency words ̂  and . 

On the other hand, the very low frequency words §#,$£, 

and are more advanced in the change to /k-/ than the 

high frequency words. The majority of the study's subjects 

— 46 out of 75 — have a completed change to the plain 

velar initial in casual speech. O'f this group of subjects 

are below the age of 30. For some subjects there is an 

inverse relation between the subject's use of /ko(C)/ and 

the subject's age and educational level: subjects from 

all four age groups with the high educational level tend 

to use less /k-/ in their reading pronunciation than their 

less-educated agemates. Only the study's oldest subjects, 

three women aged 68, 73, and 75 and two men aged 51 and 55, 

preserved the kw-/k- contrast in their casual speech. 

Almost a hundred years ago, Hugo Schuchardt, a 19th 

Century critic of the neogrammarians, observed that "[t]he 

greater or lesser frequency in the use of individual words 

. . . is of great importance . . . for their phonetic trans

formation. . . Very rarely used words remain behind, very 



frequently used words take the lead . . (Mohr 1971:23). 

Comparing the impact of the two sound changes on their 

respective word classes indicates that the correlation 

between word frequency and rate of sound change of members 

of a lexical class is not as simple as Schuchardt has said. 

That high frequency words can be more advanced with respect 

to a sound change than low frequency words was true of 

the change SG /g/ -> /m/. This was not the case, however, 

for the change SC kw- -» k-/ o(C) for which very low 

frequency words had a higher rate of change to /k-/ in 

the subjects' word list style,than high frequency words. 
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ENDNOTES 

The system of romanization and tone marks used here for 

the Standard Cantonese dialect (abbreviated in the text as 

SC) of Hong Kong is as follows: 

I PA 

Bauer's 
Cantonese 
Romanization I PA 

Bauer's 
Cantonese 
Romanization 

P P a a 

P' P' CL aa 

m m £ e 

n n oe- oe 

1 1 0 o 

f f i i 

t t u u 

t' t' y y 

t J ts m IP 

tS' ts ' 9 

J s 

j j Tone Marks 

k k 

k1 k' x High Level/High Falling 

h h x Mid Rising /| 35 

9 9 
kw 

x Mid Level -] 33 
V 

kw 

9 
kw x Low Falling j 2 1  

k'w k' w x Low Rising /| 2 4  

w w x Low Level J  2 2  
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2 This Table 103 was supplied to me by Mr. Frank Yu, Statis

tician, Census and Statistics Department, who kindly ex

tracted the figures from the computer tapes since this 

table had not been published in the original Main Report. 

3 Steve Baron directed my attention to this development in 

Shanghainese. 

4 The most systematic data available on word frequency in 

Chinese which I have seen is based on written Mandarin 

dialect in Taiwan. According to A Study on the High 

Frequency Words Used in Chinese Elementary School Reading 

Materials ( )published in Taiwan 

in 1967, the nine words we have been concerned with have 

the following word frequency rankings based on the number 

of times they occurred in written texts: 

Rank Lexical Item Number of Occurrences 7° of Total 

1 0 6,707 61.1% 

2 1,791 16.3% 

3 929 8.5% 

4 % 747 

CO 

5 M 576 5.3% 

6 m 137 1.3% 

7 M 35 0.3% 

8 & 32 0.3% 

9 15 0.1% 

Total: 10,969 100.0% 



We have assumed that since §$ , , and (0 did not occur 

in the Spontaneous Speech of the study's subjects the 

frequency of these items in the speech of everyday life 

must also be relatively low. The above data show that 

at least for written Chinese material used in a Mandarin-

speaking society these are indeed very low frequency items 

Whether the same holds true for Hong Kong's Cantonese-

speaking society would require study of word frequency 

based on written Chinese material used in Hong Kong school 
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APPENDIX 

1. Parent's Letter of Introduction: 

®J« lfc ff ®1J ft S ft Ji i! S ft ®t # ^11 ifc t£ ft 11 ̂  
o 13 T g? il •, m IRS PI - M ta -tM: ft A/B m=gwiw 
W j?$o î Pni ft pa if i M̂ *ftAft£® 
M e  &  K  g  + 1 0 *  3 s  •  
ntim fiffiii-fia/M^. » S&P8 ft AgfJi#rBJ 

S i  f l f e  i r a  f t  ^  ^ i § ^  ^  f t  £  

ilAtf^^AftT 

in ̂  ̂ MS ̂  ̂ 5£ s^ Pn1» iS ̂  ̂ ̂ ̂ ̂  ̂ 5® 3£ *$> ̂  ̂ o ft flfi 
W^ffsrij 

i§ W ft o 0f lU R # — sc HI PP  ̂£ A # & I& "H a 

ijE #k M J#£ 1£ ^ 

§ #i 11 u ± ̂ 
55 fltl m 98 * 4> 

Robert S. Bauer 
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University of Hong Kong 
CENTRE OF ASIAN STUDIES 
P O K F U L A M  R O A D ,  H O N G  K O N G  Tel: 5-468161 ext 507-509; 672 

Director: Dr E. K. Y. Chen 

^ ^ 
j5 

Bfe r«: 

2. Parent's Letter of Notice of Selection: 

m m # } m M :  

J *  E M 1 f t  f i ' i & d t $ l i ^ t £  

Bfr & ® 7 Ift ̂  IS * E « IS K J» *fr & Sfc# & K W 

B£fPo — <0/>BS. 

iiE 

/yl&bt  ̂[̂ Oua£A, 

Robert S. Bau er 

-tA — #• 7A J3 n + — 0 



'Ait, fin 

University of Hong Kong # 
CENTRE OF ASIAN STUDIES Si 
P O K F U L A M  R O A D ,  H O N G  K O N G  ' T e l :  5 - 4 6 8 1 6 1  c x t  5 0 7 - 5 0 9 /  6 7 2  
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$ -k  % 

Wi % fJj 'C.« 

Director:  Dr E. K. Y. Chen 3i  <1- : F'?i ill' Vit 

3. Parent's Thank-you Letter 

® m fa & it i£ sfi m m M m m & \f$ 9 w\ T m 

m i t  f i  it» 

GjyUt 
^ Q/C 

Robert S. Bauer 

H a it # w if fi hi a  



Researcher's Name Card 

Ŝr 
*;& 

& $ li. ««• & 
is JA ;* I i8>§~ 
: : : & 
it D if)© • 

1 
-

IT*. I It 
1 

-

1LT > ~B#r 
WF* , 
-£# 

% % *£ 
A<S 
* 

-t-

HONC KONG UNCUACE AND SOQETV RESEARCH PROJECf 

T^obet t  *S.  TSauct  
FULBRIOHT -  HAYS h'ELLOW AND 

PH.D.  CANDIDATE IN CHINESE LINGUISTICS.  

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA-BERKELEY 

OFF.I CeHTRE Or AE1AN ITUDIES HOME] LAMMA ISLAND. YUNG 

MONO KONG UNIVERSITY (HUE WAN.BOU WA YUN, OD3. 

TEL.: S'4EEIGI. EXT. SO? NO. 17«I, II F .  

ILL.: B.DB2I159 
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5. Student's Subject Data Sheet 

* £ 8# K f¥ -4 & 

& £. 14 SO. flfefit. ffi is. 

W £ ife B. 

& Mt/  & U,  

tn * & t ® a itt, i?. 

a 

urn. w ̂iaiss. e & m £ an is. 

xtR^weKCSfSisfcSii®). 

2: fa JM 

•a M  w m  

m m m 

1, & Ai$ 4, m m& ® 

2, !! til te 5% pfc M I& 

a* £• U ft -#» 6; ®c J^f ?t # 

|$£ 7 M HI IS £ *1-, fa # 18: & fl& % W pJ§ ? # 

in « # ift IS , H S® ± iIH & ̂ : 

1» til Ci^ 5,, 4> LU g£ 9, ® |g IS 

2, ± fiS 6„ $i ;N1 m 10, |i % 3S 

a, •& Hi is 7% s ̂ BS IÎ  ̂ *5: as 

4X $r # IS Ik, H 7k 3S 1 2, *$ Ul IS 

? 

MJffi- - = ra s * a ¥± 

7, & fit. 
(,*; !iio 

yf # 

13, &fr 
OrfigfcE) 

T •¥ «fe ± 
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6. Parent's Subject Data Sheet 

t£ BO ffitfc 

ffl&M _ WIS, £&&$*§?. 

BB Hi tt & 4b H «»3K##i?( 

mm BE M urn 

ft OH IB 

1, ^  W e  t t f M W  7* gflfc 

2. I&ffig 5, ̂ 11 

3» &• 5] lH <£> 6 ̂ #f fit <g* 

T 0. M M z. #\- •. faftmnrnfinm i # * A 

ta*#toK', fit ® ± as # «t 3= : 

u IF® e ch®) 5^ ^iuis 9, m m m  i3» gfta 
C!R if£ ?$) 

2* _L&!£ 6» «H*Hg& 1Q» {fcHlS 

3» & LU IS 7* £ £ flg 11» g£ 

4* $r #IS 8» = 7X IS 12. 4IUI gg 

4fc*nf5A2Fi$ift«&:&S? 

Mffl- H = ras * 0 T^F IfeJi 
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Subject Data Sheet 

mm 

13:811 ¥1® Mist «e. 

Witt, 

m w m m cm a s i% m w mm 

e*S 

3£itti®( m m w c M M m  -a&iswfiK. 

^Iftf «&«§£ 

l, & 4^ mffiBM 7, 

2* IS1 5» 

3* &• ill <§? 6., j]£ fff ̂ ff <£? 

life T jg Ifc B £ fl-. 4fc * Ifi: £ ffl # ® ® ? —* — 

l, #ilf£ Ciis© 5» + lU e 9* J® ̂  f£ 

2* _L #® !£ 6, il jNi IS l o*  ̂% sS 

3, £ lij IS n„ 35̂  ® 

4, $r # §§ B̂ HTKis 12% #§ Ul f£ 

? . 
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8. Cantonese Interview Questions 

 ̂ni # $£ ̂  E tti ? 

^ ni § M & M S ? 
jl^ft ? 

DM it ft ^ t3 tf 0 

®L°gE m ? 

n& ^  ft<tf® M ta © Sfe ^  ^ gfe #^? 

^Jl#ft iM® £?n§ $f^? 

<1® ftlH® II, 

^ ̂ m m u *a m n » r^ 

1 ^ ^ ^ * D i l : i f ? i ^  f l & n f i U  3 &  M  f t  3 1 ^ ?  

§ M % mm 13 W% ? 

mm isMfa&i©«# :tp3§? 

^ # fi-« # o& § ® re m m 13 ft «it & # su^DgE re? 

E^iSftQi1f^±S flft^ ft0®: »1E 

$£ IK ? 

J21 4fc 0r IE *MU SI. M DBIŜ &gSI#® #î ? 

^ '1 ft # & ft *i sSfrflfe J& # m 

$? & # m # ̂ ̂ 5ciie >f$ # ra a it $$m m 13, mmm, 

&- ® , # ng , & B§ 

,  f t tn t# t»  i t?§^?  
—©^rftsa^sieEflsxsitirefift, ̂ isig# 

*& #ft# 

4ft Ifi«^<B:lfc',8Ej®*'Si ? 

ren N flfcte ® 

^ & & 4$ © ^ m m m nw? 
s M & &m sfc 2r # & i§ ? 
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Ss fr He 
fati ft oft § M i>l Ma 

t i K #  f i l z M f t M M  f j ° % -  i  

*  m * §  g  * &  ?  

s ̂  i#? 

4fc2Sli@£«3r£ft—4HB£ 

ta m xfp^ ? 
ng"® ;t ME X ? 

f c m m m m .  x^? 

4fc J® PB°& 3& #£& Jj|ĉ ? 

om^igX^Bg^ ®L*JF? 

a H i& ̂  X fp 

 ̂̂ ® ̂  £«;£ & #• & $» :t ̂ ; m m w®, u #. 

mww 

f a  %  #  m  m  m  m  m  i s  i t  m  m  w ?  

^<F£ IFI » # §fc £ fife ^ ̂  BE ? 

o® ^ * & is i» ? 

m m &  

mm ® b# # ̂ r n wm * it ? 

mm », n>w i ® fi" i? 

Bi® JW? 



tT3c, jggfe 

Ô̂ J ^.m- ? 

ifi f$ i? rinft f£ £ tF # tr ? 

{ft g 5#^"^iiils]A?T3c^? 

IFT ^T H, IT — 4@ A I$ A TT # 0 ̂ 3W? 

€ ifi iM ? 

^ ̂ # F^I — I® IT 4FT ̂ B^OIE A tr AA 

if & is ? 
ô̂ oŝ  U rn £ •¥ a ScHftj ta tf M mtft? 

o o o  ̂ll!i # »£? 

#£ # A PT M 5NU& ? 

f a f t f t m & f f i $ f - ,  m * % - ,  

mint 

fa#  f t  &  Mm #  ̂ ?  

? 

ô̂ ofg g #§ ̂  a Dif ? 

3r 8 H ̂  il H? # t3 I® «f &31? 

fft M 5i |WI Sfi A 3: St IW? 

^ nffi g giH® ̂  1$ # # M I£ M ® # £« ? 

n m  

- m m w r n A m m m m ?  

i n  &  &  H I M  &  m  4 f a  m & m w ,  w i m m ,  

i & m t i k f  ^ t i s i ^?  
i n & f a f t f r & m ,  n & m ,  f a  

# m ta m*%- ? 



m m m m  

t tw m s0^-? 

f a  m m  § ^ ?  

f a m m m m m m m ?  

fa S§ n§ It Ma5f-? 

fa# ft mm m°%- ? 

famrfE 

fa ft ft m*& &• # m ? 

« w 

^ JUfrsl i§$L 
k̂̂ D6<J ta i®F *!» ? 

#«££{£!}£, 
o® ft x ̂ u ? 

mm iii^ii i« $? i& itw ? 

— {0^0^ A«SE ̂  

<E i&M# M A^? 

f a f t f t f t f t t k m m  ? 

# »§• # 0 £S ̂ IIE §a ? 

{£1® A^M^? 

as»^#i#as€? 

^ ft a§ — i® ft &*%• ? 

$fi -fi0̂ 1 ? 

«& ^ 4 # # st a » lift w 
«d H#2l«, ##—ee^??? 

!09H#lii1!il*W€»®fe!®? 

MS f RftiaiS <*»® ? 
-wis * « « m si« » <s«a?? 

»?£#£?£ re, ^ra^ft'a-iei®1^7 
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«E ra <P •» gjiis K% a re 1 
«  # « « m  &«a? > 

- ff*ite -> JS# 

« 5 H ® R  

ft gj&sfi # » « * m if 

M # SlJilE 1L f$ 1? tt 7 sfc a§ Pi A Weft 

9£i&]M ffi ? 

Ifi flBf est*1? 
H EM it Sfi ? 

faygtf ft mm 

fc\>±m M#SIJ H-ffi A$-&^ ? 

4fc lin i£ fi £• *3 P̂ snftj Â ^̂ ? 

Di foM SE HJI £ 2. "J1 . fi" — ̂  A ̂  ® ̂Ĥ DIK fg ? 

®fe ̂  HS S ifepftJ A ̂  H i£D̂  IS: IS N M M fi $E A1̂  

A W M ̂  ? 

D-f® m A m Hi W.&M ? 
{§ # ng # ̂ffc rn S ̂  & A #0® 

A RTng RlMnA^SS® £31®^? 
fem  ̂Jfjp a o  ̂?_ 
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in S ̂  JIL 

a es ioeEj^m^^^cg^m^? 
 ̂s eoiffi m  m  m  m  n  IH a* IE^? 

4fcJg# g S*M IfCfSMlEiJglE^? 

|gn̂  ̂  ? 

SHfc3**§i*»lo«J > ®«ffett&B®? 
a — ^ ® « & ig & ? 

#£nl£» f t '4iM 

$ k m t  0W$fe. !im*i 8 «fe T 

8? M S^ASIJg^^^#jE^3E? 

4fc»iBtta4fcgeafift ̂-ogE 3r & ? 

^ M*§ & ;t MM ft-kMWt f£o®E ̂  fe? 

£o8E £ & ? 

5$ '& M * HO^J A MM. MM, IS # ̂ 

glflU 

S0E sa ft €mt& &nfe g euiEE is ̂  $E ? 

# i t§# is# m m m uc m ^ M w m m  u m f t m  *§  ^  ̂  ? 
m *s m j jm m Mis 

^ # mwL m m? 

M && &N& A M M & M *«®E M M M M ? 

1 f a  f t  f̂rô j 00 % .  n% 13$ M  B£» a ill IS > _t #$ !£ » ft IS ? 

s n ^ ^ a f i p i — ^ R 0 B g E g i ^ »  f a m t e m m & v j &  

£n itof® <0 ^E m m 9 E ?  

m % n m f f i f a W m ( t i m m c  4 f t $ 9  « a w & f t f t m m  

• M m  m ^ n m r n r n m -

M F A %  W M M M M M I K T T ,  

m &  4̂ : 
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9. 

mmmmmam 
V.v. '-si IVC; S.o /!C Vf 

284754 U *•*) « .* * .• • * A, Ptf.'. r*#Sy'.«.' .-».«> v. • •<?'¥ 
$IJ8»:KE 

;j®Ĝ 2USU ' .fertrbrtlfchVifovm ii'tf reftfeiifciftrt 

Money 

*'*'* ~*
r

' *'i?.«T 
: HONG ROW«&# 
iVj~i*r»>r*W7"̂ k'*.*--»".K :'«•ri-.V-W. 

BSffiS 
txccirfivtotwtcion cniir ACC0UHTAK7 

^ SHANGHAI BANKING GORPOK^ 

'̂ IMiJk0 SH76857-2 Jf SH 768572 
theffiearercn demand at itsOfficehere 

valentyitJie Currency 
'oiontinSuue received. 

'Wvilvhsŝ  

r£SA/cS.s4ijbH 

êIlonglconganijl̂ an̂ BiginlejCton)dmiw 

©llar&: 

uorecifced 
*fc}1k«ojô  3lst .MiuSh J98tt 

itectots 

S\'\ 3$$ CHttf ACCOU«AHf 

$ 2 . 0 0  

$5.00 

$1 .00  



10. Nursery Rhyme: 

ft jL , 

t lSJat i  ,  

Sf- •H+ 

4f  # fg '  
ii§ M; 
*-*&, 
t | * .  

f  l»^ .  
2$- k At, 
f  4 & .  
4^.# -
« 1 L 2 >  .  

£. * 
9 % 

t, 
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J L & & .  

f 3JL/J . 
n * t ,  

|II. to®, 
f i js. 

Ml )fc* ; , . 
v^es-® i &>£-. 
— » 
— / & >  •  

-Mi Mflyfc jfc, 
->n *&$#?***&. 
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11. Story 

<$)Wf 

>*.# °£ -  g & + % %f 4- f 4 U;H! 

i. <t%.f)06i • $ fts A — -(8 2*§: ® It 

•#«.4 >£ -<--fa& #.•&8^8 t I® -ff #u"fe Ip S 

• ffl lk'ff &,+ © t± •# **. J*g-iS;|L {I / W th-iti' 

0 S> fs) t ML 3- & ̂ 58 £ , + +a i'v 

*•  3MSt****5L8Mkl bfetLflK.  -  1  $f  *  ft.  & X-

ta t i  0  :  - £ -  & R , $ £ . £ •  t # #  .  S j t - M p  

teftfa • *'9f& * 5$ £ *Ufc*t*« Jt: 

•ft# 
«. # it;? as -6 "ii,1? ®s i& *p HJ-JkU. S s 

A %5-Q 
$ *> 

%% fit * if Yf & -a if a f 4ii it fe $ ie ̂  •« ft M 

g J» f l&firZ' ldi  *>/ °  

m n % J'fcf-if isi^.'naL^fei'®-^! 
,, 3K •*- ft «-4-»K_ e 4-. »t§ a 4' <#fc %.il 

£ %%-> Si % 7t 
-Ms? ' "ttî -'kli •%'i' 
ft Wt-<® & H &•»*. a 4. ye i. fBtff °sw &. 
d;* l  

i z - fepj j f -  J $i£lrAif&* %F[-$-3j iv t4  iL-f-#^#'W/L 
i ; k / ;&£ - f^3L; *fcs£; £-31 

/ it-3-; /?) ; %V\k r 

£S / £<£- /  fails , Mt' ££ 
jjj. J^_j ^ ^ ^ 

pr*tii sa&PitoA#. :%UtM^r 

0 % &&-+G «1 / M «t-fl£e«a M i|-&H A . %}\ 
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i% t-i-|jL. ̂  £- / *. $ atr/ - f>f  a  * >14:» 4' ML 

ft 4'*- -XBi I  ° 

#1/ ® ?•! fl| 

&3fl i  •  3M-? - n  & ' % • & - & % ,  i l S ' l ^ r M l  •  

f?$ X Ie. 3B '3̂ -7 /Jj-ŝ -3̂  ̂  ĵt yA %i tfL̂ \% 

• \ki>b,  S&%U3-l£ °  

fyjhifk i£M • 1 
3te-3--&•%.+&«. • ff 15) /- %>•&&>% 1%-mt'ifJJ ; 

# Si % %*«. i 1? "A.«63 V«>'J *-M • it-45# 

ft- 'a1 ̂  °8v ̂  • 

•». 4" i® ̂  i ii °kjt I £P M ® ft <%• n £ st -&. 

A . fc°y&k*i .£  •  %i% f t i t i  #  'fc' tz i .Jfy- '  &%-

i J -#9  •<- -  4 . ' /<®As i lW^ I  
j. * * )£  1  *  M  

i|| .® 2-ft £ •&&'&/&& / 

MMtto-fl'll'SHg £ . Si H# # • 

^&sk-<(kt±.M iYfc-'feafifi. tffc&.-fc"#'5?ft-

/ §f tf ii.°fI • ?S #3 f -it °£-
/ R•=£ HtfL> 1$t.%{z. ' 'M 



12. Word List I (Multi-character) 

<4$ 

to-

%%% 

Jf-it 

ft # <% 
# 3 t  r* 

%  0  -±£r 

f e f k  

Bk&ji 

K B  %% 

m 

f t  &  



13. 

n 

Hr 

if 

% 
»r 

1 

AM 

r 

JL 

Word List II (single character) 

X 
A-

%-

4' 

% 
Ifr-

$  

•k 

a 

3JA 



14. Word List III (Minimal pair) 
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& 

41 

& 
* 
4SL 

M 

jt 

si. 

£ 
Wis 

:#=•# 

12 

Xi 

iSL 

jsfc-

irt 

f  

•>g 

iX. 

:$k 

09 

& ffcl. 

-*r 

M 
fa 
% 

ft 

& 
if 
%-

P«9 

it 
yA 

* 

jt 

*7̂  

$ \  

Jt-

% 
% 




